
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

Dee: May 20, 1971

Subject: OTP/OT Frequency Management Support Meeting

To: C. T. Whitehead

Attached is a report on the most recent subject meeting.

In summary, the report shows that progress is being made
in the following areas:

A. Electromagnetic Compatibility Analysis -- OT now in
steady contact with ECAC to determine what "tools" can be
applied to the OTP support area.

B. Data Base -- Planning is under way as to those data
elements required for EMC analysis and spectrum management.

C. Automatic Data Processing -- Determination of Time-
Sharing contractor expected momentarily.

D. Monitoring -- OTP and OT commenting on draft final
report from SRI.

E. Specific Action Items --

1. Interference Prediction Model

with Air/Ground Communications.

for FAA in connection

2. FAA Project Regarding Emission Susceptibility Simulation 

and Testing.

3. Compatibility Analysis of Digital and Voice Communica-

tion in the VHF UHF Bands.

4. Altimeters vs CAS (1535-1660 MHz

5. Tropo vs. Space -- ITS contribution for Space WARC

preparatory work received and incorporated into U.S.
Position Papers.
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6. EMC of Proposed New Space Systems -- Means of accomplish-
ment being explored.

7. Compatibility of 7/8 GHz area -- First "major" project
to be undertaken by ITS. Problem definition completed.

F. Standards -- Department of Commerce proposed course of
action in Standards area in support of frequency management
under review.

G. Noise -- OT supporting OTP in this effort with JTAC and AMA.

H. Receivers -- Close contact being maintained with FCC who
have thus far codified land mobile area and commenced work with
respect to TV.

I. EMC Education -- Reference data passed to Dr. Newburn Smith
at Boulder for development of proposed curriculum inputs.

J. Equipment Characteristics -- OT Contract with Sachs/Freeman
signed May 13, 1971.

K.nPro.ec- rationProrai -- Shaking down satisfactorily
on the basis of experience.

Dean, Jr.

Attachment

CC: Dr. Mansur

Mr. Hinchman



EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDEN

OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20504

Dee: May 13, 1971

SubjectOTP/OT Frequency Management Support Meeting

To: For the Record

The following attended subject meeting on May 12, 1971
in Room 283, 1325 G Street NW:

Name

Stanley Cohn

Anthony Corrado
D. D. Crombie
W. Dean, Jr.,Convener

Williar Gamble

Lyman G. Hailey

George W. Haydon

Bruce Higgins

Donald Jansky
Robert Powell

Harvey Lance

George Stelzenmuller

Organization

OT -DC
II

OT-Boulder
OTP

OT-DC
11

OTP

OT-Boulder
OT-DC

OTP

OT-DC

II

/a,/ 4,/42-P Z;7:

6/144

at4eie,"

Telephone 

967-3591

967-5012

303-447-3816
395-5623
967-5012

395-5623

303-447-3583
967-5012

395-5692

967-3908

967-3603

967-3591
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The discussion followed the agenda distributed as

Attachment 7 to Minutes of April 14, 1971.

1. Electromagnetic *Compatibility

a. Analysis Cp_alailiL

Mr. Cohn's work on development of a list of the types of

data necessary for analyzing systems before frequency assign-

ment applications are submitted was continued as a pending item.

In connection with the development of a follow-on paper to

Mr. Cohn's "Notes on Analysis Capability" (Attachment 2, Minutes

of April 14, 1971), Mr. Haydon submitted "Considerations in the

Development of an EMC Analysis Service" (see Attachment 1).

Recognizing that more thought would be required, the paper was

adopted as a point of departure on which to build. All parti-

cipants were requested to review the paper and submit comments

to Mr. Haydon with a copy to Mr. Cohn. Mr. Haydon will develop

the paper further based on comments received.

Mr. Cohn reported that ECAC will complete in about six

nonth EMC 1-1prw9hnnk toTlicli Will 117P. cnnsiGerably

more data than the chart on ciegraciation in LJTAU'S mpectrum

Engineering - Key to Progress." He will initiate a review of

the JTAC chart to determine the priorities, as we see them, of

the cases of modulation in which we are most interested. These

will be reviewed with ECAC to validate any questionable entries.

The Convener and Mr. Cohn noted that coordination with ECAC

by OT is proceeding well.

The Convener reported that the VERSAR efforts have been

completed and the final report turned over to OT for use as

appropriate.

b. Data Base 

Using as a basis the document "Spectrum Management Data

Base" (Attachment 2 to 11/10/70 memo Dean to Kandoian), Mr.

Crombie reported on his efforts to develop a rationale as to

where and how data should be obtained. After reviewing

Appendix C to the above Attachment and the Sachs/Freeman

report, he prepared Suggestions for Additions to Appendix C

of Data Base Study (see Attachment 2) and A List of Data

Required for Notification of Receiving Stations Requiring

Protection from Unwanted Signals (see Attachment 3). The
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latter relates, alternatively, to the equipment file being

develoned. It was noted that some of the suggested data items

are presently required on frequency applications, some may be

required only on a case-by-case basis, and others (economic)

may not be obtainable. All participants were requested to

review Attachments 2 & 3 and submit comments to Mr. Crombie,

with a copy to Mr. Cohn, who will prepare revisions. Messrs.

Cohn and Crombie were requested to determine "where we go from

here" in connection with a frequency management data base, and

Mr. Higgins was requested to assist on matters relating to format.

It was also note that we must determine which data items come

from the user and which from other sources.

c. Automated Data Processing 

In connection with the proposed Time-Sharing contract,

Mr. Hailey reported that the 22 bids received had been narrowed

to two by the Contract Evaluation Board and that based on further

review by the Board Mr. Garber is preparing a written rationale

for selection of one of the two.

Mr. Halley reported that the contract with HRB-Singer was

signp,r9 or 7\prj1 la; 171 Tt will provide proarammina necessary

to change the unique icientitier of assignment records and will

provide one-half man-year of system maintenance, the latter being

to allow for transition pending the availability of OT programmers.

Mr. Powell reported that efforts are still underway to trans-

fer a BoUlder programmer to Washington. Messrs. Higgins and

Hailey emphasized the need for early action in this regard, noting

that current programming requirements are being held in abeyance.

In response to the Convener's re-emphasis of the need for a

computer program to evaluate proposals for international confer-

ences, Mr. Corrado reported that the item is included in the

draft FY73 OT budget.

Mr. Cohn reported he is still working on the OEP request

that the transfer of $415K from OT's FY72 budget be in one lump

sum, the purpose being to preclude a GAO requirement that the

funds be parcelled out on a job-by-job basis. Mr. Cohn reported

that OEP/NRAC had indicated to him that they may not be able to

provide computer support after FY72 and that initial thinking

was being given to a dedicated OT computer. The Convener urged

that computer support be developed in-house in order to increase

flexibility of use, and noted that the OEP/NRAC position

heightens the need for the early provision of OT programmers.
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Mr. Garber submitted a memo to Mr. Dean (see Attachment 4)

on his survey of the availability of a facsimile machine for

OTP which would be compatible with those used by OT-Boulaer and

OT-Washington. Mr. Jansky was requested to pursue the matter

with Mr. Urbany, OTP.

d. MonitoriEa

Mr. Jansky reported that the draft final SRI report had

been reviewed in detail; suggested changes had been given to

SRI; Mr. Barghhausen had particularly considered the equipment

aspects; a meeting with SRI was scheduled for 3:30 PM May 12;

and that he was optimistic that by the end of May we would have

the final product. The Convener stated that upon receipt of

the final product OT-Boulder should begin to "put the meat" on

it and develop a firm program. Thereafter, OTP would inform

the Government agencies directly of plans in the monitoring area.

As a related matter, Mr. Cohn reported that the draft FY73 OT

budget includes $500K for OT-only monitoring projects.

The following efforts are still underway in connection with

the noise measurement program of the Urban Mass Transportation

Administration (UMTA)of the DOT:

-- Mr. Jansky will ask Mr. Klien of UMTA to document

UMTA's noise measurement capability. (Mr. Gamble assisting)

-- Mr. Crombie will then evaluate the stated capability

to_determine how it might be responsive to OTP/OT needs.

-- After consideration of the foregoing, OTP might decide

to ask DOT for use of the capability.

2. Status of Action Items

a. Propagation 

In connection with efforts to get the HF prop model to

run on the OEP computer, Mr. Haydon reported that an existing

deck of cards ls being obtained from the Offutt AFB Exec 8,

and that he is optimistic that they will run on the OEP

computer after 300 or 400 of the 4000 to 5000 cards are changed.

Messrs. Crombie and Haydon are still working on the list of ITS

routines that may be useful to frequency managers.

Mr. Crombie reported that by the end of June 1971 Messrs. Utlaut

and Wait will have prepared a report on the duplication of prop

research among Government agencies. They are also working on

a means to coordinate and centralize prop research, which, the

Convener stated, should logically come under ITS.

4
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b. Specific Items

(1) Interference Prediction Model for Air/Ground 

Communications (formerly called VHF Follow-on

Aircraft Study for FAA) (1ST  PRIORITY)

Mr. Halley reported that this had been formally

accepted as an ITS project (see Attachment 5), and that

necessary coordination had been effected with ECAC.

Mr. Crombie reported the costas $60K and the target

date for a draft report as December 1, 1971.

(2) Eallf_isEL1201j_Ilili-ly._§..imulation & Testin9(6TH PRIORITY)

Mr. Halley reported that this is a proposed project

from FAA (see Attachment 6) presently under consideration

by OT-Boulder. Their comments on the feasibility of it

being undertaken will be furnished OTP via Mr. Cohn.

(3) f2Eipbility Analysis of 12igital & Voice Commun-

ication in the VHK/UHF Aeronautical Mobile Commun-

ications Bands (4TH PRIORITY) 

LA.!

(4) GE  Computer Program re Orbital Satellites (NO  PRIORITY)

Appears to be executing on the Boulder computer.

Being pursued to eliminate any bugs.

(5) Altimeters vs CAS 1535-1660 MHz (3RD PRIORITY)

Messrs. Hatfield and Adams are preparing a report

on the McDonald-Douglas tests; McDonald-Douglas is pro-

ducing CAS equipment; FAA is having more measurements

made at Ft. Huachuca; IRAC is awaiting an FAA report on

the McDonald-Douglas tests.

(6) Tropo vs Space 

Project has been completed and Mr. Crombie is pre-

paring a report and a math appendix which will be distri-

buted to the IRAC and the U. S. Delegation to the Space

WARC. The Convener expressed his appreciation for the

excellence of the work and the expeditious manner in

which it was handled
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of New  (2ND PRIORITY)

Mr. Crombie has furnished IRAC with a document

suggesting two additional areas that need looking i
nto

in connection with the U. S. proposals for the Spa
ce

WARC (see Attachment 8). The work is continuing and

any output developed before the Space WARC adjou
rns

will be mailed to Mr. Dean, Hotel California, Geneva.

The convener requested that Messrs. Cohn and Cro
mbie

each be furnished with a - complete package of the U.S.

documents on the WARC (Mr. Kirkevold, action) an
d a

copy of the SJM Report (Mr. Jansky, action).

(8) EMC of Satellite S7stems for Mobile Services in

the 1535-1660 MHz Band (7TH PRIORITY)

No progress due to pressure of other work.

Project continuing.

(9) f2E2E-J:ibility  of 7/8 GHz Systems (5TH PRIORITY1

Mr. Higgins' paper "Frequency Management in the

Band 7125-8400 MHz" (Attachment 1 to Minutes o
f 4/14/71)

To1,4n11
4 Li.vtc

sub-tasks will be developed for attacking the over
all

problem. After a brief discussion of the sub-tasks,

Mr. Higgins was requested to undertake the coo
rdination

and development of a paper which will identify
 the sub-

-tasks and outline a plan of action for their execut
ion.

(10) Problem Definition

In order to provide a time-scheduling feature 
for

Mr. Buss' format for defining a problem (see 
Attachment

9, Minutes of 3/16/71), Mr. Cohn is developin
g a Gant

chart and a modified PERT chart.

In connection with the workload involved in t
he fore-

going projects, Mr. Crombie stated it involve
s one-third

of the capacity of his Group and about one-ten
th of the

capacity of ITS as a whole.
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Standards

Mr. Stelzenmuller's report is in Attachment 9.

Mr. Lance submitted a document entitled Facilitating the

Operational & Commercial Utilization of Telecommunications

Technology (see Attachment 10) which deals with what Commerce

should be doing in the telecommunications standards area.

More specifically, it deals with a) characterization of tele-

communications systems and their performance, b) measurement

methods and measuring instruments, c) standards of practice,

and d) international standardization. Budgeting would not

involve frequency management funds. The meeting expressed

endorsement in principle of the concept of the Government

taking positive actions in this area, and the participants

were requested to review the document and provide comments to

Mr. Lance, to whom appreciation was expressed for his efforts.

Mr. Crombie submitted Notes on Chapter 5, Technical

Standards, Requirements, and Objectives of the OTP Frequency

Management Manual (see Attachment 11). Participants were

requested to review the document and to furnish comments to

Mr. Crombie with a copy to Mr. Cohn.

3. Noise

The Convener reported he had referred to Mr. Cohn a request

from the Automobile Manufacturers Association for support in the

noise area. Mr. Cohn stated an OT representative will parti-

cipate in AMA's radio committee in Detroit.

Mr. Gamble referred to the UMTA project (see Monitoring on

page 4 of these Minutes).

The Convener reported he had referred to Mr. Cohn for

comment a copy of DoD's Program Analysis EMC Standardization

Program (see Attachment 12).

. Receivers 

At the request of the Convener, Mr. Hailey called Mr. Dixon,

FCC, on May 13 to determine the status of the FCC's efforts to

codify its receiver standards. Mr. Dixon stated that the land

mobile area is on schedule with a target date of June; some work

has been started in the TV area and will require two to three

more months; no work has been done at HF (as had been thought);

and that no areas other than land mobile and TV have been

scheduled as yet.



5. EMC Education

Mr. Gamble will send Newburn Smith copies of mil-standards

and the Armour Research lecture series, referencing the Boulder

meeting in March 1971 with Mr. Dean. He is continuing to try

to obtain pertinent Air Force and Navy publications for Smith.

f2..„___Eat.i2EfLII___Ch.Laracteristic  - Sachs/Freeman Work Statement

The OT contract with Sachs/Freeman is to be signed on

May 13, 1971.

7. Prgazam/Project Administration

The Convener reported he had given Mr. Cohn copies of the

OTP Program X entitled Program Plan for Spectrum Management

(see Attachment 13). Participants were requested to review

it in detail and to furnish comments to Mr. Cohn, particularly

for those items affecting OT.

Mr. Cohn furnished copies of two documents, one on projects

approved for FY71 for OT-Washington (see Attachment 14)and one

on projects approved for FY71 for OT-Boulder (see Attachment 15).

8. Other Business 

In connection with his recent visit to ECAC, Mr. Cohn

reported he is attempting to determine the availability of

computer_models that might be of use in meeting the needs of

OTP/OT in the frequency management area. In this connection,

the Convener cautioned that care must be exercised to ensure

that national frequency management remains at the National

level, i.e. under the control of OTP. It was also noted that

the policy had already been established, in coordination with

DoD, that a separate capability should be provided to meet

non-DoD needs in the EMC analysis area. He outlined the proper

procedure as: a) select models for possible applicability;

b) conduct tests, as necessary, at ECAC on simulated data;

c) if the models are useful, obtain them; and d) add the models

obtained to the in-house OTP/OT capability for use in the satis-

faction of actual requirements. In summary, OTP/OT should not

become an ECAC customer. He also stated that requests for data

from ECAC files must be made on a selective rather than a

"shotgun" basis, and that all such requests should be made

through OTP. Mr. Hailey noted that this would also apply to

the current need for data on military use of frequencies for

HF and space communications outside US&P, a project under the

cognizance of Mr. Garber.
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The next meeting was scheduled for Wednesday, June 30,

at 9AM in Room 283, 1325 G Street N. W., with agenda as

given in Attachment 16.

The meeting was adjourned at 3PM.

;)

/ /1(

Dean;t_Tr/

Director 7;

Frequency Management
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Date:

Reply to
Attn of;

Subject:

( f ATTACHMENT 1 - MINUTES OF 5/12/71

May 10, 1971

OT/ITS/G1ATH

Iciczommurauctiort3 .

INSTITUTE FOR TELECOMMUNICATION SCIENCES
Bouldzr, Colorado 00302

Considerations in the development of an EMC Analysis Service

To: Addressees below

At the March 16 meeting of the OTP/OT staff in the Spectrum Management

area, the convenor identified the following four items for consideration in

development of an Analysis Capability:

(1) An understanding of what interference is

• (2) The probability of interference happening

(3) The validity of the requirement for quality of service, and

(4) EMC Measures

The attached draft material prepared in a staff study format discusses the

interrelationships between the above items in the development of an EMC

Analysisrvice. It is hoped this staff study will provoke further 

;-

discus-

sion so the JAL. ictly bib Service will be truly respousive. iteed:i

OTP/OT and the IRAC4

\je4a-v.._
George W. -Haydon, Program Leader

EMC Services & Radio Systems

Predictions

copy for: Leo A. Buss

Stanley Cohn

Anthony Corrado

D. D. Crombie

W. Dean, Jr.

William Gamble

George Garber

Bruce Higgins

Donald Jansky

C. R. Kirkevold

Harvey Lance

Robert Powell

George V. Stelzenmuller



RADIO INTERFERENCE

1. Statement of the Problem 

The following have been identified for consideration in the develop-

ment of an analysis capability.

(1) What is interference?

(2) What is the probability of interference?

(3) What is the validity of quality of service requirements?

(4) EMC Measure s ,
,ELL Eyvtc._ 

arr-e-j,

2. Assumptions

2. 1 In this staff study signals from the transmitter of the victim

circuit will not be considered as interference even though self interferenc
e

through multipath may be involved.

2. 2 Only radiated electromagnetic energy from relatively distant

sources is considered in this study recognizing that interference may also

C51.11. 11 L./ %Jr .rd-.ctivc.: or capacativc ccupling

at close distances.

3. Facts Bearing on the Problem 

3.1 Radio links fail to faithfully transfer intelligence from the trans-

mitter to the receiver for two basic reasons:

(a) The radio signal changes in character during the propagation

process, i. e. , it becomes weaker and possibly distorted through different

propagation times for the signal element, more than a single propagation

path, etc.

(b) The radio signal must compete with other electromagnetic 0,

energy at the receiver location, this energy includes intended (other trans
-

mitters) and unintended radiations (noise from natural causes, e, g.

atmospheric and unintended man-made radiations such as those associa
ted

with auto ignition).

1



3. Z It is generally agreed that thos-c competing 
signals at the

receiver which change the character of the desi
red signal at the receiver

output can be considered interfering signals. There is less agreement on

what constitutes harmful interference.

3. 3 The ability of the desired signal to compete with th
e interference

depends not only upon its magnitude but -also up
on its other characteristics

such as modulation and how these characteristi
cs have been affected during

the propagation process.

3. 4 The competition offered by undesired signals depen
ds not only

upon their magnitude, but also upon their other
 characteristics and how

these characteristics have been affected durin
g the propagation process.

3. 5 The magnitude of the desired signal may be expressed as
 the

median power at the receiver input during some specif
ied time period.

The character of the desired signal in addition to its ban
dwidth and modu-

Inf-inn g., type and percentage) may also be desLiiLed L-y its short

term fading characteristics, e.g., rayleigh, gaussian
 or chi-squared.

3. 6 The magnitude of the competing signals may also be 
expressed

as the median power at the receiver input during some s
pecified time

period and may be additionally described in terms 
of its amplitude proba-

bility distribution during some time period. The amplitude probability

distribution may also be used to describe the composite
 of several inter-

ference sources.

3. 7 A concept of Grade of Service, Time Availability and
 Service

Probability together with their interrelationships has 
been extensively

used to describe radio circuit or system performance i
n the absence of

unwanted intended radiations.

3. 8 The concept of a "Grade of Service has been used to describe

the quality of the received signal during some specified unit o
f time,

e, g., one hour. For digital systems such as teletype this
 quality may

be rather well defined as average character error r
ate within the hour,

2
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average binary error rate, etc0 for other systems such as analog, voice
,

or radar quality is less well defined and the "Grade of Servic
e" must be

expressed rather subjectively such as percent intelligibility of "unre
lated"

words as received by a "skilled" operator, the likelihood of missi
ng a

standard" target on an individual radar scan, etc.

In the absence of interfering signals, the "Grade of Service"
 is

often associated with available signal to noise ratio and a minimu
m

signal-to-noise ratio is required as an input in the estimation of circuit

performance in terms of time availability.

3. 9 A concept of "Time Availability" has been used with "Grade of

Service" to express overall circuit performance in terms of the perc
entage

of time a circuit was or is expected to be of a given quality. It involves

a history of the percentage of time (normally hours) within some 
longer

time period that a specified "Grade of Service" was available or f
or

prediction purposes the percentage of time a specified "Grade of Service"

is expected to be available. "Time Availability" and "Grade of Servi
ce"

are interdependent as illustrated in Figure 1.

3.10 When prediction of "Time Availability"for some specified

"Grade of Service" or "Grade of Service" for some specified "Time

Availability" are made it is realistic to include an estimate of the likeli-

hood that Grade of Service will be at least that good for at least that

percentage of time. This likelihood has been expressed as a "Service

Probability" and may be viewed as an estimate of the distribution of

circuit performance which may be expected when all the parameters

used in the predictions were identical. A failure to know these parameters

in greater detail and to properly assess this variability together with the

interaction can be expected to result in distribution of actual circuit per-

formance about the predicted performance. When "Service Probability"

is not expressed and Time Availability or Grade of Service are predicted

as illustrated in Figure 1, these are best estimates and a Service Proba-

bility of 50% is implied. Figure 2, an expansion of Figure 1, illustrates
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4. Discussion 

The definitions of interference, harmful interference, probability of

interference, etc. are subject to wide and divergent interpretations.

For this study, it is assumed that all unwanted electromagnetic energy at

the receiver which produces a change in the desired signal at the receive
r

output can be considered to create interference and the emphasis of this

study is in what constitutes harmful interference and in the manner predic-

tions of harmful interference might be made and presented to be useful in

frequency management.

Whether interference is harmful or not obviously depends not only

upon the degree of signal degradation but also upon the length of time this

degradation has been present or is expected to be present. The degree

and duration of interference which may be considered harmful will differ

for the various telecommunication services.

It appears that a complex of interrelated factor Q rqir1rd

in the prediction of harmful interferences

(a) A degree of signal degradation which depends not only upon

relative signal and interference levels but also upon the modulation and

short term -fa—ding character of the signal and the interference,

(b) A tolerable level of signal degradation which varies widely

between services,

(c) The percentage of time a signal degradation will take place

which depends not only upon the variation of signal and interference

magnitudes within a relatively long time period but also upon the varia-

tions in other characteristics of both the signal and noise within short

time periods,

(d) A tolerable percentage of time which varies widely between

services,

(e) The risk that the actual interference (signal degradation for

some specified percentage of time) will depart from the predicted interfere
nce

5



(f) A possible wide variation in this risk that the various

services may be willing to accept.

If the concepts of "Grade of Service" "Time Availability" and "Service

Probability" as used to express radio system performance as a desired

signal competes with radio noise could be extended to include intended

radiations as a part of the competition khcse concepts may prove applica-

ble in the analysis and description of electromagnetic compatibility.

It is common practice to associate grade of service with a required

signal to noise ratio to achieve this grade of service. As a first approxi-

mation, the ratio of the hourly median signal power in the necessary band-

width relative to the hourly median noise level in a reference bandwidth

(usually one hertz) is often used with some assumption concerning the

signal and noise distributions within the hour (often a rayleigh fading

signal and gaussian distributed noise). It is recognized that the short

term signal variati,ons may not b.e wçU r,cpiresented 12y a rayleigh diptribu-
"\yuis-•-t, (14),Aaki- ' yet wiAx.c, 7.A.A2-414-42".

g

- • = ,
ticin, e. . at the higher frequencies for high noise terrestrial lc,4tionsU

A
above 100 MHz where the sharp pulses of auto ignition may dominate.

It appears, therefore, that as radio system performance predictions

are extended-to a wide range of frequencies encompassing many propaga-

tion mechanisms and involving many noise types, it will become increas-

ingly important to consider signal and noise distributions as well as the

median levels both in the estimate of available signal to noise ratios

and in the determination of required signal to noise ratios.

If some descriptors for the short term signal and noise distribution

were used, e, g., ratio of r0 m, s to median noise (Yd) or a chi squared

or Rice distribution for the signal, it may become increasingly practical

to combine an unwanted signal (or signals) of specific levels and modula-

tions with multiple noise sources to obtain a single estimate of the overall

competition (interference) to which the desired signal is subjected.

As the first part of our prediction process, we would then have a predicted

6
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S/I ratio (median signal level within some s
hort time period relative

to median interference level (noises plus all 
unwanted signals) during

this same time period plus some description of 
the short term distribution

of both signal and noise during the time peri
od.

Second, we have a distribution of these S/I ratios wi
thin the time

period for which time availability would be expressed.

Third, we would require a determination of the requ
ired Grade of

Service (S/I ratios)

Fourth, an estimate of the percentage of time the Gra
de of Service

would be exceeded (Time Availability)

Fifth, an expression of the tolerable likelihood that th
e circuit must

be satisfactory (Service Probability)

Sixth, a determination of the likelihood that the actual
 circuit per-

formance will equal or exceed that predicted.

In summary if the likelihood that the actual circuit perfo
rmance

exceeds the tolerable likelihood as associated with the ser
vice under

consideration, the circuit can be expected to be free from
 harmful

interference.

As appropriate, the above steps may be reduced by taking bes
t single

estimates, i. e., Service Probability or Time Availability 
equal to 50%.

5. Conclusions. 

(1) An understanding of what interference is depends primarily 
upon

the user of a radio service., It probably will involve at least a specifica-

tion of the minimum quality of service in terms of permissible 
error rate,

etc. within some relatively short time period and the mithm—um per
centage

of time (time periods) this degradation can be tolerated. When p
lanning is

involved and predictions are required, it may be desirable to a
ugment the

above two parameters by an estimate of the likelihood the circuit w
ill

perform as predicted.



(2) The probability of interference happening can b
e considered as a

part of interference. In the proposed EMC Anal
ysis service, this prob-

ability is planned as a part of the prediction. New 
parameters will need

to be considered, e. g., the probability an int
erfering transmitter will

be operating, and in some cases the probability 
of its location, the

probability of its antenna gain in the direction of the victim re
ceiver, etc.

(3) The validity of the requirement for quality of ser
vice should be

a responsibility of the user. It should prove useful, however, to predict

the expected performance on a relatively large sample 
of operational

circuits which are known to be satisfactory and use some qua
si minimum

of the predicted performance as guidance as to what const
itutes satisfactory

performance as determined by predictions (predictions are no
rmally much

more useful in the determination of relative circuit perform
ance rather

than absolute performance). This prediction effort should be augmented

:-._ na-_-_asurement program r'f rferonce and signal levels and charac-

teristics at the receiver site.

(4) EMC Measures - EMC measures can probably best be tak
en by

the users involved since often a modification of operational proce
dures

is the most elective approach. The EMC analysis service hop
es to be

able to surface the opportunities for sharing, predict expected 
perform-

ance and otherwise highlight alternatives for consideration eith
er by the

user in his initial planning or later within the IRAC or the OT
P.

8



ATTACHMENT 3 - MINUTES OF 5/12/71

A List of Data Required for Notification of Receivin
g Stations Requiring

Protection from Unwanted Signals

1. LOcation

2. Type of service-.

3. Frequency and bandwidth of wanted signal(s).

4. Modulation of wanted signal.

5. Expected levels of wanted signal (median and decil
es, etc.

6. V Hours of operation and percentage of time to be free 
from

intolerable interference.

Receiving Antenna

7. Type of receiving antenna.

8. Gain in direction of wanted signal source.

9. J Pattern or beamwidth and sidelobe levels.

10. i Azimuth and elevation of main beam.

11. Variation of impedance with frequency.

1Z. ' Variation of sidelobe level withli-eLiuel.,,y.

13. Variation of main lobe gain with frequency.

Receiver

14.# Bandwidth up to first#active element (- 3, - 6, - 20, - 60
, 120 dB,

- 140 dB).

15. Input impedance and its variation with frequency ov
er the above

range and at high signal levels.

16. Nominal bandwidth (3 dB) and slope of single freq
uency. selectivity

)•

curve.

17. IF frequency(s),local oscillator(i frequency(s) relative to signal

frequency.

18. Single frequency selectivity, IF and image rejectio
n, and sub-

harmonic rejection.

19. Two-signal and multiple-signal performance.

20. Suppression of periodic impulsive noise.

D. D. Crombie

5/11/71



ATTACHMENT 4 - MINUTES OF 5/12/71
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Office of Telecommunications

i„...,J Washington. D.C. 20230

N1110

Date: May 11, 1971

To: Mr. W. Dean, Jr.

Office of Telecommunicat
ions Policy

From: George W. Garber c

Subject: OTP/OT Facsimile

Reference: Item c, Page 5, April 2
0, 1971 Memo Re: OTP/OT St

aff Meeting

A Xerox 400 Telecopier d
uplicating those installe

d in the Office

of Telecommunications/D
epartment of Commerce off

ices in Washington

and Boulder and compati
ble with each is availabl

e from:

Xerox

Mr. R. Sydney Kolls

1901 N. Fort Myer Drive

Arlington, Va. 22209

This equipment will send/r
eceive at a rate of one 8

1/2"x11" sheet

every four minutes. The costs associated with
 this equipment are:

$38 Month

$10 Installation

$10 Starter Kit (Paper and
 minor accessories)

$7.38 Box of paper (150 s
heets) as needed.

cc: D.M.Jansky, OTP
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Date: ../29/71

ATTACHMENT 5 - MINUTES OF 5/12/71

, EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESI
DENT

OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLI
CY-

WASHINGTON. 15.d. 20504

- - •
•

Subject: Interference
 Prediction Model for Air Grou

nd Communications

To: Mr. Stanley I. Cohn (0T/
DOC)

Pursuant to decisions made at
 the April-14, 1971 OT/OTP

staff meeting and the April 1
6, 1971 FAA/OT/OTP meeting,

it is requested that the su
bject project, as contained

in the attached Work Statem
ent, be assigned to ITS-Boulder.

.InformatiGn is also requested
 as to the. estimated complet

ion

date of the project.

VG
Dean, Jr.

pliGCLvr

riU.CenCV

Attachment

cc - Mr -Hawthorne, FAA

Mr:-Kirkevold (for Info distributio
n)

7 Mr. Jansky

FM Reading
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FEDERAL AVIATION =INISTRATION

SYSTEMS RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
SERVICE

FREQUENCY MANAGEMENT DIVISION

SPECTRUM PLANS AND PROGRAMS BRANCH

WORK STATEMENT

TITLE: INTERFERENCE PREDICTION MODEL FOR AIR/GROUND
 COMMUNICATIONS

(Develop a frequency assignment criteria bas
ed on the proba-

ility of interference related to communicatio
ns intelligibility.)

PURPOSE: To provide a parameter for consideration in an 
automated fre-

quency selection program for air/ground comm
unications. The

criteria should be based on channel loading; 
location of air-

craft, types of air traffic cl,Ad number of air
craft a col,-

troller can manage under varying categories of 
control en-

vironment.

BACKGRO1JND:7, The rapid growth of aircraft traff
ic in the UnitedStates

is placing unprecedented demands upon the Fed
eral Avia-

tion Administration air traffic control facil
ities, FAA

spectrum managers are finding it increasingly
 difficult

• within the frequency spectrum resources av
ailable and

necessary assignment constraints to provide 
the frequency

assignments required to meet the rapidly grow
ing opera-

tional needs for air traffic control. A manual study made

by the FAA consumed thirty-six man weeks to d
etermine

• •

that, using present methods, it was not possibl
e to



-

satisfy operational requirements for the next two years

with the existing. allocation of 253 VHF air traffic con-

trol channels spaced 50 kHz apart. It became apparent

that a method is needed to evaluate quickly for the

present, and to anticipate for the future, the congestion

situation in the air traffic control air/ground communica-

tions frequency bands. In order to accomplish this a con-

••
tEact has been let to the Electromagnetic Compatibility

Analysis Center (ECAC) at Annapolis, Maryland for develop-

ment of an automced data processing program tp provide

assignment plans for "optimum"- *utilization of available

Cf.''r- ple;Jis for deplovmei.

spaced channels when they are introduced into the air

traffic. system. This program is to provide the FAA with

a_tool that will select channel assignments according

to an easily changeable set of requirements, criteria

and constraints, starting with automation of present methods.

At the present time, the criteria for air/ground communi-

cations frequency assignments are based upon a certain

protection of the desired signal from an undesired or

•

*This term has not been precisely defined pending results
of tradeoff studies; however, using the absolute minimum
number of chdnnels required has historically been con-
sidered "optimum."
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A

interfering co-channel or adjacen
t channel signal under the

worst-case condition. This protection ratio is atta
ined

by providing adequate frequency 
and geographical separation

of the ground stations. The worst-case condition is n
ormally

encountered when two Aircraft which are
 in different service

volumes and are communicating wit
h different ground stations

on the same or adjacent channel
s, are located at the vertical

and horizontal extremities of th
eir respective -service volumes

in such a manner that they are as far a
part as possible from

the ground statiops with which 
they are communicating, and

are at the same time as near as 
possible to each other. At

th:ce points,

•

thrrr: ;:akest d:r:z
•

their ground stations and the stro
ngest undesired signals

from each other. If a ground station is located fa
r from

-
the center of its service volume,

 it is possible that the

.worst-case condition would oc
cur at a ground, rather than

an airborne receiver. Frequency assignments are now mad
e

so that the weakest desired sign
al received at any point

within a service volume will be 
at least a standard dB level

stronger than the strongest undesi
red co-channel signal and

no weaker than a standard dB level relat
ive to the strongest

adjacent--channel signal received at that
 point from a trans-

mitter in another service volume.

- - ;

• •
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In accordance with theJCA
O stanord, in order 

to avoid noticeable

interference, the des
ired-to-undesired co

-channel signal fiel
d

strength ratio should
 be at least +20 dB. 

In actual practice,
 it

has not been possibl
e to provide this ful

l +20 dB margin of p
ro-

tection'for the worst
-case condition. There are so comparat

ively

few channels availa
ble, with such a larg

e demand, that the F
AA has

been forced to assig
n frequencies to sta

tions not, sufficient
ly far

separated to' meet thi
s requirement. As the demand has in

creased,

the separation crite
ria have been progres

sively relaxed, so th
at

recently assignments h
ave been made provid

ing less than 6 dB p
ro-

tection. Despite the fact tha
t assignme:nts,are bei

ng made with

Lacrncingly les
 physical separaLion b

etween ground sta Lio
ns,

service has remained 
generally satisfactory

, with the occurrence

of interference still 
not intolerably frequ

ent. Because of this

fact, it is apparent 
that whether or not t

here will be a serio
us

interference problem
 in a location is dep

endent not only upon

physical separation o
f ground stations cal

culated on the worst
-

:case basis, but add
itionally upon facto

rshot now taken into co
n-

sideration--relative 
positions of aircraf

t within their servlce

volumes when they are
 communicating, freq

uency of occurrence 
and

duration of contacts
, etc.

Because of the diffi
culty now experience

d in finding frequenc
ies

suitable for assignme
nt, and because this

 difficulty is exp
ected

to become even great
er in the next severa

l years, it will be



necessary to utilize the available s
pectrum more ,effiiently

-employing method of frequency selection which 
will be based

Upon as many of the significant crit
eria as possible, rather

than upon station-to-station .separ
ation alone.

•,?
ao- fz>

Thus, automation of present methods
 .must be further supplemented

with methods Which take into account 
this intermittent (in the

time domain) quality of the system
.

The PrZTosed ITS Effort 

The priority goal of the ITS effort
 will be to develop a method

of handling ptobabilit,37 considerat
ions to integrate with the ECAC

effort involving the development o
f an automatic technique for

'111,4c, r.,1/1A -

several forms, but the one which a
ppears to be most promising

is a computer program or mathematic
al model which will give a

probability of oceurrence of interf
erence by statistically ana-

lyzing the communications traffi
c density. _Inputs would include

those factors which make up the air
iground.communications environ-

ment, such as:

•

1. Aircraft statistics quantity, velocity, user class an
d

flight phase, etc.).

2. Pertinent dimensions of the service
 volumes of the facility

in question and of the other faci
lities in the area with

which it might cause interference.

4.•



3. Physical separation from, an frequency assignments of,
•

certain other facilities in the ar
ea.

4. Predicted utilization of -the new cha
nnel.

.5. Utilization of the other channels i
n operation in the area.

6. Utilization of the selected channel 
at those co-channel lo-

cations close enough to cause possibl
e interference.

Channel Utilization Considerations 

There-ar two problems involved in obtaining chan
nel utilization

values for inputs to the interferenc
e program or model. One is

to predict the loadina (percent of a tim
e period during which a

channel is utilized) on the new cha
nnel to be established, the .

to deral-mina nn

channels with which, the new chann
al may cause co-channel or ad-

jacent-channel interference. At present, there are no really

satis-factory methods for calculatin
g and predicting channel load-

ing. Among several methods which can be use
d, one is to analyze

in detail the tape recordings of ATC 
communications, summing the

7 •

times of all the individual contact
s made on a channel and dividing

by the time of the observation p
eriod. This procedure, which is

laborious and time consuming, is a
ccurate, but it cannot be used

to predict the loading which would ex
ist on a channel before its

establishment. Another method is to make use of 
mathematical

models by developing empirical equ
ations relating the channel

loading to various combinations of a
ircraft statistics (aircraft

type, flight phase, quantity, time 
in sector, etc.).

1



A major consideration in det
ermi-thg channel loading i

s the length

of the time period for whic
h it is expressed. The percent of a

24-hour period that a channel i
s utilized may be quite lo

w, yet
_ _

there may be a number of rel
atively short periods of ti

me in the

24 hours during which the chan
nel is •saturated. Obviously then,

an expression for percent of 
time a channel is loaded 

during a

very long period is of litt
le or no value because it p

rovides

so little information about 
the loading during the critic

al

_peak Periods, which is the 
reality significant infOrmati

on. At

the opposite extreme, an exp
ression for channel loading during

a very short period 6f time is
 equally meaningless. During a one-

_

secc.n4 interval, for exampl
e, channel loading is usually

 either

•-• LIL

length that is intermediate 
between the long and short e

xtremes.

The optimum length of time i
s not known. Intuitively, it would

seem-to be on the order of se
veral minutes.

Since it i unlikely that an accurate me
thod of predicting the

• utilization of a non-yet-es
tablished channel will be foun

d,

• what may have to be used in 
the interference program or m

odel

. is a statistically deter
mined maximum loading obtaina

ble for

the particular ATC function 
to be served by the channel.

For example, if it is desi
red to establish a departure c

ontrol

channel and it is known that
 departure control channels a

re never
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IDaded more than X%, then X% would be used as the predicteo

loading. Results would then be suitable for all probable

degrees of loading for the new channel. Previous work has

indicated that the maximum communications capacity of a channel

may -actually be limited by the nature of the workload and the

ability of the controller using the channel (this maximum

capacity varies with ATC function, being comparatively low

for an ARTCC sector controller, and much higher for a local
•

contrdller). An ATC controller must perform various duties

. in addition to communicating on his channel, and it is felt
•

. that as his workload increases, a.point is reached where,

b?-ause of his other dutios, " is no longer able to incror:7-,

the amount ot is cowmunicaLions. 1L is m:..Lieyea LnaL this

point is measurably lower than the actual maximum capacity

-of the thannel itself, which Is the capacity that would be

obie-rved if the controller were able to devote' his full time

to communicating on the channel. Values for the maximum

-7- amount that each kind of channel can be' loaded are not known,

. but:it should be possible to determine them by analysis of

data taken at representative facilities during the busiest

hours. Good judgment must be applied to the use of maximum

values of loading in the probability-of-interference calcula-

tions:. Considerable work has been done in characterizing
. -

„
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air Lraffic communications channels by FAA and this would be made

. available.

Some Preliminary Conditions'

In, order to limit the number of variables to a manageable quantity

and prevent the problem from becoming impossibly complicated, it

will be important at the outset to state certain assumptions and

conditions upon which the work will be based. Some of these are:

1. Before an adequate expression for the probability of inter-

"ference can be developed, a realistic standard for what shallt.
• . be called "interference" will be needed. At a desired-to-un-.

Oc.Lired sirrnat rnt-in

signal is interfering with the desired signal, but to such a

small extent that for ATC communications purposes, "inter-

ference" is not occurring.

An expression merely giving probability of interference, there-

fore,would not be meaninaful.. To be meaningful, it would have

to be related to a definite desired-to-undesired signal ratio.
A 14 dB desired-to-undesired signal ratiohas been determined

empirically as the level below which the interference can be

seriously objectionable. .

.2. There are circumstances (final approach, etc.) under which no

interference at all can be tolerated.
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-:3. Interference, protection ratios, etc., will.be expressed in

terms of signal-in-space field. strengths of the desired and_ _

the undesired signals without regard to the orientation of

, the antenna, or to its position on the aircraft. Results will

be derived independently of the characteristics of the airborne

-receiving equipment, which varies considerably between aircraft.

The programs or models will also be derived independently

of any unusual propagation conditions which may occur, due
d

•

to .such things as mountains, atmospheric conditions, etc.

. _
5. Although weather is a very important factor that cannot

be ignored, the already-complicated problem of developing

r 12•JJ. :41:1'.7$1.-..n0 problem or morlel hQ

further complicated if all the many different weather con-

ditions were singled out as variables. Weather will be in-

--.6i-porated, however, both through the short and long term

variability considerations associated with signal ratio pre-

dictions and its strong effect upon the amount and nature of

channel utilization. The weather, as reflected in certain

conditions of channel utilization, will be taken into con-

sideration without being treated as a separate entity.

6. The radiated power of airborne transmitters varies from

less than one watt to twenty-five watts or more. Since

the..occurrence of interference is directly dependent upon

•
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•

- the strength of the signals, certain assumptions about the

-power of airborne transmitters will have to be made.

• It will be assumed that receiver selectivity is such that

adjacent-channels are attenuated 60 dB.

. Norminal 1/ service volume dimensions by function are as

follows(

.04

Precision Approach Radar
. .

Helicopter Control

Service Altitude Service Range

(Feet)  (Nautical Miles) 

**5,000

*5,000".

25

30

_ I - rTnT

%./OLItt01.- cuJ V

Fad-- nnn

Approach Control

(Radar or Manual) & ATIS *1k25,000 60

Departure Control

(Radar or Manual) **20,000 60

Low Altitude Enroute :**18,000 2/ - 60

Altitude Enroute (VHF) ***45,000 150

(UHF) 75,000 200

- *Above terrain
**Above MSL

***Altimeter standard pressure setting (29.92)

. • I/ Actual volumes are right polyhedra of varying dimensions

2/ Serifice is provided to 24,000 feet at regional discretion on

case-by-case basis.
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Desired Output .

A set of algoiithms whidh can be ad
ded to the computer pro-

gram developed by ECAC which will ,i
ndicate by percentage the

probable number of messages which/be interfered with by

an undesired co-channel signal at 
a level higher than 14 dB

below the desired signal level.

Schedule 

This sub-program should be availab
le for use by 1 January 1972.

• However-, because of the internally d
ictated requirements of

the FAA for early receipt of subst
antial pO'rtions of the

• •

4.1(1 kr a- - --

frequency assignment program usin
g fixed D/U ratios) no

assurance can be given ITS that. t
he FAA will not make arrange-

---ments with other organizations 
for the accomplishment of

similiar



ATTACHMENT 6 - MINUTES OF 5/12/71
7-)

niTs5aC,Nit,.W.;(77'TitatITY- Sivt5LATietJF.a iri nTV,Ir

The EAA Air Traffic Control (AW) radio frequency banda recelvz it4ter-

ference fro:'.1 a nultitudo o#4 ImItIztrial Scientific Medical (IV.), toy

power devicos. and improperty operatii1.3 tranenittert with out-of-band

cisaions. The variety of opitsian elnrteteriotict pmez a cm-474ex

reLsurmientidescription problcm in- asst=ing.tho

(ialC) of these uources,,, In the case of ISM diclectrte -

heaters, pciriod, repetitioa rate*, frequency drift du.rin pas*, etc..

cllartat,: fraa day to day :Iccordin tcv.leni;th of letds ar,d typo- of work.

A rontJitrtqon of tire _tict frcqviency- domairs with, visual and atidio

regpc,ncn Tar/ be requinA to sinurata, r,eacure, 4nd deticribe rpccifie

enievions.

This prf:liect vr_)uld stue.y rd dtvIllor;, techniques for computer (mission

znd roceiver tsmngEr runctionsisut4ceptibility to evaluilte

EgC cituaticn3 for s„?ecilic TAlc, tazsya'-:;za eluir=mnta and islterferi:111-ce.

h. 1i vtlop end e.p0y cputer ezissio9h11,5ce7tiLi1ity siritulation/

revlIonse for typical interrerenee tourcea cored it rCc

Rules and Relation2 Pt o 15 ond 1 usina TD400 or othcr

teLtchniques.

Fhp.t;^ 11: Catalog tittl int.-rferaric descriptions c_pplitabl to the !ITC

frerluency Lands and the. tzsociated 17111. equipment cuncepti-

biIitiradrespores.

Ill* Dwc1op stzndard meAlurement tecniques and vAliate tI

thc,oraticat pr17,7cdureg ar.d displays in nzses I tz U.
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pe IV: Develop interforenee decision displays and measurevent

descriptions suitable for modifying FCC Rulesrind Re3u-

lations rarts 15 and 1S to provicto safe emiszion limits

in tho ATC environment.



ATTACHMENT 7 -.MINUTES OF 5/12/71.

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY
WASH I NGTO- C. 20504

Dee: May 5, 1971

Subject: Draft FAA Work Statement on "Compatibility Analy
sis of

Digital and Voice Communication in the VHF/UHF Aero-

nautical Mobile Communications Bands

Mr. Douglass D Crombie (OT-ITS)To:

Pursnnt to your April 29, 197J telephone discussions

with Messrs. Jansky/Hailey (OTP) and Kadi (FAA), the

subject work statement is forwarded.

It is requested that this office be informed wheth
er

this work can be undertaken by ITS and, if so, your

estimate of the probable starting and ending dates.

Frequency Management

Enclosure

cc - Jansky (w/o encl.)

Mr, Cohn, OT (w/o encl.)

-Mr. Hawthorne, FAA (w/o encl.)



FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION

SYSTEMS RESEARCH AND DFITLOPMENT SERVICE

FREQUENCY MANAGEMZNf DIVISION

SPECTRUM PLANS AND PROGRAMS BRANCH

WORK STATEMENT

TITLE: COMPATIBILITY ANALYSIS OF DIGITAL AND VOICE
 COMMUNICATION

IN THE VHF/ HF AERONAUTICAL MOBILE COMMUN
ICATIONS LANDS

PURPOSE:rr •
To determine the mutual effects on each made

 of operation of

the use of digital and voice communication 
under the .following

circumstances:

1. Both transmitting an adjacent 25 kHz channels 
using

present separation criteria.

g2. Both transin t-;;i on

separation criteria.

s- - same channol ”,4ney nrnenn.-

3. Both operating in a multiplex wide on the same
 channel.

BACKGROUND: The air-ground-air traffic control communicatio
n system

in use today is overloaded under peak traffi
c conditions

in many areas of the country. There is a good possibility

that it will break down under loading condi
tions predicted

for the future. In order to avert such a breakdown and 
to

improve the condition of the existing syste
m, the FAA is

proposing three courses of action which off
er .the promise

of substantial relief. The first is doubling the number

of available channels by reducing spacing b
etween channels
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from 50 kHz to 25 kHz, the secorkl is to make use of digital tech-

ni • - in n the transmission of data, and the third concerns novel

approaches to changes in the protection criteria.

The advantage in the use of digital data or data fink is that it

transmits information at a vastly improved rate over voice with

the same bandwidth. This offers the, capability of relieving the

severe congestion now experienced at high activity locations.

Spokesmen for various user groups of the air traffic control system

have voiced a need for continuation of voice capability even after

the advert of data link. Therefore, we anticipate a requirement

to both data link and voice k_ummunication in HIP Qamo fl-

quencv bands in the future as well as during the introduction of

data link into the air traffic control system. This requirement

mak b it imperative that we ascertain the compatibility of the
•

•

two methods of data transmissions.

Aeronautical Radio, Inc. (ARINC) has petitioned the Federal Com-

munications Commission to permit use of 25 kHz channel spacing

and grant authorization of 6A9 Emission in the Band 128.825 -

132.025 MHz for the use of data link. The FAA supports ARINC

and has asked the FCC to extend the rule making to cover the

complete band 117.975 - 136.0 MHz. The FCC intends to permit

the use of 25 kHz spaced channels but will withhold authorization

' of 6A9 Emission until an evaluation can be made of the feasibility
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of A" emission in this band and Lite extent to which interference

may L caused to voice- communications on these frequencies which

are allocated internationally for aeronautical safety purposes.

Final judgement on the part of the FCC will await the outcome of

this analysis.

PROPOSED ITS EFFORT 

In order to achieve maximum flexibility in assignment of frequen-

cies it will be necessary to use any channel interchangeably for

either voice or digital data. The ITS effort should incorporate

measurements made in a real or simulated environment. Voice com-

munication will use 6A3 emission an effective radiated power

25 wa.,.. tippenuix 1 is a description of the various techniques

that are being seriously considered for the transmission of digital

data.

The compatibility of both systems is to be determined using our

present spacing.criteria. In the event they prove incompatible

with the present criteria investigation should be made to determine

an acceptable criteria.

The effect of digital transmissions 4n voice can be measured using

Articulation Index and Intelligibility, the effect on digital data

can be measured using error rate, garbling and any other means that

- may be applicable.
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DESIRED OUTPUT

1. A determination of whether or not digital data and voice

transmissions can be made an adjacent-channel and co-

channel frequencies without further restriction in the

Aeronautical Mobile Communications Bands (117.975 - 136.0

MHz and 225.0 to 400.0 MHz) using present separation criteria.

2. In the event the present criteria does not permit satis-.

factory operation, an additional dB protection factor that

will permit operation equivalent to Voice/Voice (6A3/6A3)

shall be established. A voice/voice D/U of 14dB is now

ronsidered minim=fr  te

SCHEDULE 

:Since the FCC is waiting for the results of this investiga-

tion to complete action on the -ARINC/FAA petition, we request

completion of this EMC project.at the earliest possible date

in order for the aeronautical communication data link program

'to proceed on schedule.

Mr. Bernard Sulsky, Communications Engineering Specialist, is

the FAA project engineer for this effort. He may be reached

on 202-426-3996 or addressed FAA, Spectrum Plans and Programs

Branch, RD-510, Washington, D. C. 20590.

•



APPENDIX -

RODULATION -

• jb:dio system ale'quIrewents We lein:g developed for two operational en-
. wironments.:

•

High signal-to-noise ratio environment typically encountered in U.S.
&Trestie and other over-land operations.

- !Low signal-to-noise ratio environment encountered in over-ocean
laperations served by the extended-range VHF radio • systems.

Voice band'Adth compatible modulation techniques now under considera-
tion for the synthronous transuission of data include:

,• Audio frequenty sihi ft :keyi

tarri er phase s`hi ft :keying

- tit rri eFTrequen cy shift. ;keying

The system is being designed to operate at a data rate of 2400 bps.
Several schemes of bit encoding are under consideration, each relating to
the si,gnal charaeteristic(s) (phase, frequency, or both) varied by the mark-
space data bits and detected at the receiving demodulator to reconstruct the
data bits.,
• • •
A. MEM SHIFT KEY (MSK) 

The "Minimum Shift Key" (MSK) technique operates at 2400 bps in a (300 -
2500Hz) voice bandwidth. With the -assign:silent of phase polarity conven-
tions, it can be expanded from its basic two signatures to a four-sic;na-

.ture scheme. This provides desiqn.latitude for escalation of the data
rate (to 4800 bps) or wore redundant encoding to enhance the error per-

• formance of the link if operational experience indicates that such steps

vre in order in the future. The following excerpts from a technical
description explain the technique.

",••• -,•••



. The 3200/2400 bps data rate is frequency shift keyed,
iiing 120011z as the space frequency, and 240011z as the mark
frequency. .This corresponds to FSK with an 1800Hz carrier
ñd MOdulation ihdex ot'l or 1/2 The modulation is easily
eOmplished by sending a balf-tcycle or full cycle of 2400Hz

e3661:, 4'Or each bit. Correctly 11:.:-. 7:mented, this also ensures
pnase ethitinuity at the data tranFitions. The data signal

otOrm is shOwn in 'Figure 2.

'it is Shown below that this i'SK signal is equivalent to_ _
A .PSK signal with shaped pulses. The PSK equivalent is an
1800Hz Carrier modulated with cosina shaping ar-rd phase rover-
1 encoding. Two such Signals delayed with respect to each

other bY one bit interval and added make up the FSK signal
tkafiSmitted. this equivalence to PSK is significant, since
Itkii1 be used in the detection process to provide effective
2400 bPS_demodulation.it is well ?mown that a 2-channel (4-
iShaSe5 PSK ean i)rovid 0400 bps .in a voice bandwidth whereas
TSK. iS Usually limited to 100 bps.

Fiié3§hOWS A block diagram of a system capable of
Eehel'atihg t.requeneY Shift keying. The associated waveforms.
§hó WS the hatuie of the equivalent 2-channel PSK system.
haeh channel (X and ''/) ConsiSts of cosine shaped "footballs"

fai'é modulated by phase reversals at their zero cross- .
ihgs; A phaSe 'reversal on either channel causes a frequency

on the . e6Mbined Output. It can be shown that the upper
itt ;fkluenCy ieSultS When the o-r,- on each of the two chan-

S h,1t tnc Iri sh5ci-
the Same J.ata On each channel. Since each channel is

iey&d at 106 bpa and. the Channels are overlapped, the eftec-
.tive isk rate is 2400 bps. -

O Ab a inodem reaeiver iS Matched to the configuration
of i'a&i-E-3. the input Signal is multiplied by unmodulated
COSihe "fbatbaliS" corresponding to each channel and the
IA-OductS are integated for the "football" interval and tested
for sign. bata from each channel are compared; if the signs

the §a7.1, a.. -Pace is output, if different, a mark. The
kekilt is a 2400 bps data stream.

TO Implement the receiver, it is necessary to derive syn-
Eh'fOniSm and phase lock on each of the two shift frequencies.
This is accomplished by phase lock' loops which follow a square
law device (frequency doubler) which 'removes the randomness of
the data. t is still necessary that the signal contain a mix-
ture Of marks and spaces to allow synchronization. This is en-
sured by a data randomizer and decoder contained in the trans-
mitter and receiver.

The Spectrum of the 'd'ata signal it shown in Figure 4. The
spectrum may be approximately derived as the transform of a 1/2



•
.cosine pulse centered on 180011z. At 200 bps, the spectrum
contains. no W. At 1200 bps, the spectrum contains 1/4 its
power in each of the two Shift frequencies: Ahis_dorres—
ponds to one unmodulat6d "football" Channel in Figure 3.
This spectrum is shown cotilpare..d to Conventionai i200 bps PSK.
Its cuutral portion is wider but the iabeS attenuate more

-rapidly. When transmitted through a Voice band, the ADCS
modem signal is relatively Unaffected and maintains its con—
stant level. The PSK signal till, hOWever, Contain ripple
at the phase transitions due tb the phase diScontinuity.
The wider spectral lobes reflect this fact in the frequency
domain.

13; PULSE DURATION  MODULATION (PbM). 

In addition to the aforedescribed voice bandwidth Compatible techniques,
Pulse Duration Modulation (PM) is being considered for the low 

signalto-noic ratio environments.. Thi t teChnique provides the capability for
'handling non-simultaneous voite and data information with the same modu-
lation scheme. The generic detcriptien of this technique is phase shift
keying of the radio frequency carrier in terms of radio system charac-
teristics. The technique it named from .the method used to impress ana-
logue voice signals into the Clocked pule tream. While for all prac-
tical purposes, the technique may be Considered purely digital, it is
truly analogue when used for voice.: The ute Of a clocked pulse stream
for conveying mark-space data is, of Course s fundamental to the operation
of all synchronous modulation techr, uet. •

clock IcLu ur pulu . i.ream (thus the etcupied radio Trequency
bandwidth) is a function of.the bandwidth of. the.analogue.signal being
transmitted. In the tate Of a_veice bandwidth (NO.:- 2500 Hz), the mini-
mum theoretical clock rate is 5kHZ. Hewever, experience has shown that
the rate must be slightly higher thr. the thebretital minimum ar.c: would
approach_ -6 25kHz.

This technique offers the-tyttem gain margin inherent in direct carrier
modulation. Since it is a digital technique at the radio frequency car-
rier, it can be regenerated, translated, repeated, or otherwise handled
through non-linear amplifying elements. The following excerpts from a
complete technical description explain the principals employed in this
technique.



Sampling techniques permit transformation of analog sig-

nals which are inherently two-dimensional variables, amplitude

• and time (frequency), into signals of one fixed dimension (samp-

ling rate) and one variable (containing the amplitude infortha-

tion). The minimum samp1iT3g rzrte that permits perfect recon-

structn of the analog signal Nyquist rate) is twice the

highest frequency component of the analog signal. As an illus-

tration,_consider an analog spectrum extending to fc as shown:

• AMPLITUDE

•

fc

ANALOG SPECTRUM

•

-

•

•

If this signalis sampled by multiplying it by unit impulses at

- a rate of F = 2 fc, the resulting spectrum is as'shown:

.•

"'"r."-'.."....a.......:s.., .-_,.. -  — -zr• -_...7..:11_ ---=.:::-..,-'- ,..v.r.--T.F..:.-:.E. -..--.2.---:.7........-1:-........--- -......-' Zr--)-7.r.".02-..--;.: .. z7:-:...--.."5
. ...

. .
fc F F 4 fc 2F

(F-f c ) (2F- f ( 3F- fc)

CLOCKED ANALOG SPECTRUM

•

It is easily seen that fc > F12, the iipper and lower sidebands

. around n x F overlap producing an irresoluble ambiguity.

•

•
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•

There are two basic modulation schemes associated with

sampled information: One varies a nulsc amplitude to repre-

sent the sampledanalog amplitude, and the other varies pulse

timing to represent the analog amplitude. These are as shown:.

•

tut,

.ANALOG

SIGNAL

1 PAM

1   
F)Dm

. _

-

TWO. TYPES OF MODULATION FOR SAMPLED INFORMATION

- - ,

• *.

•
Ludu 1The f110L 0,..11. 10 LaileLl rulse Ala 11

(PAM) and is the most rudimentary. The PAM receiver is a. low-

pass filter. Since pulse amplitudes must be preserved in the

- RF receivers, PAN is identical to AN. It finds application

jn limited, pulsed transmitters. The PAM samples are

made narrow and large, and thus tower above the background

noise during the "on" time. To realize the advantage, the

• receiver must be gated coherently.-

The second scheme is called Pulse Time Modulation (Pm).

One type of PTM is Pulse Duration Modulation (PDM).or Pulse •

Width Modulation (PN). Here the pulse width represents the

analog amplitude. It is suited to constant power transmis-

sion techniques such as PSK or FSK transmission. Signal re-

covery is optimized by an I and D. filter following a hard

limiter.

Any type of PTM requires a coherent clock. PDM usually

uses the leading edge to transmit the clock and the trailing

edge the analog information. An inefficient way to receive

PDM is to detect the crossovers. However, a more efficient

way is to phase lock a local oscillator to the leading (clock)

edge of the samples and recover the samples by an I and D fil-

ter. The technique as developed goes one step further and

has a very efficient trans7.!ission an.d recovery technique. The

•



clock crossovers are deleted at the transmitter and are rein-

serted, essentially noiseless, at the receiver by means of a

VCO loop. This halves the bandwidth of the pi:incipal side-

bands of the transmitted sinal, thereby allotqing a 3d3 im- •
provement in the tracking of the Costas loop in t.M modem. .

C. OTHER TECHNIQUES

• The other techniques being constdered are in general variations of the

• generic forms for synchronous transmission of data. One other technique,

a parallel four-tone audio frequency scheme, is-being considued for
Bynchronous data transmission. While the technique may be useful in

- Certain cases, present emphasis is being directed toward developing

.-Synchronous techniques for application in the VHF band.

-. 13.ANDWIDTH CONSIDERATIONS 

The modulation techniques now being considered for application in the
high signal-to-noise ratio environments are voice bandwidth equivalent. In .
the case of audio shift keying, an audio frequency carrier in the voice band .

(800 2500Hz) is phase or frequency modulated by the mark-space data. This

Make it possible to transmit data over facilities through which voice can

be conveyed. At 2403 bps, the phase characteristics and stability of the

Voice facility are important parameters and must be recognized and reconciled

to achieve optimum data performance. These factors are well known and have

- received much attention among various activities dealing with point-to-point

Voice facil.Ties typical of those prov,Heri by the cOmmunications ce-m-n car-.

In the application of audio techniques in the VHF band, the audio Tre-
qUency Carrier will amplitude modulate the radio frequency carrier through

the audio input (but not necessarily the microphone input) of the VHF radio
transmitter. The bandwidth occupied at the radio frequency will be ce,sen-

tially that r-equired for voice; 6kHz. The distribution of sideband energy

Within this bandwidth is a function of the encoding techniques used on the

audio sub-carrier; but in any case does not differ from that of a typical
Voice signal. The audio frequency bandwidth is generally controlled by

filtering at the transmitter audio input to prevent the generation of ex-

traneous energy outside the 300 - 2500Hz band.

These techniques are compatible with and interChangeable with voice.

They can be used with existing transmitting and receiving equipment noW in '

the aeronautical service. In its simplest form, the radio system may be

considered a circuit having a bandAdth of 300 - 2500Hz over which either

.voice or data can be conveyed.

In considering the other data modulation techniques and the use of off-

set carrier networks for the provision of voice communications, the occu-

pied (transmitted) bandwidth is in the order of 13kHz. In the case of mul-

tiplexed voice and data, the bandwidth would also approach 13kHz. Where

audio frequency division multiplex techniques are considered, the 13kHz re-



t4lIts from the composite of two voice band4idth basebands (300 - 2500Hz),
One translated to a higher frequency audio sub-carrier, double sideband
Modulating the radio frequency carrier. In the case of PD/PS}( as described,
the.13kHz results from the clock rate necessary in sampling the analogue
0-He signal, the transmitted bpndwidth. being twice the clock rate. .

. „

N. D. Steele, Jr.
Septu.ber 17, 1970

.- •
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ATTACINENT 9 - MINUTES OF 5/12/71

Date: May 14, 1971

To: Lyman Hailey

From: fiGeorge Stelzenmult 7„--1-

U.S. )EP TMT O CONIVAEL10E
=1(.0 of Tof.euommortications
Washington, D.C. 20230

Subject: Report of Standards Activities pertinent to OT/O
TP Meeting,

5/12/71.

1. Review of OTP Manual for standards improvements:
 Crombie is

developing a paper on this. Stelzenmuller is preparing recom-

mendations also. This topic may be viewed as the total sug-

gested program for OTP FM standards improvement.

2. Table for Limits of spurious emissions. Material has been

received from ITS and reviewed and a proposal is on TSC

agendci ruL 14dy 24. r.,:sal,s for exton,:ion of table

960 MHz are being considered by Crombie.

3. Radar criteria recently adopted by IRAC are being dis
cussed

in DOD, the ECAC points out that if radars don't meet IRAC

criteria, they likely don't meet MILSTD 469 either.

A new TSC working group is beginning consideration of c
riteria

for mobile radars.

A group for drafting measurement procedures for IRAC ra
dar

criteria is being planned, funding will delay till ne
xt fiscal

year.

4. (a) Land mobile standards project is set aside by common

consent because TSC working group cannot make useful

progress because of personnel involvement in SPS
 work.

(b) A new proposal has arisen in TSC for study of specs
 to

promote more effective use of "splinter" channels.

(c) A new equipment offered as a catalog listing last 
week

makes available for the first time a multi-chann
el

equipment for 406-420 MHz, meeting IRAC requiremen
ts

for frequency stability.
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5. Recommend that reprints of Chapter 5 of OTP Manual be made

available to industry and manufacturers through appropriate

selective contacts and by public notice if feasible. Manu-

facturers can't meet standards they don't know about. OT

can use EIA contacts and can reprint copies. OTP may want

to publicize the OTP role vis-a-vis "IRAC standards".

6. Microwave standards input for TSC coordination is expected

to result in FY72 from OT program being drafted by Higgins

for micro-wave analyses.

7. Telemetry standards and other general technical input will be

aided by new NASA cooperation being developed by OT, for

FY72.

8. Harmful interference standards relatively inactive.

9. Lance is preparing paper on overall OT standards program

for FY72 and beyond.

10. Continuation of most of OTP immediate needs for Chapter 5

standards development is in effect deferred for balance of

FY71 because of lack of available resources.
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FACILITATING THE OPERATIONAL AND COMMERCIAL

UTILIZATION OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY

PROPOSED OT PROGRAM

This paper describes proposed work by the Office of

Telecommunications (0T) on telecommunications standards and

measurements. The work is intended to facilitate the utili-

zation of telecommunications technology, initially within the

federal government, but it will be useful to non-government

telecommunications as well. The paper also contains a discus-

sion of the standards and measurements interface between OT

and other organizational units of the Department of Commerce

(DoC).

• Motivation:

Among the major factors which limit the utilization of

telecommunications technology are:

o Lack of clear and concise characterization of tele-

communications systems, to show what parameters are most

important to systems operation, what the values of these para-

meters should be, and how far they can depart from their optimum

values without significant impairment of system performance;

lack of adequate standards, for characterizing the performance of

Systems;

o Lack of recognized, evaluated techniques for measuring

parameters which significantly affect systems performance;
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o Lack of adequate explicit, well-recognized practices

for the design and operation of telecommunications sy
stems,

to avoid continual "reinvention of the wheel";

o Lack of adequate international coordination of standards;

and

o Lack of prompt resolution of problems and policy

decisions at top government levels, to guide the telecommunica
-

tions activities of government and industry.

These limiting factors

o Cause marginal design and performance of telecommunica-

tions systems;

o Make equipment and systems more expensive;

o Produce marginal compatibility among systems;

o Inhibit the demand for new equipment and new services

and the innovation of such equipment and services;

o Slow the rate of growth of the industry, and

o Reduce U.S. exports.

Many of these limitations could be overcome by the work to be

described.

The proposed work will aid in fulfilling the Department's

responsibility (Department Organization Order 1-1 and 15 U.S.C
.

272) to foster, serve,and promote the Nation's economic develop-

ment and technological advancement through

o Assuring effective use and growth of the Nation's

scientific and technical resources, and
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o Strengthening the international economic position of

the U.S., by means of the

o Development of standards of measurement and methods for

making measurements and testing, and

o Cooperation with other government agencies and with

private organizations in the establishment of standard practices.

Objectives:

The objectives of this work are:

o To characterize adequately many types :of communication

systems, including the equipment and components which make up

these systems and also systems of systems as encountered in

EMC situations, by means of mathematical analyses, models,

expericnce with practical systems, rtc,

o To provide practical methods of determining the parameters

that are important in characterizing telecommunications systems,

that is, methods of measuring the parameters with sufficient

accuracy, using simple and inexpensive techniques.

o To provide other practical methods or practices for use

in the design and operation of telecommunications systems.

o To secure recognition of many of these practices as

national and international standards.

o To take into account economic (cost/benefit) as well as

technical considerations.

o To apply the results primarily to government telecommunica-

tions systems but to mak -e them available to all others.
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Content:

This work consists of four main activities:

o - Characterization of Telecommunications Systems and

their performance,

o Measurement Methods and Measuring Instruments,

o Standards of Practice, and

o International Standardization.

The content of these four activities is summarized here.

The activities are described in more detail in the Appendix
.

Characterization of Telecommunications Systems 

Compile, organize, and utilize information on existing

performance standards applicable to federal telecommunications

and syEtems_ Lnnir at pN7ilAhip moriel tor "radio"

systems performance to see what can be learned regarding

parameters to which system performance is sensitive and re-

garding- the optimum values and allowable tolerances for these

parameters. Encourage the development of (or develop) new

models, if appropriate. Develop recommended performance standards

for each government radio service (or class of equipment),

and seek adoption.

Obtain information on the nominal performance of "wire"

system. Determine experimentally and from models, if available,

the performance of typical channels, noting problem areas.

Catalog and characterize existing techniques and instruments

for measuring performance. Keeping in mind government
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communications requirements and the efficiency of systems

operaLion, develop recommended standards and suitable measure-

ment methods.

Conduct economic analyses to answer questions concerning

the costs and benefits of proposed standardization. Analyze

the procedures now in effect for establishing and revising

telecommunications performance standards. Identify possible

improvements to these procedures, and determine the associated

costs and benefits. Recommend the most promising improvements.

Analyze the functioning of the present system of standardi-

zation to answer such questions as: Is a mechanism for assuring

compliance with the standards necessary or desirable?

What likely compliance mechanisms can be conceived? What sort

monitoring wlc: -,.Liuired? How would the results ot

monitoring be used to assure compliance? What would a compliance

mechanism cost? What would be its benefits?

Prdvide the chairman for and operate the IRAC Technical

Subcommittee.

Measurement Methods and Instruments 

Compile information on techniques for measuring the

different transmitter parameters and on the performance

of available measuring instruments. Identify existing methods

and instruments that are adequate. Devise improved methods

and instruments where needed, and improved transmitter circuitry

and practices where measurement knowledge is particularly

1
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te-
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applicable. Develop a common body of methods for transmitter

measurements that will be applicable (with modifications) to

transmitters of the various radio services.

For, receivers parallel the work on transmitters but

with attention to the specialized methods of receiver measurement.

Compile up-to-date information on antenna measurement

methods and equipment; taking into account complexity, available

accuracy, and other limitations. Collect information on

antenna standards and measurement methods from Such sources

as IEEE, EIA, and CCIR. Identify methods which appear useful

for meeting OT needs. Start work on new or improved methods

where necessary. Develop specific programs for reducing the

lincprtainity of practir-Al gain meQ11rF7,rprl-F. , for M'c'mUr—

ing the performance of antennas in their environment, and for

measuring the performance of large antennas.

Analyze existing concepts of man-made noise, known measure-

ment methods, and available measuring instruments. Identify

methods and instruments that are adequate. Characterize them

for accuracy, simplicity, cost, and application. Identify

areas in which improved concepts, methods, and instruments are

needed. Develop new concepts useful to the engineer in deter-

mining the performance of telecommunications systems. Devise

improved measuring methods and instruments as needed.

For "wire" systems, assemble information on the channel

characteristics nominally provided for various grades and types of
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service, analyze the parameters important to communications

system performance, determine, if possible, a small set of

parameters that will adequately characterize the channel for

various types of communication systems, and recommend channel

characteristics for different types of service.

Standards of Practice 

Collect standard practices from DoD, FCC, CCIR, etc.

Add OT recommendations. Do 'a critical analysis of 'cOmpeting

practices. Get additional supporting data, if needed, for
.:"

the most promising of the practices. Seek wide acceptance of

OT recommendations as standards of practice, through OTP, FCC,

technical (-)riptips, Anri intrnatinnl nry-tani71-inne _ Include

standard practices for predicting the characteristics of the

propagation medium (path loss, noise maps, prevalence of inter-

ference, field strength needed at receiver sites, etc.), for

use in system and equipment design (for signal processing --

modulation and demodulation, etc.), and for use in system

operation and maintenance (message formats, signal characteris-

tics, test procedures, etc.).

International Standardization 

Review existing data and analyses on the sensitivity of

U.S. telecommunications exports and imports to standards and

measurements. Extend the analysis as required.
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Analyse the impact of European certification schemes on

U.S. telecommunications. Find out what telecommunications

equipment is likely to be involved, what U.S. organizations are

affected, and what U.S. response to the European certification

arrangement; would be appropriate with respect to telecommunica-

tions.

Examine the structure and extent of U.S. participation in

international standards activities pertinent to telecommunica-

tions. Determine and implement appropriate OT participation.

INTERFACES WITH OTHER DOC PROGRAMS 
UNDER EXISTING DELEGATIONS OF AUTHORITY

The OT standards and measurements program interfaces

significantly with the programs of several other organizations

of the Department: the Bureau of Domestic Commerce, the Office

of Product Standards, and the National Bureau of Standards.

These interfaces are analyzed in the following pages.

Because we shall be considering the functions assigned

to these organizations and comparing them with the functions

of the Office of Telecommunications, we summarize here the

functions of the OT that relate to standards and measurements.

Department of Commerce Organization Orders 30-5A and

30-5B, dated September 20, 1970, assign to and within the

Office of Telecommunications the following standards and measure-

ments (and related) functions (and other functions not listed.)
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Office of Telecommunications 

Research and analysis in the telecommunications sciences,

including radio propagation, radio systems characteristics, and

operating techniques. Related economic research.

a. Telecommunications Analysis Division 

Conducts technical and economic research and analysis.

b. Institute for Telecommunications Sciences 

Serves as the central federal agency for research on

the transmission of radio waves.

Performs research on the

Description and prediction of electromagnetic wave

propagation,

Nature of electruicLagneLic nuise and iilLeiruienue. and

Methods for more efficient use of the electromagnetic

spectrum.

Conducts research and analysis

In the telecommunications sciences,

On radio systems characteristics, and

On operating techniques.

Develops methods of measurement of system performance.

Develops standards of practice for telecommunications

systems.

1. Interface Between the Bureau of Domestic Commerce and the 
Office of Telecommunications 

According to Department Organization Orders 40-1A and B,

the Bureau of Domestic Commerce
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o Fosters, promotes, and develops the domestic commerce of

the U.S.;

- -
o Identifies business-related issues which may affect the

domestic business economy;

o Recommends policies and program objectives to stimulate

balanced growth of U.S. industry; and

o Collects, evaluates, and analyzes statistical data

both domestic and international, on U.S. industries;

BDC analyses and BDC collection and evaluation of statistical

data will provide guidelines that

o Indicate areas where OT attention likely will be fruit-

ful,

o Provide better insight on the sensitivity of U.S. tele-

communications exports to standards and measurements, and

o Show the economic impact of OT recommendations that

are implemented.

OT standards and measurements work will provide bases for

o Wider entry by domestic manufacturers into tele-

communications markets;

o More prompt policy, decisions, to facilitate the utiliza-

tion of telecommunications technology; and

o Growth of U.S. telecommunications exports through

international coordination of standards, thus furthering DoC/

BDC objectives to promote the domestic commerce of the U.S.
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2. Interface Between the Office  of Product Standards and the 

Office of Telecommunications 

According to Department Order 16, the purpose of the

Office of Product Standards ds to strengthen the ability of

DoC to contribute to the solution of national and federal policy

issues concerning standards for products, including

o Types of standards to be established,

o Government responsibility in developing or aiding the

development of standards,

o Forms of participation in the development of standards,

o Means of U.S. participation in the international aspects

of standards, and

o Adherence to or compliance with standards.

The functions oi tne utiice are to provide staff assistanu

and advice to the Secretary regarding

o Policy formulation for product standards;

o Standards development, adoption, and publication; and

o Coordination of the DoC standards program and policies

with the Executive Office of the President, other agencies,

and internationally.

DoC voluntary standards making procedures will be advantageous

to OT in the development of standards of practice, and OT work

in turn will further OPS goals for an adequate system of voluntary

standards.
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OT work on the characterization of telecommunications

systems, including technical and economic considerations, will

form a useful basis for DoC policies and for the development

of standards for industrial and consumer telecommunications

products.

OT work on international standardization in telecommunications

will help OPS to achieve its goal of adequate U.S. participation

in the international .standards making process..

OT work has policy implications regarding the interface

between the government sector and the non-government sector

of telecommunications (for example, concerning standards to

prevent short-wave receivers in the hands of the public from

interfering with air traffic control). OT economic analyses

(for example, regarding the sensitivity of telecommunications

equipment exports to standards) may have a direct bearing on

DoC policies toward the non-government and international sectors.

3. Interface Between the National Bureau of Standards and the 

Office of Telecommunications 

The interface between the Office of Telecommunications and

several major portions of the National Bureau of Standards is

considered. A similar but less extensive interface exists with

several other segments of NBS. Functions within NBS are assigned

by Department Organization Order 30-28. Only those functions

directly pertinent to standards and measurements are extracted

here.
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a. Center for Computer Sciences and Technology 

In accordance with Department Order 30-2B, the Center for

Computer Sciences and Technology:

Conducts research and development to aid government agencies

in the selection, acquisition, and utilization of ADP equipment.

o Serves as the principal focus within the executive

branch for the development of federal standards for ADP equipment,

techniques, and computer languages.

• o Provides leadership and coordination of government

efforts in the development of information processing standards

at the federal, national, and international levels.

• Operates a specialized intn computerrT71 -1-inn

sciences and technology.

o Provides computer and data conversion services, and

supporting services, to NBS and other agencies.

o Conducts research in information sciences and computer

programming, develops advanced concepts in the design and im-

plementation of data processing systems, and provides consulta-

tive services.

o Conducts research and development on information process-

ing technology and related disciplines.

The Center plans a major new initiative in teleprocessing

during the next few years. ("Teleprocessing" is used by the

Center to denote computer services using wire or radio.) The

proposed teleprocessing program includes the development of
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teleprocessing hardware and software, the development of the

factual basis and techniques for measuring the performance of

teleprocessing systems, and data communication technology. The

latter is regarded by CCST as extremely important.

Computers and communications have merged to a significant

extent. However, in the Department of Commerce, organizational

responsibilities for computers and for communications have not

merged, as reflected in the Department Orders delegating

responsibility to NBS and to OT.(Department Orders 30-2 and 30-5).

The lack of merger is based on a deliberate policy decision by

the Assistant Secretary for Science and Technology. The NBS

and Technology is assigned rr,sponsi-

bility for information (data) processing. The Office of Tele-

communications is assigned responsibility for telecommunications

(often abbreviated to "communications"), essentially without

reference to the type of information being communicated.

Keeping in mind the organizational segregation of computer

and communications functions, we may describe the interface

as follows (Figure 1):

o OT works on telecommunications standards and measurement

methods which are independent of the information being trans-

mitted and, in coordination with the Center, on telecommunicat
ions

standards and measurements that affect the transfer of data to

and from computers. This work includes economic (cost/benefit)

as well as technical considerations.
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o CCST works on computer standards and m
easurement

methods which are independent of the c
ommunication system, and

in coordination with OT, on computer s
tandards and measurements

that impact on communication systems.

OT should be able to advise CCST on likely
 future require-

ments for the interconnection of comput
ers by means of tele-

communications systems. Such information could have important

implications regarding computer main-fra
me design. Conversely,

CCST should be able to advise OT regard
ing demands on tele-

communications facilities (data and error rat
es, etc.) Such

information could be very useful in OT p
rogram planning. OT-

LL1 cooperation 1.iould Enable Dc

needs of other government agencies more ef
fectively and to

make stronger contributions to the solution
 of federal and

national policy issues and to national and
 international standard-

ization.

b. Institute for Basic Standards 

Electromagnetics Division 

The Institute for Basic Standards:

o Provides the central basis of a system of p
hysical

measurement within the U.S.,

o Coordinates that system with other nations,

o Furnishes essential services leading to accur
ate and

uniform physical measurements.

The Electromagnetics Division (and the other 
Divisions of

the Institute):
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o Develop and maintain the national standar
ds for physical

measurement, develop appropriate multiples a
nd sub-multiples

of prototype standards, and develops transf
er standards and

standard instruments.

o Conduct studies of fundamental physical phenom
ena, for

improving or creating new measurement method
s and standards.

o Conduct research and development on basic me
asurement

techniques and instrumentation.'

o Calibrate instruments in terms of the nati
onal standards,

and provide other measurement services.

o Correlation with other nations the national st
andards and

ciptinitions of the uniLs or measuiment.

o Provide advisory services on basic measurement
 problems.

The appropriated funds of the Division are use
d primarily

for promoting accurate, meaningful, and compati
ble electro-

magnetic measurements. (including the international compatibili
ty

of measurements), as part of the NBS program
 for "development,

maintenance, and improvement of the standard
s of physical

measurement." A minor part of the Division's appropriated 
funds

is devoted to "promoting more effective use
 of science and

technology" (mainly electronic instrumentation
) and to "promoting

strength in the economy and equity ...in trade" 
(mainly par-

ticipation in domestic and international standa
rds committees

on voluntary engineering standards.

This work provides instrumentation and tech
niques for
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measurement, at the highest levels of accuracy, of 
many Dara-

meters of importance to telecommunications. The Division has

no appropriated funds allocated to the NBS program, "tel
ecommuni-

cations technology," but on the other hand, the Division d
oes

a substantial amount of telecommunications work on oth
er agency

funds. This work deals primarily with radiated signals and

related telecommunications and other electronic equipment.

It often is done directly for the standards and*calibr
ation

branch of an agency, but is intended ultimately to solve
 specific

equipment design, procurement, or operating problems of 
the

sponsor.

)7/ ciisseminates the results of iLs work through

a variety of means, including formal calibration services.

Work supported by both appropriated and other agency funds

provides-instrumentation for use in these services. The

costs of calibrations are covered by fees.

OT works on the characterization of telecommunications

systems, to determine parameters to which systems perfor
mance

is sensitive, the values of the parameters, and their 
permissible

tolerances, and on the economic (cost/benefit) aspects of 
these

topics. OT also works on methods of measuring these parameters
,

for both systems and equipment, on other standard method
s or

practices for systems design and operation and on nati
onal and

international coordination of standards for telecomm
unications.
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The interface between OT and Division 272 is illustrated

by Figure 2. Because the assignment of functions by the DoC

is quite clear, there should be no OT-Division 272 duplication

of effort in the area of the Division 272 mission, supported

by funds directly appropriated to NBS. However, there is a

definite area of overlap between Division 272 work supported

by other agencies and.OT work supported by both directly-'

appropriated and other-agency funds. Information regarding

program planning and execution should flow in both directions

across the interface to prevent duplication of effort in the

arrNA nf overlap.

Division 272 provides physical standards of measurement,

measurements to the highest available accuracy, and accurate

techniques and instrumentation applicable to telecommunications.

The Division is a resource for the further advancement of the

state-of-the-art in measurement tethniques and equipment for

telecommunications support.

OT is more broadly coupled than Division 272 to telecommunica-

tions in government and industry. Therefore, OT can assist

the Division in applying its results more widely to the nation's

telecommunications needs.

c. Institute for Applied Technology 

Electronic Technology Division 

The Institute for Applied Technology

o Cooperates with public and private organizations in

the development of technological standards, codes, and methods
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of test,

o Monitors NES engineering standards activities, and

o Provides liaison between NBS and national and inter-

national engineering standards bodies.

The Electronic Technology Division

o Develops criteria for the evaluation of electronic

instrumentation products and services,

o Cooperates with public and private organizations in the

development of standards, codes, and specifications, and

o Applies electronic instrumentation technology to the

development of methods for practical measurement of physical

One important program in the Division is work to increase

the effectiveness of U.S. participation in international standards

activities. The objectives are accomplished largely through

participation in subcommittees, committees, and commissions of

U.S. and international standards organizations, notably the IEEE

and the IEC. The subject matter includes subjects such as

vocabulary, graphic symbols, cables and waveguides for tele-

communications equipment, and electronic instruments. Approxi-

mately half of the work is closely related to telecommunications.

Another important program of the Division is the Joint

Program on Methods of Measurement for Semiconductor Materials,

Process Control, and Devices. The objectives are to enhance

the performance, interchangeability, and reliability of discrete

semiconductor devices and integrated circuits, through improveme
nt
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in measurement methods for specifying materials and devices

and for controlling device fabrication processes.

Other Division work is on electronic instrumentation,

largely on transducers and not necessarily related to tele-

communications.

The Electronic Technology Division can provide improved

coupling between OT standardization work and related standardiza-

tion activities. The Division can further OT 'understanding

regarding the effect on telecommunications of limitations in

semiconductor performance and semiconductor measurement technology.

OT can provide additional justification for Division work and

support for work in closely related program areas. OT-Division

cooperation can increase the effectiveness of telecommunications

particularly in the civilian sectors of government, in contrast

to the defense-aerospace sectors which have received much more

attention.

d. Technical Analysis Division 

The Technical Analysis Division

o Conducts benefit-cost analyses and other basic studies

for the Institute, other DoC programs, and other agencies.

The division, with a staff of about 130, is the strongest

group in a civilian agency of the government for the application

of operations research or systems analysis. The work of the

Division emphasizes the early aspects of the total systems

process:
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Concept formulation: goals, what should be done, and how

to do it.

System definition: analysis of system operation and system

parameters, leading up to specifications.

The work is a mixture of technical analysis and economic impact

studies. It supports primarily the needs of other government

agencies, for example, through studies of transportation systems

and systems for electronic handling of the mail. An important

TAD function is to assist these agencies in developing their own

competence in operations research/systems analysis techniques.

Only a small fraci_LLon T Lhe D'v: • 
.

1b.1.011' W011%. done in support

of the Institute.

The OT-Division interface is illustrated in Figure 3. There

is no pent subject-matter overlap, but there is an overlap

in methodology and interests. OT can provide to the Division

support in telecommunications systems analysis, policy, technology,

and resource utilization. The Division can provide to OT a

multidisciplinary competence in operations research/systems

analysis. It is a source

applicable to OT problems

gaps in telecommunications

use the available Division

of competence which may be directly

and is a potential resource for filling

systems analysis. OT will wish to

competence rather than duplicate it.
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APPENDIX

This appendix describes in some detai
l the major OT

program content in standards and measurem
ents.

1. Characterization of Telecommunications
 Systems.

Motivation:

Better ways of characterizing government
 telecommunications

systems in terms of their technical para
meters would provide

bases for improved specification, design
, procurement, testing,

and performance; improved compatibility 
among systems that

share the electromagnetic spectrum; and 
better compatibility

between goveinmeilL aild .7,-/ctcmc.

Objectives:

To develop improved techniques for chara
cterizing tele-

communications systems performance in te
rms of systems technical

parameters and to characterize government
 systems of primary

1
concern; to determine where improved sys

tem performance could

be obtained by use of additional performa
nce standards; to

develop recommended additional standards, 
to seek their approval

through the IRAC as government-wide standa
rds; to submit them

to others for voluntary use, to analyze p
rocedures for establish-

ing, enforcing, and revising standards fo
r government tele-

communications systems, and to make reco
mmendations for improve-

ment, whenever feasible.
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Content:

a. Information on Existing Standard
s. Compile, organize,

and utilize information on exis
ting performance standards

applicable to federal telecommun
ications equipment and systems.

b. Systems Parameters.

1. "Radio" Systems. Using the experience of the IRAC

Technical Subcommittee as a guid
e, give priority attention to

transmitters, radars; and receive
rs. Look at .available models

for systems performance to see w
hat can be learned regarding

parameters to which system perfo
rmance is sensitive and regarding

the optimum values and allowable
 tolerances for these parameters.

thrl Hp.vpionment 017 (01: develop) new mod
els,

appropriate. Develop recommended performance 
standards for

each radio service (or class of e
quipment), and seek adoption

by the governmentagencies, thro
ugh the IRAC Technical Sub-

committee and the OTP.

2. "Wire" Systems. Obtain information on the nominal

performance of "wire" systems (u
sing open wire lines, coaxial

cable, etc.) Determine experimentally and from
 models, if

available, the performance of typ
ical channels, noting problem

areas. 'Catalog and characterize
 existing techniques and in-

struments for measuring perform
ance. Coordinate with the NBS

Center for Computer Sciences and
 Technology regarding data

communication requirements for com
puters. Coordinate with the

FCC to make the work relevant, when
ever feasible, to non-
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government networks. Keeping in mind government communications

requirements and the efficiency of systems operation, deve
lop

recommended standards and suitable measurement methods a
nd

submit them to OTP for consideration.

c. Economic Analysis. Conduct analyses to answer such

questions as: What government equipment and systems would be

made obsolete by the proposed standards? What would be the

cost of replacing them? What other costs would the new standards

entail? What new types of instruments, if any, would have to

be developed for checking compliance with the standards? In-

corporate the results of these analyses into recommendations to

d. Procedures for Establishing and Revising Standards.

Analyze the procedures now in effect for establishing and re-

vising telecommunications performance standards. Identify improve-

ments to these procedures, and determine the associated costs

and benefits° Recommend that OTP adopt the most promising improve-

ments.

e. Compliance with Standards. At present, there is no

formal method for requiring compliance with telecommunicat
ions

performance standards. Analyze the functioning of the present

system to answer such questions as: Is some formal arrangement

to secure compliance necessary or desirable? What likely

compliance mechanisms can be conceived? What sort of monitoring
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would be required? How would the results of monitoring 
be

used for compliance? What would a compliance mechanism co
st?

What would be its benefits? If an advantageous system can

be conceived, recommend it to the 
OTP.

f. IRAC Technical Subcommittee. Provide the chairman for

and operate the IRAC Technical Subcom
mittee. Use the Sub-

committee as a source of information
 on the radio services in

the various government agencies and o
n the feasibility, from

the agencies' point of view, of pr
oposed standards actions.

To speed up the standardization proce
ss, do outside the Sub-

committee more of the substantive a
nalyses leading to alternative

proi:JOSalG
stndarriz sn tnar the Subuommittee

can concentrate on the impact on t
he agencies of the various

standards alternatives and proposal
s. Adopt useful procedures

growing- -out of (d) above.

2. Measurement Methods and Measuring Inst
ruments 

Motivation:

Adequate measurement methods and me
asuring instruments

are necessary for characterizing the p
erformance of telecommuni-

cations systems and for assuring compl
iance with performance

standards. OTP has begun to establish standards 
for government

telecommunications systems, but has no
t specified measurement

methods for determining whether the
 standards aal-e being met.

Standard methods are widely needed--du
ring design, manufacture,

procurement, testing, and operation
.
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It is important to know whether available methods 
and

instruments are adequate, both in accuracy and in simplic
ity,

for measuring the parameters that must be specified
 and controlled.

Often the problem is not to obtain high accuracy but to obtai
n

moderate accuracy using simple, inexpensive equipment.

In some cases, new concepts are required to describe more

usefully the parameters to be specialized and controlled.

The development of neW concepts leads to the necessity to

measure new and different parameters. In such cases it may

be impossible to measure adequately with existing instrumen
ts.

It is important, then, to point out to the industry the nee
d

Loi nuw oi iL1 Lrimnt. and, when necoscary, to rlevcorT

them in-house or on contract.

Objective:

To providemeasurement methods and measuring instruments

which will form a basis (a) for characterizing the performance

of government telecommunications systems and equipment, and

(b) for measuring each specified parameter of such systems 
and

equipment, so that compliance with performance requirements

can be assured.

Content:

The work covers the following topics: transmitters,

receivers, antennas, electromagnetic fields, and channel 
character-

istics for "wire" systems. Each is described below.
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d. Transmitters 

Important transmitter parameters include:

Carrier frequency

Frequency stability

Signal power output

In-band noise power

Spurious emissions

Occupied bandwidth

In general, instruments and methods are avai
lable for measuring

frequency and power to a high degree of accu
racy. However,

instruments and methods for use in the field (
as distinct

from laboratory) may be deficient. The measurement of spurious

emissions, in-band noise power, and the det
ermination of

kiccuipled bandwidth arc likely problem

Compile information information _on techniques for measuring the 
different

transmitter parameters and on the performance of 
available

measuring_ instruments. Identify existing methods and instruments

where needed, and improved transmitter circu
itry and practices

where measurement knowledge is particularly 
applicable.

Concentrate on the parameters identified un
der Performance

Standards as of prime importance to systems 
performance. Give

attention to the following classes of transm
itters in the follow-

ing priority order: high-power fixed radars, other radars,

land mobile transmitters, and other radio serv
ices (priority

to be determined).
Ss̀

Develop a common body of methods for tran
smitter measure-

ments that will be applicable (with modifica
tions) to trans-

mitters of the various radio services.
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Submit the results to OTP for use 
in specifying standard

measurement methods for transmitters 
in government telecommuni-

cations systems. Disseminate the information to others
 for

use in systems specification, proc
urement, testing, and operation.

b. Receivers 

A matter of growing concern is the l
ack of adequate measures,

in the design and development of r
eceivers, to control their

susceptibility to interference. Receiver liMitations are

seriously affecting national frdquenc
y assignment practice.

Many government services cause interf
erence to television

receivers, and receiver spurious resp
onses preclude the use of

liumea_vd5 TV channolc. Spurious 1- cnon9Ps nf commercial receivers

in the hands of the public (for exa
mple, for reception of local

weather broadcasts operated continuou
sly by the Department of

Commerce_on 162.55 MHz) have preclu
ded the full use of govern-

ment frequency bands. The poor quality of receivers in us
e for

marine radio beacon reception (betwee
n the frequencies of 285

and 415 KHz), has prevented the Coas
t Guard from activating

additional stations along the Atlanti
c coast. Numerous other

examples are well documented. The need for improved receiver

performance has been recognized in
 a number of recent-tele-

communications studies. More stringent receiver performance

standards are necessary, and recognize
d means of measuring

all of the parameters important to re
ceiver performance are

essential for compliance with the stand
ards.
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Important receiver parameters inclu
de:

Sensitivity

Dynamic range

Desensitization

Selectivity

Noise figure (or effective noise tempe
rature)

Spurious responses

Demodulator characteristics

Cross modulation

Local oscillator stability

Local oscillator radiation

Give initial attention to receivers 
for high-power radars

and second priority attention to rece
ivers for other radars.

Classify in a tentative order of urge
ncy the receiver parameters

that are important to systems performa
nce. Survey and evaluate

measureme mefhncls snecified by other organizations. 
Recommend

those found adequate, stating their
 range of application. Begin

work on deficiencies of method or e
quipment as revealed by the

survey and evaluation. Concurrent with the work on radar re
ceivers,

start work on land mobile receivers, 
following a similar rationale

and procedure. As soon as practicable, begin work on 
receivers

for additional radio services accord
ing to priority to be

established.

The major outputs will be recommended
 measurement methods

and measuring instruments for determ
ining receiver performance

and improved receiver circuitry for r
educed susceptibility to

interference. The outputs will be disseminated as d
escribed

under transmitters.

c. Antennas 

Antennas promote electromagnetic comp
atibility and spectrum
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conservation by confining sig
nals, whenever possible, to the

service area of each particul
ar telecommunications system.

Spurious antenna responses (si
de lobes) may result in severe

interference. Antenna gain is a direct trade-
off for trans-

mitter power or receiver sensitiv
ity.

Antenna efficiency is important
, but good efficiency

usually is relatively easy to 
achieve through good design

practice. Phase characteristics are growin
g in importance with

the increasing use of phased ar
rays. The polarization character-

istics of off-axis lobes may af
fect their interference potential.

While antenna impedance is meas
ured looking into a transmissio

n

p
line. determination of the --"--- parameters 1- ,--ruir measurement

of electromagnetic fields in o
pen space. (See also Electro-

magnetic Fields).

The-antennas of interest range fr
om small quarter-wave

whips (as used in land mobile co
mmunications) to huge arrays

and reflectors (as used in rada
r surveillance and space commun

i-

cations). Therefore, the entire gamut of 
antenna measurement

methods and instruments may hav
e to be exploited to character

ize

the antennas.

Important antenna parameters in
clude:

Gain (directivity)

Efficiency

Phase
Impedance

Patterns
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Concentrate on the topics of urgency identified under

"Characterization of Telecommunications Systems." Identify

other problem areas, through the IRAC Technical Subcommittee,

for example.

Compile up-to-date information on antenna measurement

methods and equipment; taking into account complexity, available

accuracy, and other limitations. Collect existing information

on antenna standards and measurement methods from such sources

as IEEE, EIA, and CCIR. Identify methods which appear useful

for meeting OT needs. Start work on new or improved methods

where necessary.

Detcrmlnc wha4- additional Om iprntnr,r1f i1itie are

needed. Make plans for obtaining access to antennas, by purchase,

loan, or travel to installations where they are in use.

Develop specific programs for reducing the uncertainity

of practical antenna gain measurements, for measuring the

performance of antennas in their environment, and for measuring

the performance of large antennas.

d. Electromagnetic Fields (including noise and interference
) 

Important electromagnetic field parameters include:

Amplitude
Phase
Polarization
Direction of travel
Amplitude probability distribution

Spectral density

Although most of these electromagnetic field parameters ar
e

conceptually simple, in practice even the simplest may be
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difficult to measure with sufficient accuracy.

The role of electromagnetic field measurements in characte
riz-

ing antennas already has been pointed out. Such measurements

are concerned with desired fields. In addition, undesired

electromagnetic fields (noise, interference) arise
 from several

types of man-made sources:

- Devices that should not radiate at all (power lines,

light dimmers, automobile ignition systems, neon

signs, etc.)

- Industrial, scientific, and medical (non-telecommunica-

tions) equipment which must radiate to perform its

intendod function but which often i not properly con-

trolled

- Transmitters emitting spurious radiation

- Transmitters emitting only signals necessary for com
muni-

cations in other telecommunications systems.

In addition, of course, is the noise caused by natural

phenomena such as lighting, solar disturbances, and cosmic

radiation. The noise .from natural phenomena has been studied

extensively and is relatively well known, while undesired 
signals

from man-made devices are less well known and are increa
sing

rapidly. Noise and interference fields may be extremely comp
lex

(random, pulsed, etc.) but they must be measured accuratel
y

and taken into account in systems design and frequency 
assignment

if optimum use is to be made of the spectrum.
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A persistent criticism of government ele
ctromagnetic com-

patibility analysis efforts to date is th
at the available data

base is not good enough. An important part of this data base

is obtained from electromagnetic field 
measurements (trans-

mitter signatures, interference, etc.) The data base can be

no more accurate than the measurement met
hods and measuring

instruments used to generate it.

The initial concern in this work will be wi
th man-made

noise.

Develop closer contact with federal systems 
problems arising

from man-made noise, through the IRAC Technica
l Subcommittee.

Analyze existing eoncpi_s of nois ac-1 ii-itcrforcncc,

measurement methods, and available measuring
 instruments.

Identify methods and instruments that are adeq
uate. Characterize

them for accuracy, simplicity, cost, and ap
plication. Identify

areas in which improved concepts, methods,
 and instruments are

needed. Develop new concepts useful to the engineer 
in deter-

mining the performance of telecommunications
 systems. Devise

improved measuring methods and instrument
s as needed. Then

consider the need for work on other types
 of noise and inter-

ference and other electromagnetic field measur
ements needed

for characterizing the performance of antennas.

e. Channel characteristics for "wire" systems 

The term "wire system" is used somewhat loosel
y to describe

a communications system which utilizes open-wire
 or coaxial
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usually give different results. We already have treated methods

of measurement. Now we emphasize the importance of other agreed-

upon and widely accepted practices.

Although it often is desirable to specify only the required

performance, it happens too frequently that if one does so,

independent groups have to do the engineering all over again,

and each group will get different answers.

practice frequently are appropriate. They

minimize "re-inventing the wheel," to give

Thus, standards of

are. intended to

consistent results,

and to provide reliability and economy of design and operation.

For many practices that need standardization, there are

no c"-Fanriprrlc. r fhprp are conflictina standards.

developed by various organizations. We could cite instances

of widely differing U.S. and European design practices and

could show that much spectrum pollution is due to improper

practices.

Even some practices that are accepted internationally as

standards are inadequate. Therefore, OT efforts toward better

standards of practice should extend to the international level.

Objectives:

To analyse alternative practices for telecommunications

system and equipment design and operation, to provide support-

ing evidence and justification for those deemed most satisfactory,

to prepare recommended practices,and to seek the wide acceptance

of OT recommendations as standards of practice.
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Content:

Collect available standard practices from 
DoD, FCC, CCIR,

etc. Add OT recommendations. Do a critical analysis of compet-

ing practices. Get additional supporting data, if needed, for

the most promising of the practices. Seek wide acceptance of

OT recommendations as standards of practice,
 through OTP, FCC,

technical societies, and international organizat
ions.

Include standard practices:

a. For predicting the characteristics of the prop
agation

medium (path loss, noise maps, prevalence of int
erference,

field strength needed at receiver sites, etc.)

For use in system and cquipment dc-ign (fel- sgn
l pro-

cessing -- modulation and demodulation, etc.)

c. For use in system operation (message formats, signa
l

characteristics, etc.).

4. International Standardization 

Motivation:

A recent survey* shows a $7 billion favorable
 balance of

trade in equipment identified as sensitive 
to standards and

measurements. Relatively modest changes in the import-ex
port

pattern of such goods could have a serious imp
act on the balance

of payments. More information is needed on the relation 
between

standards and the balance of trade, speci
fically for the field

of telecommunications.

* NBS Special Publication SP-345-1, "Internationa
l Standards."
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Recent events in Europe may lead to the necessity of a

U.S. scheme for the certification of products for export. Three

different but possibly merging activities (Tripartite, EXACT,

and CENEL) have the common purpose of an international scheme

for quality assurance and product certification (with initial

emphasis on electronic components) in which all western European

countries will participate. Without a certification system

acceptable to those countries, U.S. exports probably will be

handicapped.

Recent estimates show the need for a ten-fold increase in

international engineering standards. Recent trends show that

in some imnnrtni- rzct TTq participation in intcrnational

standardization has decreased while the participation of other

nations has increased markedly. If the U.S. wishes its techno-

logical practices and standards to be reflected adequately in

forthcoming international standards, it must increase its par-

ticipation in international standards negotiations -- within

the next few years if it is to be effective.

Objectives:

To understand better the effect of standards and measure-

ments on the U.S. balance of trade in telecommunications; to

propose a suitable U.S. response, for telecommunications, to

European schemes for international certification; to improve

U.S. participation in international telecommunications standards

activities.
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Content:

a. Balance of Trade. Review existing data and analyses

on the sensitivity of U.S. exports and imports 
to standards and

measurements. Identify the telecommunications content. Monitor

the findings, make recommendations to DoC and 
OTP.

b. International Certification. Analyze the impact of

European certification schemes on U.S. telecommunication
s.

Examine practices of .other countries with respe
ct to certification

and monitoring. Find out what telecommunications equipment is

likely to be involved, what U.S. organizations ar
e affected, and

what U.S. response to the European certification ar
rangement

,..7,-11.11(.1 he appropriate with r-prpct to telPrnmmunications. Rased

on the findings, make recommendations to DoC an
d OTP.

c. International Telecommunications Standards Organizatio
ns 

Examine the structure and extent of U.S. participatio
n in

international standards activities pertinent to tel
ecommunica-

tions. Determine and implement appropriate OT participatio
n.

Submit measurement methods and recommend practices 
developed

elsewhere in this program to suitable international
 organizations

for possible endorsement as standards. Monitor the actions pro-

posed by the international organizations. Analyze the potential

impact of these actions on U.S. telecommunications. 
Coordinate

U.S. responses that have potential impact on standard
s for

government telecommunications systems.
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Fiscal Year

1. Characterization of Telecommunicatio
ns

Systems

a. Information Base

b. Systems Parameters

(1) "Radio" systems.

(2) "Wire" systems

1972 1973

20

.90 .
55

($K)

20

150
115

c. Economic Analysis

d. Procedures for Establishing, Revisi
ng

30 50

Standards
3 7

e. Enforcement of Standards
2 7

f. IRAC Technical Subcommittee
10 14

Subtotal0„ 210 363

2. Measuring Instruments and Measuremen
t

Methods

a. Transmitters
75 75

b. _Receivers
100 190

c. Antennas
75 110

d. Electromagnetic Fields
75 100

e. Channel Characteristics for "Wire" s
ys. 20 100

Subtotal 345 575

3. Standards of Practice

a. For the propagation medium
20 35

b. For Systems and Equipment Design
35 55

c. For Systems Operation
20 10

Subtotal 75 100

4. International Standardization

a. Balance of Trade
20 15

b. International Certification
20 55

c. International Standards Organizations
35 30

Subtotal 75 100

TOTAL $705K $1138K



ATTACHMENT 11 - MINUTES OF 5/12/71

Notes on Chapter 5, Technical 
Standards, Requirements and Objecti

ves

of the OTP Frequency Manag
ement Manual

Inherent Rights 

Is the apparent conflict betwee
n the 2nd para. of section 5. 0 and

para. 5. 2. 1 real? That is, does para. 5. 0 take pr
ecedence over para.

5. 2. 1?

Spurious Emissions 

There may be inconsistencies bet
ween section 5. 2. 2 (p. 5. 12);

5.4. 3.4. d (p. 5. 22); 5.6. 1. 2 (p. 
5. 24); 5. 7. 1. 2 (p. 5. 25). Although

these recommendations may be 
replaced in the near future, I be

lieve

they should be recast into the f
orm of spectral density, dB/kHz, 

as

used in the radar criteria sect
ion 5. 3. Modulation conditions for which

the spurious emission criteria 
are to be met should be specifie

d.

It may be desirable to tentati
vely extend the new spurious emi

ssion

tnnie to freauenuieb hig1± than 900 MHz by requiring that
 all higher

frequency transmissions meet 
the 900 MHz requirements, for 

the time

being.

5. 4 Technical Standards for Op
erations in the Bands Between

29. 89 and 420 MHz

(a) Transmitter Power - For
 mobile service base stations, a

phrase similar to 5. 4. 2, 1. e. fo
r maritime mobile services, mig

ht be

desirable. It may also be desirable in both
 cases to couple maximum

powers to effective antenna height
s and to the required service ar

eas.

In sections 5. 4. 1. 1. d, 5. 4. 2.
1. 6, 5. 4. 2. 3. 1. d, 5. 4. 3. 1. d, 5

. 4. 4. 1. d,

it is stated that "Receivers shall 
have the requisite, stability s

electivity,

and modulation acceptance to p
ermit FM operations with 25 (30)

 kHz

channel spacing. " Unless this 
is to be interpreted as merely 

meaning

that the receiver's should be ca
pable of operating at 25 kHz (or 

30 kHz)

channel spacing under ideal condit
ions, it should include some 

statement
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as to the desired-to-adjacent-channel undesired sigi;i ratios with which

the receivers should operate. It should also state that the requirement

is to be met using transmitters which meet the requirements of section

5.4.

5. 5 Necessary and Occupied Band Widths

As pointed out in Mr. Higgin' s thoughtful memo of April 13, 1971

to Mr. KirkeYold, there is a great need for methods of defining the

necessary bandwidth" for multiplexed signals, of various types. Once

this is done, then section 5. 5 requires that the "occupied bandwidth"

be kept as close to the "necessary bandwidth" as possible. Since there

is a growing trend to use some of the results of information theory which

permit trading of power for "occupied bandwidth" (e. g. , use of high

deviation ratios in FM), it may be timely to reconsider the definition

of "necessary bandwidth!' Specifically, it is possible that a more mean-

ingful definition might be based on the required information rate at the

.1.-”smitter input.

5.6. 2 Minimum Performance Requirements for Receivers
Where Protection from Harmful Interference is Required

(a) Harmful interference requires definition. This will be

a major task!

(b) The prescribed slope of the (single signal) selectivety

slope, 100 dB/kHz, seems excessive.

(c) Levels at which unwanted signals should not cause de-

sensitization or spurious outputs from the receiver

should be specified (see CCIR Rec. 332. 1).

(d) Rejection of impulsive noise by receiver should be

specified.

2
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5.6. 3 Minimum Performance Requirements for Antennas

It might be desirable to state some actual requirements here,

particularly for point-to-point fixed services and include this section

as part of section 5. 6. 2. This is because the receiving antenna can

play a major role in rejecting unwanted signals arriving from directions

different from that of the desired signal.

If this section does become part of 5. 6. 2, then in the title of 5. 6. 2

the word "receivers" should be replaced by "receiving installations"

and levels of incident field, instead of receiver input should be used in

5.6. 2. c.

Section 5. 7. 2 - The remarks directed at 5. 6. 2 apply here also.

Section 5. 7. 3 - The remarks directed at 5.6. 3 apply here also for

receiving antennas. It should be made clear that it is directivity in the

horizontal plane that is of major importance. The time may also be

appropriate to consider whether higher directivity should be required

for fixed services at all frequencies.

General Comments (Partial) 

Apart from the Table of Frequency Tolerances and Radar Criteria,

most of-the criteria apply to equipment working at 420 MHz or below.

Criteria should be developed for systems operating at higher frequencies.

For example, minimum standards for antenna patterns for microwave

line-of-site relay and perhaps trans-horizon systems should be developed,

particularly for bands shared with space services.

Definitions of grade of service and harmful interference should be

given with indications of the maximum grade of service which can be

expected and the degree of harmful interference which systems are ex-

pected to tolerate, before remedial action can be taken.

If the standards are modified as suggested above, it should be pos-

sible, for many general situations, to draw up curves of frequency

3



separation versus minimum spatial separation.. These would serve as

a guide, to users of conforming equipment, showing how closely var-

ious equipments could be located.

Finally, some other sections of the manual might well be located

in Chapter 5. Examples that occur to me are section 8. 2. 2. 25 on

frequency diversity, and the tables in section 9. 8. 6 on required signal-

to-noise ratios. No doubt there are others.

4
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FOREWORD 

The DoD Directive 3222.3 of 5 July 1967 formally established the

Department of Defense Electromagnetic Compatibility Program (EMCP) and placed

the responsibility for standardization with the Secretary of the Navy, or

his designee. The Naval Electronic Systems Command (NAVELEX) was designated

Area Assignee Activity for the EMC Standardization Program (EMCS) by the

OASD(I&L) and was directed to carry out its responsibilities in accordance

with the Defense Standardization Manual 4120.3-M.
. •.

This Program Analysis was prepared by the Defense Standardization and

Planning Division (ELEX 00T-1) of the Naval Electronic Systems Command in

coordination with the Participating Activities of the military departments,

interested Department of Defense and other Government Agencies. This docu-

ment is in compliance with the Defense Standardization Manual 4120.3-M and

represents a technical evaluation of the DoD Electromagnetic Compatibility

Standardization Program (EMCS). It formulates and delineates the FY n,
thrnnah 75 si-anriarai7ni-inn rrno-rqm fnr arhieving infrP Onri inter-system

electromagnetic compatibility through the development, coordination and

implementation of military standards and specifications for the design,

development, procurement, production, test and installation of all electronic,

electrical, and electromechanical equipments, subsystems, and systems of the

Department of Defense. Recommendations regarding the implementation and

monitoring of the program are also contained herein.

The EMCS standardization program is necessary to avoid conflicting and

overlapping requirements which lead to non-uniform and costly engineering,

production, test and installation practices. In addition, some degree of

electromagnetic compatibility has, in the past, been achieved through

suppression measures employed after the engineering design stage. However,

this procedure increased the development and procurement costs and usually

resulted in relatively unsatisfactory and unreliable suppression. The stand-

ardization, evaluation, and use of built-in design features, rather than

after-the-fact remedial measures, will greatly reduce operational electro-

magnetic compatibility problems.

Additions or changes from the last issue of the EMCS Program

Analysis are designated with an asterisk (*).
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I. THE DoD ELECTROMAGNETIC
 COMPATIBILITY

STANDARDIZATION PROGRAM 
(EMCS)

A. Scope of Area Assignment
 

The DoD Directive 3222.
3 of 5 July 1967 establi

shed the DoD

Electromagnetic Compatibi
lity Program and placed 

the responsibility for

standardization with the 
Secretary of the Navy, o

r his designee. The Office

of Technical Data, Stand
ardization Policy and Qua

lity Assurance within

OASD(I&L) designated the N
aval Electronic Systems 

Command as the Area Assign
ee

Activity for EMC in thei
r memo of 31 August 1967. 

In addition, the memo defi
ned

the scope of the task to 
cover: "...a complete range of 

component, circuit,

equipment, subsystems and
 system electromagnetic 

compatibility (EMC). Re-

lated standards for pred
iction, measurement and.v

alidation for EMC are also t
o

be included."

B. Participating Activities 

The military departmenta
l Participating Activiti

es for the program

are as follows:

Army Electronics Command
 OW_

AI,Arovr mn qg
41"../...

Ft. Monmouth, New Jersey
 07703

Engineering Standards Div
ision (DMA/

Headquarters, Air Force S
ystem Command (10)

Andrews Air Force Base

Washington, D. C. 20331

Naval Electronic Systems 
Command (EC/.

ELEX 0517

Washington, D. C. 20360

In addition, the Nationa
l Security Agency (NSA) and

 National

Aeronautics and Space Adm
inistration (NASA) were re

quested to participate

in the development and co
ordination of the EMCS. NSA has established a

Program Management office 
for EMC at Ft. Meade, Mary

land and will receive 
all

documents related to EMC st
andardization for coordi

nation. NASA is not cur-

rently participating in the
 program. However, coordination wit

h NASA is being

pursued. Recently, several other a
gencies requested particip

ation in the

program at the "Participat
ing Activity" level. Accordingly, the Defense

Communications Agency (DCA
), Electromagnetic Compa

tibility Analysis Center

(ECAC) and Federal Aviati
on Administration (FAA) 

have been added as Parti
ci-

pating Activities.

Efforts are also being t
aken to coordinate the EMC

S with other

Government agencies conce
rned with EMC, such as the

 Federal Communicatio
ns

Commission (FCC), Office o
f Telecommunications Policy (014P1 National *

1



Bureau of Standards (NBS)
, Defense Supply Agency (D

SA), and the DoD Calibra-

tion Coordination Group (
DoD/CCG). International standardizatio

n efforts in

the EMC area are also bein
g monitored through parti

cipation in NATO and Inter-

national Electrotechnical 
Commission standards groups

.

Industry has been advised of
 the Area Assignment and w

ill continue

to be informed of develop
ments and documents in the 

EMCS through the various

Industry Associations such a
s Aerospace Industries As

sociation (AIA), American

National Standards Institut
e (ANSI), Electronic Industr

ies Association (EIA),

Institute of Environmental 
Sciences (IES), Radio Technic

al Commission for

Aeronautics (RTCA), the Socie
ty of Automotive Engineers (

SAE) and the

Institute of Electronic and 
Electrical Engineers.CF7E).

Activities currently review
ing or using the various mi

litary

EMI/EMC standardization docu
ments are listed below. The ToD activity symbols

are consistent with those in
 SD-1, Standardization Dire

ctory, Planning Schedule

and Points of Contact. Distribution of ,this analysi
s is shown in Appendix A

of this document.

Army - EL, MI, AV, AT, ME, 
WC, GL, CE, MD

Navy - EC, SH, OS, AS, YD, 
MC

AF - 10, 11, 13,.15, 11, 19,

— 82,81t

68, 69, 70, 71, 79,

DCA - Defense Communications
 Agency (DC)

Or%

--NSA - Ft. George G. Meade,
 Maryland (NS)

Electromagnetic Compatibility
 Analysis Center -

North Severn, Annapolis, Md.

DESC - Defense Electronic Su
pply Center (ES)

Industry - AIA, ANSI, EIA, 
IES, RTCA, SAE and IEEE.

Other Government Agencies - 
FAA, FCC, OTP, NBS, etc.

A summary of the Area Assign
ment structure for the EMC 

Standardi-

zation Program (EMCS) is shown
 in Table I. Points of contact are also 

shown

in Appendix A of this document
.

DEFINITIONS 

The definitions of terms conta
ined herein are in accordance w

ith

Standardization Manual 4120.
3-M and MIL-STD-463, Definitions 

and System of

Units, EMI Terminology. In addition, the following defi
nitions apply:

(1) Communication-Electronic (CE) Equipment. Any item,

generating, transmitting, conveying, acquring, receiving
, storing,

processing or utilizing electronic/electromagnetic inform
ation in

the broadest sense. Such devices are used to meet a variety of



LEVEL OF
SPONSIBILITY

3signee

ssignee Activity

articipating

ctivities

reparing
ctivities

TABLE I - DEFENSE STANDARDI.7,ATION PROGRAM

AREA ASSIGNMENT STRUCTURE FOR EMC STANDARDIZATION PROGRAM (
EMCS)

FUNCTION

Direct the Defense

Standardization Program (D
SP)

Engineering Policies and

Determinations Required to

Attain Objectives of DSP

Provide Departmental Guidance
for Conduct of DSP.

Manage Standardization

Program for EMCS

for DoD and Insure its

Implementation (Chair DoD

EMCS Planning Committee)

Develop & Coordinate

MIL-DEPT's Interest in the EMCS

view Activities

Prepare Individual Standardization

Projects as Assigned

(Technical Points of Contact)

Review and Comment on Studies and

Documents Developed and Coordinated

under EMCS Program

addition, these Agencies have an input to the

:4CS (similar to a Participating Activity).

OFFICE

OASD(I&L).WR

ODDR&E and JCS

SECNAV (CNN as NavyDepS0 (MAT-0433))

NAVELEX; Defense Standardization

and Planning Division (00T-1)

ARMY •

ECOM(AMSEL-TD-SS)

ECOM(AMSEL-GG7EC)

ECOMCAMSEL-NL-C)

NAVY

NAVELEX 0517

NAVELEX 0512

NAVAIR 53356
NAVSEC 6174 &
6179C
NAVORD 0451
NAVFAC (CBC)

Government Agencies - Same as

Preparing Activities plus:

FAA*
NASA*
ECAC*
NSA*

DCA*

DESC
FCC
NBS
OTP

AIR FORCE 

AFSC-(SDMA)

RAD C (Rca4)

W-PAFB(ENVCC)
ESD(ESLE)

Industry 

SAE RTCA

EIA ANSI

AIA IES
IEEE



operational requirements s
uch as communications, surve

illance, identifica-

tion, navigation, guided-mi
ssile control, countermea

sures and space opera-

tions. (Based on MIL-STD-461A, E
MI Characteristics Require

ments for Equipment).

(2) Deviation - A specific writ
ten authorization, gran

ted

prior to the manufacture
 of an item, equipment or 

system, to depart

from a particular perform
ance or design requirement

 of a specification

or standard. (Based on MIL-STD-480, Mi
litary Standard Configu

ration

Control-Engineering Chang
es, Deviations and Waivers

.)

(3) Electromagnetic Compatibili
ty (EMC). The ability of

communications-electronic (c
-Ern), electrical, and electromec

hanical

equipment, subsystems, and
 systems to operate in their

 intended

operational environments wit
hout suffering or causing u

nacceptable

degradation because of unint
entional electromagnetic ra

diation or

response (Based on definitio
n in DoD Dir 3222.3).

(4) Electromauletic Interferen
ce (EMI). The obstruction,

interruption or degradati
on of the design performan

ce characteristics

of C-E equipment result
ing from excessive or unde

sired emissions.

(5) Electromagnetic Compatibil
ity Program Plan. A plan describing

tne technical and m,laEcrial pcl
icies, procedures and actio

ns to assure

that a system, subsystem, or e
quipment can perform its op

eratic.,n91 miqqinn

in its intended operational env
ironments (Note definition

 3 above).

(6) System - A composite of eq
uipment, skills and techn

iques

capable of performing an
d/or supporting an operat

ional role. A

complete system includes a
ll equipment, related fa

cilities, material,

software, services and per
sonnel required for its 

operation and support

to the degree that it can 
be considered a self-suffi

cient unit in

its intended operational 
environment (MIL-STD-499(

USAF), System

Engineering Management).

(7) System effectiveness. System effectiveness is 
a measure of

the degree to which a sy
stem achieves a set of spec

ific mission

requirements. It is a function of avail
ability, dependability,

 and

capability. (Based on MIL-STD-499 (US
AF)).

• (8) Tailoring. The process by which the 
requirements in a

standard are adapted to t
he peculiarities of a par

ticular system or

equipment and the program
 contractual structure s

uch as the number

and types of interfaces, 
assignment of interface r

esponsibilities,

technical and/or managem
ent complexity, program lif

e cycle phase,

degree of program risk, 
number of items being proc

ured, etc.

Tailoring may take the for
m of deletion, alteration

 or addition

of requirements in a sta
ndard. (Based on MIL-STD-499 (US

AF)).

(9) Waiver. A written authorization to
 accept an item,

equipment or system which
 during production, or aft

er having been

submitted for inspection
, is found to depart from 

specified requirements

but nevertheless is co
nsidered suitable for use "

as is" or after re-

nn nnnrOVe  method. (Based on MIL-STD-480).



III. PRESENT STATUS OF THE 
EMCS 

A. EMCS Documents 

1. Existing Documents. At present, the electro
magnetic compati-

bility standardization
 area includes the fol

lowing existing militar
y standards

and specifications:

Existing Tri-Service an
d Limited Coordination 

Documents 

Number 
Title 

Preparing Activity 

MIL-STD-220 Method of Insertion Los
s Measurement Army (EL)

MIL-STD-285 Attenuation Measurements
 for Enclo- Army (EL)

.sures, EM Shielding for
 Electronic .

Test Purposes, Method of

MIL-STD-449 Radio Frequency Specti
um Navy (EC)

Characteristics; measure
ment of

MIL-STD-461 EMI Characteristics Re
quirements Navy (EC)

for Equipment

titTT STD 1!62 1M1 unaracideribis; Measur
ement of AF (11)

MIL-STD-463 Definition's and System 
of Units; EMI Army (EL)

Technology

MIL-STD-469 Radar Engineering Des
ign Requirements ;EMC 

Navy (SH)

MIL-B-5087 - Bonding, Electrical, an
d Lightning AP (11)

Protection for Aerospa
ce Systems

MIL-E-6051 Electromagnetic Compatib
ility Al' (11)

Requirements for System
s

Existing Single-Service
 Documents 

MIL-STD-1310(SH) Shipboard Bonding & Gr
ounding Methods 

Navy

for EMC

2. Superseded Documents. 
Thirteen superseded EM

I/EMC documents

are monitored under the
 EMCS. These documents are li

sted below. Notes for each

document are as follows:

NOTES: (1) Superseded by MIL-STD-461
/462. Inactive for new 

designs.

(2) Superseded by MIL-E-55301(
EL)

(3) Superseded by MIL-STD-826

5



Superseded Tri-Service and Limited Coordination Documents

Number

MIL-I-6181(1)

MIL-S-10379 (1)

MIL-S-12348(1)

MIL-1-43121(1)

Title Preparing Activity__

Interference Control Requirements; AF (11)
Aircraft Equipment

Suppression Radio Interference;

General Requirements for Vehicles Army (EL)

(and Vehicular Subassemblies)

-Suppression, Radio Interference,

Railways and Maintenance of Ways Army (EL)
Equipment

Interference Reduction for Electric: Army (EL)

Hand Tools

Superseded Army Documents 

Number Title 

MIL-I-11683(2) Interference Suppression, Radio, Requirements Ion

Englne Generators and Miscellaneous hnaines

MIL-I-11748(2) Interference Reduction for Electrical and Electronic

Equipment

MIL-S-13237(2) Suppression, Radio Interference Requirements for

Watercraft

(1)
MIL-E-55301(EL) Electromagnetic Compatibility

Superseded Navy Documents 

Number Title

MIL-I-16910(SH)
(1)

Interference Measurement, Electromagnetic, Methods

and Limits

MIL-I-17623(Navy) Interference Measurement, Electromagnetic, Methods

and Limits for Electric Office Machines, Printing

and Lithographic Equipment

NAVFAC 50-Y(1) Overhead Power Lines Operating at Voltages from Zero

to 1000KV, 114kHz to 1GHz.

Superseded Air Force Documents 

Number Title 

MIL-STD-826
(I)

(3)

Electromagnetic Interference Test Requirements and

Test Methods

n



3. Related Documents.

Many Military, Governmental, In
dustry and International docume

nts

contain requirements and/or test 
procedures which are related to 

those con-

tained in the EMC documents. Consequently, each of these d
ocuments should

be monitored and proposed revis
ions coordinated by the military

 departments

to avoid duplication or conflict
ing requirements. Unresolvable conflicts

should be referred to the Assign
ee Activity for action. Some of these re-

lated documents are listed belo
w:

Preparing Document Title of Document 

Activity Number

AF MIL-STD-442

AF MIL-STD-454

AF

ANSI

ANS].

ANSI

ANSI

ANSI •

Army

Army

British Stds.

Institution

CISPR

DASA

• MIL-STD-499

C63.2-1963

t,63.3-1z)64

C63.4-1963

C95.1-1966

C95.2-1966

MIL-STD-188

MIL-S-13715

D65-9371

Publications

1 thru 9

DASA 2114-1

Telemetry Standards

Standard General Requirements for

Electronic Equipment

System Engineering Management

Radio Noise and Field Strength M
eters,

0.015 to 30 Mc/s; Specifications
 for

Radio Noise —la PigOa Strength
 Meters.

20 to 1000Mc/s; Specifications fo
r

Radio Noise Voltage and Field Stre
ngth,

0.015 to 25 Mc/s, Low Voltage Ele
ctric

Equipment and Non-Electric Equipme
nt;

Methods of Measurement of

EM Radiation with Respect to

Personnel, Safety Level of

Radio Frequency Radiation Hazard

Warning Symbol

Military Communication System

Technical Standards

Transients on Vehicles

General Requirements for Elec
trical

Equipments and Indicating 
Instruments

for Aircraft; RFI

International Special Commit
tee on

Radio Interference, Regulations
 and

Test Procedures

Electromagnetic Pulse Handbook



Preparing

Activity 

- DCA

EIA

FCC

FCC

ITU

NASA

NASA

NASA

NATO(MAS)

NATO(MAS)

NATO(MAS) ,

Navy(AS)

NSA

RTCA

SAE

SAE

Document

Number

DCAC-330-175-2

Sections 1 thru 10

Part 18

Part 15

Geneva 1959

MFSC-SPEC-279

MSC, Houston

IESD-19-3

msr% Wnl_lefnn,

PACE-b/u, rrojeci,

Office Spec 53,

Revision 1 to

MIL-I-26600

STANAG 3456

STANAG 3516

STANAG 3614AE

(Proposed)

MIL-STD-704

NACSEM 5100 thru

5105

Doc. No. DO-138

Title of Document 

DCS Engineering Installation
 Standards .

Designer Guide on EMC

Rules and Regulations for ISM
 EQuipment

Rules & Regulations Radio Fr
equency

Devices

International Telecommunication
s

Union Rules & Regulations.

Geo. C. Marshall Space Flight 
Center,

NASA Specification, EMC

Interference Control Requirem
ents

for Spacecraft Equipment

Performance Spec for Equipment 
Grounding

Requirements on Pre-Fll_gbt Ac
centance

Checkout Equipment-Spacecraft (P
ACE S/C)

Program

Aircraft Electrical System 
Characteristics

EMC Test Methods for Aerospace
 Electrical

and Electronic Equipment

EMC of Installed Equipment in 
Aircraft

Electric Power, Aircraft, 
Characteristics

and Utilization of

National COMSEC/EMSEC Infor
mation Memoranda,

Compromising Emanations La
boratory Test

Standards.

Environmental Conditions and T
est

Procedures for Airborne Electr
onic/

Electrical Equipment and In
struments

J551 Measurement of Vehicle Radio

Interference (30-1000 MHz)

SAE ARP-936

(Referenced in

MIL-STD-461)

10 Microfarad Capacitor for

EMI Measurements



Preparing Document

Activity Number 

SAE

Title of Document 

SAE ARP-937 Jet Engine-.EMI Test Requireme
nts & Methods

SAE SAE ARP-958 Broadband EMI Measurement Anten
nas;

Standard Calibration Requiremen
ts

and Methods

Individual equipment or system s
pecifications detailing EMC requ

ire-

• ments are not included in the
 military series. However, they do reference

and expand on the requirements c
ontained in military EMC documen

ts These

- specifications should be revie
wed to ssure that they do not conflict W

ith

the requirements in the militar
y EMC standards. Component and tube specifica-

tions also contain requirements 
related to those in the EMC sta

ndards. These

requirements should also be revi
ewed to assure that they are con

sistent with

the latest EMC requirements and 
capabilities.

4. Manuals and Handbooks.

Departmental na.r.1)03q mid handbook
s, such as NAVSHIPS

900,000.105 (Electronics Installation and ida
intenance Book or 111PI .P,cducticn),

AF Manuals 100-31 and DH 1-4, RA
DC TR-66 (Interference Notebk),C

OM Interference

Reduction Guide (Volumes I and I
I), etc., containing EMC design 

requirements

and guidelines, shall be consider
ed as EMCS documents.

B. Policy Regarding Coordination wi
th Other 

Elements of the DoD EMC Program 
 (EMCP)

In establishing the DoD EMC Pr
ogram, DoD Directive 3222.3 id

entified

the other elements of the EMCP to
 include Measurement Techniques

 and Instrumen-

tation, (MT&I), Test and Validat
ion (T&V), and Data Base and A

nalysis Capability

(DB&AC). The MT&I and T&V areas are bein
g managed by the Army and the 

DB&AC

by the Air Force. The manager is responsible for 
preparing and coordinating

a plan in the specific EMC progra
m element with the other milita

ry departments.

In addition, coordination of the ef
forts in these elements with 

the EMCS area

is necessary since standards cover
ing prediction measurement and 

validation

of EMC fall within the scope of t
he EMCS and are to be processed i

n accordance

with the procedures of the Defense
 Standardization Program. Accordingly,

ODDR&E, in coordination with OAS
D(I&L) will forward the plans for

 the other

EMC program elements to the Assign
ee Activity of the EMCS for c

oordination

and review by the standardization 
Participating Activities in acc

ordance with

the procedures of the DSP

Coordination of this program a
nalysis will be accomplished in

accordance with the procedures o
f the Defense Standardization 

Manual thereby

eliminating a separate coordina
tion cycle with the aforementi

oned EMC program

elements managers.

The other EMC program element
 managers are listed in Appendi

x A

of this analysis.



C. Policy Regarding Relation
 of EMCS to Other Relate

d Programs 

As indicated in DoD Direct
ive 3222.3, the Electro

nic Countermeasures

(ECM), Electromagnetic Pu
lse (EMP) and Radiation 

Hazards (RadHaz) program
s

concern specific aspects o
f the use of or defense 

against the effects of

electromagnetic radiations
. Their existence as sepa

rate programs is predicate
d

on either military requirem
ents or overriding urgen

cy due to danger to personn
el.

The directive further stat
es that as the EMCP prog

resses, it should "augment
,

be used by, and, in some i
nstances, be integrated w

ith these programs" and tha
t

these other programs shoul
d be conducted so that, 

"as a minimum, equipments

and systems developed for 
their special purposes sha

ll meet all applicable

EMC standards of conventio
nal C-E equipment and sys

tems."

At the request of OASD(I
&L), several standardizat

ion study projects

were initiated to determin
e the status of current an

d planned standardization

activities in the aforement
ioned programs plus the E

lectro-Explosive Device

(EED) program. Results of these studies 
will be utilized by DoD w

hen recon-

sidering the relationship 
of these programs to the 

DoD EMC Program.

D. Policy Regarding Waivers 
to EMC Documents

The vol) Dilek:L,Ivc. 3222.3
 states that "adherenc Ly all DoD

components to all EMC stan
dards and specifications 

shall be mandatory for

the applicable operational
 C-E equipments, subsyste

ms and systems unless du
ly

waived." Furthermore, the directive
 indicates that "authorit

y for waiver

control over any of the EM
C standards and specifica

tions shall rest at a

level as determined by the
 Secretary of the Militar

y Department or Agency

Director concerned for in
tra-service equipment env

ironments. This authority

shall be delegated with ca
reful discretion to preven

t evasion of the EMC

standards and specificatio
ns."

To date, the Army and Air
 Force regulations (AR 1

1-13 and

AFR 80-23 respectively) wh
ich implement the DoD Dir

ective indicate that

requests for waivers are 
to be submitted to the A

ssistant Chief of Staff

for C-E, Department of the
 Army, and the Headquart

ers, U. S. Air Force,

respectively. By contrast, the Navy's 
implementing instructions

 (i.e.,

OPNAV INST 2410.31A and N
AVMAT INST 2410.1) place th

e responsibility for

ensuring EMC of the elect
ronic/electrical equipment

 and systems with the

Commander of each Systems 
Command and each Chief o

f Naval Material desig-

nated Project Manager.



IV. BENEFIT 

The benefits that will be realized as a res
ult of this standardization

program include:

A. Ip_12.1LeLg_t__SIL1E22./.1t_21_Lrocurement:

(1) Reduction in procurement costs by provid
ing current and

realistic EMC requirements to a specific pr
ocurement, rather

than providing requirements which may be
 too stringent and

thereby increase the size, weight, and c
ost of the item.

(2) Simplifying procurement methods and procesS
es (competition,

pre-contract liaison, etc.) by having de
finite, invoked

standards that are technicalcorrect, 
attainable and

essentially acceptable to Industry.

B. In Support of Engineering (design and d
evelopment) 

(1) Establishment of uniform requirements a
nd design critezia

t, ,ccarl fiurintr enwinment design which \di' aid the re
-

duction of electromagnetic interference
 problems prior

to deployment of the equipment. This will reduce the need

for costly "after-the-fact" suppression
 measures.

(2) Establishment of a single series of Tri
-Service EMI/EMC

test methods and instrumentation requi
rements, as opposed to

many Single-Service or limited-coordin
ation requirements, and

thereby: save considerable time and money now
 expended

in the study and interpretation of dif
ferent requirements;

result.. in more valid, accurate and repe
atable measure-

ments; reduce the number of instrument
s required to perform

the tests; and provide a high degree of
 confidence that

Tri-Service (Joint Command) use of the 
equipment will be

possible. In addition, this will reduce the t
otal number

of documents managed under the DSP.

C. In Relation to Overall Program Costs
 

Achieving EMC through compliance with 
effectively implemented

standards and specifications will prov
ide a direct and favorable impact

on program costs. The likelihood of satisfactory and relia
ble functional

performance with minimum costs is grea
tly enhanced when EMC standards

are effectively imposed. In addition, a reduction in the numb
er of

EMI problems and the downtime resulting
 from these mplfunctions

increase the possibility of complying w
ith the planned program complet

ion

schedule.



The cost aspect of an EMC standardization pro
gram is difficult to

define. EMC is an integral part of every phase of 
the program activity.

It is almost impossible to separate it from
 all other controls to a

sufficient extent to say with accuracy "the
se figures represent the affect

of EMC standardization on this program." 
Difficult as this task may be,

however, there are still some very specific
 conclusions that can be defined

and supported relative to EMC and total pr
ogram costs. These conclusions

will go a long way toward destroying the my
th that EMC requirements

represent an astronomical and but-of-propor
tion program cost. In addition,

they point up the fact that compliance with
 EMC standards will, actually,

be less expensive.

In order to have an electromagnetically compa
tible.system, EMC

must be considered from the initial design 
phase. These before-the-fact"

design requirements and guidelines are impose
d to assure: (1) that

electromagnetic emissions from individual equ
ipments do not exist by any

path other than the intended terminals; (2)
 that the individual equipments

will rospond Pntering through the intended Lerwilial; (3)

that no electromagnetic emission other tha
n the intended emission is

generated; and (4) that there will be no resp
onse to any emission other

than the intended emission. Applicable limits, above and/or below w
hich

emissions and susceptibilities are acceptable
 for each of these four

conditions, are contained in the present M
ilitary standards. In

addition, EMC design guidelines represent r
easonable, valid, and necessary

requirements when utilized at the equipment
 design level. The approach

to EMC in the equipment design is not new o
r different from the approach

for any other requirement. Therefore, it can be concluded that the

relative cost of equipment design for compl
iance with EMC requirements is

consistent with the costs resulting from impo
sing other similar program

requirements. The prevailing attitude that EMC design cos
ts are

necessarily and exhorbitantly high costs
 is, therefore, incorrect.

Considering the cost of imposing EMC standardization requi
rements

relative to the cost of imposing similar type program requ
irements is,

in reality, another way of saying that the EMC costs should
 be considered

in their proper perspective. This is often not done, especially when

EMC standards are not understood. It is not uncommon to hear statements

to the effect that, if EMC requirements are imposed, the cost 
of the program

12



will be increased by 200 to 300 pe
rcent. However, in essentially every

situation of this type, the cost of
 compliance with EMC standards and

specifications are quoted out of pe
rspective and, therefore,

appear excessive.

In any major program involving elec
trical and electronic

equipment and systems, when EMC
 requirements have not been imposed

,

it can be assured that EMI pro
blems at the equipment/subsystem

level and electromagnetic incom
patibilities at the systems level

will appear. These problems may or may not be c
atastrophic in

their consequence, but they will
 exist. Catastrophic problems

may be considered as aborted mis
sions .(missile failures), loss of

lives caused by unreliable perfor
mance of the system, etc. Non-

catastrophic problems are not so
 well publicized, but usually

occur day-in and day-out with ve
ry little serious effort directe

d

towards their resolution. These problems include undesired s
ignals

on data channels, intermittent
 triggering of logic circuits, and

 the

loss or gain of information bi
ts in pulse train, etc. With the

a-'':ent of rrnrA qnnhiF;t1natea. senb
iLive and compact elcctri^.1 nr16

electronic systems and equipment
, current experience is proving

that living with these problems 
is unacceptable.

Most non-catastrophic problems appe
ar during or after the

testing phase. The resultant costs are a function o
f the magnitude

of the problems and the corresp
onding actions needed for their

resolution. Tangible costs are associated with man
-hours expended,

structural or electrical equipme
nt modifications incorporated, the

new documentation needed to def
ine the incorporated changes, person

nel

travel and the loss of time from ot
her programs. Intangible costs

will take the form of decreased reli
ability and confidence in the

satisfactory operation of the fina
l system.

The above discussion is not meant to
 imply that compliance

with EMC standards and specificat
ions is inexpensive, or, that it

is possible to "get something for
 nothing." However, the following

conclusions can be made:

a. The cost of imposing EMC standards 
is not out of proportion

with the costs involved in impo
sing other similar program requir

ements.

b. The cost of imposing EMC standards 
must be considered

in perspective with the other p
rogram costs. Considering EMC

costs in this manner is the onl
y way erroneous evaluations can be

prevented.

c. Documented evaluations of various pr
ograms clearly

show that EMI has caused catastrop
hic failures that were extremely

costly in terms of specific mis
sions, even more costly than

compliance with EMC standards.



,

d. Further documentation e
xists to clearly show th

at

present operations and 
programs are hindered b

y numerous day-to-day

EMI problems. These problems are a sig
nificant disruption to 

a

satisfactory program op
eration because of lost

 time and lack of

final system confiden
ce. Both the time lost and t

he final system

confidence directly im
pact, in an adverse way,

 the overall program

costs.

It should also be not
ed, however, that compli

ance with EMC

standards and specifica
tions does not guarante

e a compatible system.

But, an effective EMC 
program plan which impl

ements the applicable

portions of the EMC d
ocuments will reduce the

 number of EMI

problems and associated
 costs for fixes. And too, the costs

associated with impleme
nting an effective EMC p

rogram will, in the

long run, be cheaper t
han "after-the-fact" su

ppression.

V. PLANNED COURSE OF ACTI
ON 

A. Objectives of EMCS 

The cbJoctives li
cztea below must be met to ach

ieve a practic-1

degree of standardizati
on iu 11,:0. Achievement o

f these objeci,ivs

will lead to the realiz
ation of the Long-Range 

Plan for the EMCS

documents described in S
ection VI of this analys

is.

(1) Develop guides and crit
eria treating all aspec

ts of designing

Military communications-
electronic equipments a

nd systems

for controlling electr
omagnetic emission and s

usceptibility

Develop a handbook describi
ng in detail the elements 

of

the EMC program and procedu
res for implementing the

EMC Program in military pro
jects.

Develop a standard coverin
g EMC requirements and test

procedures for all militar
y systems and, in doing so,

consolidate the features o
f MIL-E-6051 and several

military handbooks and direc
tives;

()4) Effect an updating program
 to incorporate the latest

design techniques and milit
ary operational requirem

ents,

and the results obtained by
 the other-EMC Program Ar

eas

such as Measurement Techniq
ues and Instrumentation,

Test and Validation, etc.,
 Into the various EMC

documents within the scop
e of the EMCS;



(5) Assure coordination of EM
C with documents conta

ining

related or overlapping re
quirements such as MIL

-STD-188,

NACSEM's, DCA Standards 
(currently being convert

ed into

military standards), MIL-
STD-454 and the various 

power

system standards such as 
MIL-STD-704;

Make periodic evaluation
s of the standardizati

on program

to determine operational 
requirements and stand

ardization

costs involved to meet th
e requirements;

Evaluation of waiver 
and deviation actions

 to the EMC

Standards by procuring 
agencies to determine

 whether changes

in existing require
ments are necessary a

nd submit proposed

changes to cognizant 
activity.

(8) Review the various EMC
 documents detailin

g electromagnetic

emission requirements 
to assure that they 

are consistent

with the requirement
s for effective ele

ctronic warfare

operations.

"ct47: rTr Stmnriqra47ntion
 Prolects 

Table II outlines the scope 
of each active EMCS project.

Projects EMCS-0021 through 
0024 were initiated at the requ

est of

OASD(I&L). The areas under investigation
 are not currently within

the scope of the EMCS. When/if standardization in a
ny of these

programs _are determined to 
be part of the EMCS by the pr

oper office

in DoD, standardization proje
cts will be initiated as req

uired.

Until then, activities desir
ing to prepare standards or 

specifications

for these areas should conta
ct OASD(I&L)AR.

It was noted that by virtue
 of an OASD(I&L)AR memorandum

 of

7 February 1969, the symbol for th
e EMC Standardization Progra

m

area assignment was changed 
from EMCP to EMCS. This change was

made to some Standardizatio
n Project Reports (DD Forms 1

585)

which were submitted under t
he original EMCP designation

. It

is requested that the symb
ol be changed for all active

 projects

previously reported under th
e EMCP designation as soon a

s possible.

15



Project

Number

EMCS -0037*

EMCS -A036*

'TABLE II 

SCOPE OF EACH ACTIVE STA
NDARDIZATION PROJECT

Scope

Using the material deve
loped under Project EMC

S-0012,

prepare and coordinate 
a handbook describing ana

lytical

tools available for use
 in shielding design.

 This

project was initiated 
at the request of the US

AECOM.

Prepare Interim Notice 
#2 to MIL-E-6051 deta

iling

specific Army requirem
ents to adhieve* system

 EMC

(aeronautical systems 
only).

EMCS-035 and 034* 
Numbers will not be u

sed.

EMCS -N033*
Revise and update gro

unding and bonding re
quirements for

surface ships and subm
arines in MIL-STD-131

0A (SHIPS).-

This project was init
iated at the request o

f NAVSEC

inasmuch as EMCS-0007 ha
s been cancelled.

EMCS-0032* 
Study project to develo

p waveforms for a labo
ratory

simulation of lightnin
g.

EMCS-0031*

EMCS -A030*

EMCS -A029*

EMCS -0028*

EMCS-0027*

EMCS-0026*

EMCS-0025*

Study project to devel
op requirements for t

he control

of electromagnetic an
d static hazards during

 aircraft

servicing, fueling an
d maintenance.

Preparation of an Arm
y notice (#3) to MIL-S

TD-462

detailing changes to t
est procedures for Ar

my

procurements.

Preparation of an Arm
y notice (#4) to MIL-

STD-461A

detailing changes to 
requirements for Army

 procurements.

Study project to dete
rmine the possibility

 of

developing a standard
 or handbook to deta

il the

composition of an eff
ective EMC program, 

including

the responsibilities 
of the military and 

industry

in establishing and 
implementing the EMC 

Program.

This project was init
iated upon the reque

st of

the preparing activit
y and replaces projec

t EMCS-0008.

Study project to vali
date the emission an

d

susceptibility limits
 in MIL-STD-461A.

Revise and update te
st procedures and req

uirements

in 4IL-STD-285.

Prepare and coordinat
e a new military stan

dard

detailing the minimum
 criteria for EMC/EMI

 meacuring

equipment. Test procedures for 
determining

conformance with the 
stated criteria is a

lso to be i
ncluded



TABLE II 

•

SCOPE OF EACH ACTIVE S
TANDARDIZATION PROJECT 

(Continued)

Project

Number 
Scope 

EMCS-0024 
Study project to determ

ine the status

(Completed) 
of current and planned

 standardization

activities in the area
 of Electronic Counter-

measures (ECM) and dis
cuss the relationship

of these activities in
 the ECM program to

the EMCS.

EMCS-0023 
Same as EMCS-0024 exce

pt the area of concern

(Completed) 
is Electromagnetic Pu

lse .(EMP).

EMCS-0022 
Same as EMCS-0024, exc

ept the area of concern'

is Radiation Hazards 
(RadHaz).

EMCS-0021 
Same as EMCS-0024 exce

pt tht area of concern

(Completed) 
is Electro-Explosive 

Devices (EED's).

FMCS-0018 
Revise and update MIL-

STD-461A; eliminate

conflieLs with MIL-ST
D-469 nn d other relate

d

documents.

EMCS-0017 
Prepare a notice to M

IL-STD-826A concernin
g

(Completed) 
the requirements for 

reprocurements of

items previously cert
ified to the standard

.

EMCS -0015

EMCS -0014

EMCS -0013

Revise and update the
 test procedures and

requirements in MIL-S
TD-220A; extend the

frequency range of the
 tests in the standa

rd

and to determine fil
ter insertion losses 

for other

than 50-ohm systems.

Prepare and coordinat
e a military handbook

which would provide 
a directory of EMC

prediction and analysi
s computer programs

and models used in the
 DoD in the

standardization, desi
gn, development, 

procurement

and deployment of 
military electronic 

equipment

and systems.

EP Study on pulse s
hapes and their use 

as

analytical tools for 
comparison and

standardization of pu
lse shapes.

EMCS-0012 
Cancelled; see EMCS-0037



Project

Number

EMCS -0011

EMCS -0010

EMCS -0009

EMCS-0008

EMCS-0007

EMCS-0006

TABLE II 

SCOPE OF EACH ACTIVE STA
NDARDIZATION PROJECT 

--(Continued)

Scope 

Revise MIL-STD-449C with
 particular

attention to updating th
e definitions and

test procedures for MIL-
STD-449C

and coordinating them wi
th the definitions

and procedures currently
 in MIL-STD-463/

462 and 469 and those pl
anned for inclusion

in revisions to these do
cuments.

Revisb and update the r
equirements and

test procedures in MIL-S
TD-469; eliminate

conflicts with MIL-STD
-461/462; consider

removing test methods si
milar to those

in MIL-STD-462 and ref
erencing those

in MIL-STD-462; conside
r inserting the

general definitions of M
IL-STD-469 into

MIL-STD-463.

Prepare and coordinate 
a standard ailiii

EMC requirements for al
l systems and in

doing so expand the scop
e of MIL-E-6051

and other L. C. document
s or instructions;

general definitions sho
uld be incorporated

into MIL-STD-463; consi
der placing test

methods into MIL-STD-46
2.

Cancelled; see EMCS-002
8

Cancelled; see EMCS-N03
3

Perform a study to dete
rmine the feasibility

of updating and consoli
dating over Imo

existing design manuals 
into one Military

EMC Design Handbook; up
on development and

approval of a plan, the 
handbook will be

developed.
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Project
Number

ECS-O005

Emcs-0004

TABLE II

SCOPE OF EACH ACTIVE STANDARDIZATION PROJECT

(Continued)

Scope 

Revise and update MIL-STD-463;

incorporate general definitions of

MIL-STD-449, 469, the system standard,

the bonding/grounding standard

and the remaining definitions in

MIL-STD-461/462; general conversion factors
and equations may also be included.

Revise and update the test procedures in

MIL-STD-462; eliminate conflicts with

Similar or duplicate procedures in

MIL-STD-449 and 469; consider including

test methods from the other standards

into MIL-STD-462.
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C. Time Phase Schedule of Standardizatio
n Projects 

Table III outlines the schedule for act
ive standardization projects

in the EMCS area. Milestone symbols are defined below:

I = Project Initiated

S = Scheduled Completion Date for Work
 on Project

C F Project.Completed

X= Project Cancelled

Completion schedules are based upon
 those given to the Assignee

Activity during coordination of this ana
lysis. Where applicable, the pre-

paring activity should update the Standar
dization Project Report Form, DD 1585,

to reflect the new scheduled completion da
tes. The Working Group Method,

Chapter III, Section 2 of the Defense Stand
ardization Manual 4120.3-M is

recommended for use to expedite coordinati
on and completion of the projects.

n. p.,,,mmpnapri Artions in mhe EMCS

The following additional actions are recomm
ended to meet the ob-

jectives in V. A. above.

(1) In addition to the offi
cially established EMCS projec

ts

detailed in -Table II, separate efforts h
ave been underway to review and

coordinate the EMC requirements 
in forthcoming revisions to M

IL-STD-188 and

the various Defense Communica
tions Agency standards. These efforts should be

continuous to assure that the 
correct EMC requirements are 

included in future

tactical and strategic commun
ications systems and equipment

.

(2) Another coordination effort
 has been attempted by th

e

Assignee Activity with the N
SA in their revision to F

ED-STD-222. The goal

of this effort was to coo
rdinate the general test se

tup in both FED-STD-22
2

(Revised) and MIL-STD-461. 
It is recommended that fut

ure revisions to

NSA documents be coordina
ted with the EMC community

 in a similar manner.

(3) Similar coordination efforts 
are required in other areas

,

notably the various "power r
equirements" standards such as

 MIL-STD-704 and

those issued by the DoD Projec
t Manager for Mobile Electric 

Power (MEP) so

as to avoid conflicts in the p
ower requirements permitted by

 these documents

and, (1) the emission and susc
eptibility requirements in MIL

-STD-461, and

(2) the system. EMC requiremen
ts in MIL-E-6051. If problems arise which

cannot be resolved, the Assighe
e Activity can, upon notifica

tion from the

Participating Activities, take
 the matter up with the DepSO'

s and OASD(I&L).
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NOTES TO TABLE III 

(1)The Army Munitions Command 
requested that the preparing activ

ity

responsibility be changed for th
is project. Accordingly, the AFSC (11)

was requested to assume preparin
g activity responsibility at the 1

6 Dec 1969

meeting to coordinate this anal
ysis. The AF Participating Activity

representative accepted and subm
itted the schedule shown herein.

(2)Assignee Activity has not received a cop
y of the DD Form 1585.

(3)No DD Form 1585 submitted. 
This project is. beirig. delayed due to

(1) lack of resources to prepa
re handbook, and (2) completion of t

he

DoD Plan on Data Base and Analysi
s Capability being prepared by th

e

AF.

(4) Project initiated upon cancellation of
 EMCS-0008.

(5) See Project EMCS-0028.

(6) Project cancelled. A new project (EMCS-0037) was in
itiated to

use the material available for
 the preparation of a handbook.

(7) See project 0012.

(8) Scheduled completion changed by Arm
y comments on draft of program

analysis. Appropriate DD Form 1585's shou
ld be submitted to OASD(I&L)e

(9) Based on the comments received 
by the preparing activity on t

he first

draft of the standard, it was 
determined that development of a

n

acceptable standard was not fea
sible at this time. Accordingly, this

project was cancelled and proje
ct EMCS-N033 initiated to revis

e

MIL-STD-1310(SH) for ship and 
submarine requirements. "

(10) Project initiated upon 
cancellation of EMCS-0007.



VI. MANAGEMENT CONTROL SYST
EMS IN EMCS DOCUMENTS 

A. Introduction

Advance Change Notice t
o the Defense Standardi

zation Manual

4120.3-M, dated 22 Ma
y 1969, prescribes proce

dures for the segregat
ion

of data and managemen
t system requirements wh

en expressed in militar
y

standards and specifica
tions. Preparing activities ar

e required to

comply with these Pro
cedures when promulgatin

g or revising the vario
us

military standards. 
OASD(I&L) memorandum AR/

PI of 7 July 1969 provides

a aegment of advance 
guidance for FY 1970 to 

supplement the Advance

Change Notice. In accordance with the 
advance guidance, prep

aring

activities of military
 EMC standards and speci

fications shall perfo
rm

the following actions,
 as appropriate:

(1) Review all military EM
C specifications and sta

ndards

identified as managemen
t control system (MCS) 

documents for complianc
e

with the definition of
 an MCS document and va

lidate these documents

through departmental c
hannels to OASD (Comptro

ller).

(2) Identify military EMC d
ocuments which meet the 

defiLlition of

MCS documents but are n
ot included on the exis

ting Interim Management

.Control Systems List 
(MCSL) and provide for t

heir inclusion.

(3) Convert military EMC spe
cification identified a

s MCS documents

(listed or dandidates f
or listing) into milita

ry standards (book form
)

when revision is neces
sary.

(4) Segregate and identify M
CS documents, or elemen

ts thereof,

and data requirements
 in all EMC standards an

d specifications

undergoing revision.

(5) Schedule revisions of sp
ecifications and standa

rds where they

have been identified a
s containing MCS requir

ements, or elements th
ereof,

and/or data requireme
nts.

B. Reporting Requirements

In keeping with the nee
d for reporting progress

 made relative to the

segregation of data an
d management system req

uirements, OASD(I&L)AR

memorandum of 6 August 1969 
requests that progress 

be reported in the se
mi-

annual Standardizatio
n Accomplishment Report 

required by the Defens
e

Standardization Manual
 4120.3-M. Accordingly, preparing 

activities are

requested to furnish th
e following information

 where applicable to t
he

Assignee Activity for 
inclusion in its semi-a

nnual report to the

Navy DepSO:

(1) Number and identificati
on of EMC standards and

 specifications

added to the MCSL;



(2) Number and identificat
ion of EMC standards an

d

specifications deleted 
from the MCSL;

(3) Number and identificat
ion of military EMC s

pecifications

identified as MCS doc
uments, converted and sc

heduled for conversion
 to

military standards;

(4) Number of EMC specifica
tion and standards whe

rein segregation of

MCS's, elements thereof
, and/or data requirem

ents have been accompl
ished;

and

(5) Number of EMC specifica
tions and standards, w

herein segregation

of MCS's, elements the
reof and/or data requi

rements have been schedu
led.

Requirements (1) and (2
) above refer to the MCS

L dated 15 August 196
9,

which will be the editi
on used for reporting pu

rposes. Requirement

(3) requires a two-par
t report. One part covers documen

ts already converted

and the other part cove
rs documents scheduled 

on DD Form 1585 for 
conversion.

In requirement (5), th
e word "scheduled" refer

s to those documents 
scheduled

for project action on 
DD Form 1585. The only EMCS document 

listed in the

MCSL dated 15 August 19
69 is MIL-STD-461.

TMDLEM7NTATION OF EMCS 
DOCUMENTS

The effectiveness of t
he EMCS Program in the m

ilitary departments

cannot be determined 
until general groundrules

 are established reg
arding

the implementation of 
the various EMCS docume

nts. Suggested groundrules 
are

presented below.

A. Tailoring EMC Standards
 

In general, the EMCS 
documents provide criter

ia to guide contractor
s

and Government perso
nnel in planning, mane

:ging, executing and ev
aluating

the required EMC ef
fort. All of the requirements 

detailed in the EMCS

standards and specifi
cation are not necessari

ly applicable to all 
contractors

or to all contractual
 efforts. The requirements in the 

EMCS documents

should be tailored to
 the particular system o

r equipment program to
 insure

that the contractual e
ngineering effort effic

iently promotes the 
specific

program objectives.

The tailoring process 
adapts the general requirem

ents in a

standard to the pecular
ities of the particular sy

stem or equipment, the

mission objectives, int
ended installation, threat

 in other environmental

factors, minimum accept
able performance require

ments, program contractu
al

structure, etc. The procuring activity sh
ould make the initial de

cision

regarding application o
f the EMCS standards and

 specifications and per
form

the initial tailoring of
 the requirements in the d

ocuments to meet the

project needs. Thi tailoring process would b
e reflected in the reque

st-

for-proposal. Subsequent tailoring cou
ld be proposed by the cont

ractor in

his proposal and resol
ved during negotiation. The final tailored r

equirements

wOuld, then, be include
d in the contract.



It is recommended tha
t prior to completing

 the active EMCS proj
ects

described in this ana
lysis, guidance for t

he tailoring of the r
equirements

be included in each
 of the standards. Tailoring guidance 

should consider

each of the items li
sted in the preceding

 paragraph plus the 
depth of work

required and the requ
irements applicable f

or each type of con
tract. It is

suggested that MIL-ST
D-499 be used during

 the development of 
the tailoring

guidance.

The above discussion
 on tailoring suggest

s the need to devel
op a

procedure to quantify
 EMC as a function of

 the availability, 
dependability

and capability of a sy
stem or eouipment to 

achieve its mission 
requirements

without EMI problems.
 In other words, a p

rocedure to determin
e in EMC

figure-of-merit is re
quired. Industry and several

 military activitie
s are

attempting to develop
 such a quantificatio

n procedure. When available,

it should be incorpo
rated into the EMC s

tandards, either in
 the system EMC

standards (Project EM
CS-0009) or in a se

parate document such
 as the one

being developed under
 Project EMCS-0028.

B. Reporting Waivers and
 Deviations to EMC Re

auirements 

raragraph III.E. of 
this analysis reite

rated the DoD polic
y, stated

in the DoD Directiv
e 3222.3 5 July 1967, yegard

ing waivers 
4-- Tmo

standards and specific
ations.

In previous years, the
 Assignee Activity 

requested that the 
Participating

Activities submit a 
summary of all waive

rs to EMC standards 
and specifications.

The summary_was to in
clude the *nature of 

the waiver reouest, 
the action taken

and the reasons for th
e action. This request was co

nsistent with the r
espon-

sibilities of the Ass
ignee Activity to de

termine the adequac
y of standardizat

ion

documents, to assure t
hat standardization 

decisions are impl
emented, and to

recommend specific ac
tions in the annual

 program analysis. 
To clarify the

above, the Participat
ing Activities, or t

he departmental of
fice responsible 

for

controlling waivers t
o EMC standards and 

specifications (see
 III.D. above),

are requested to furn
ish the aforementio

ned summary informa
tion regarding 

waivers

of EMC documents in 
their respective Dep

artments as well as
 information 

regarding

deviations to, and tai
loring of EMC stand

ards; however, the
se reports shou

ld

be submitted only w
hen it appears that c

hanges in the basic
 EMC standards 

may

be required.

It is not the intent
, nor is it the res

ponsibility, of the
 Assignee A

ctivity

to "police" the stand
ards. The information fur

nished will be used
 by the

Assignee Activity so
lely for the purpose

 of evaluating the 
adequacy of the

various EMC documents
 as implemented in 

accordance with the 
suggested gene

ral

procedures outlined i
n VILA. above, an

d recommending rev
isions where 

required.

Definitions of waiv
ers, deviations and 

tailoring are incl
uded in Sectio

n

II of this analysis.



VIII. LONG RANGE PLAN FOR E
MCS DOCUMENTS

There has been consi
derable effort expen

ded by the Military

Departments and Ind
ustry during the pre

paration and revisi
on of each of

the current EMCS doc
uments. As the program progr

esses and new docu
ments are

prepared, it is ess
ential that a long ra

nge plan be develop
ed to

describe the general 
content of each of 

the standards. The absence

of such a plan, wit
h fixed objectives, 

could result in a c
onsiderable

duplication of effo
rt and lead to a us

eless set of EMC do
cuments.

Accordingly, a gene
ral description of ea

ch of the EMCS doc
uments,

current and planned
, is presented in Ta

ble IV. The estimated targe
t

date for completing 
the necessary revis

ions and new. docume
nts is 2QFyi973.

However, completion
 depends on the reso

urces available in 
the military

departments to perfo
rm the detailed wo

rk required to prepar
e and coordinate

each document.

29



A STUDY _OF LITER; I ATIOE AL AER01:AU TI CAL CO:•lis.:UII IC ATIO1 s/

14 AVICATION SATiiLITE sy STE!, -CHAITI di/ SPECTRUM REQUIRE:ITT S
(1535-1660 1.2 I z

The Aeronautical air-ground communications system has evolved into
a highly disciplined system utilizing single channel simplex op.era-
tions with random access to designated channels. This system consists
essentially of two primary sub-divisions; namely, Air Traffic Control

(ATC) and airline company communications (also known as operational
control). It is envisioned that any future satellite system must
discretely accommodate both of'these-subsystems on independent chan-
nels to insure safety, regularity and efficiency of air operations.

To determine the number of channels required for the future Aeron-
autical Satellite systeni,,yhich must operate double channelg,(separate
frequencies for aircraft-satellite and satellite-aircraft) cosideration
must be given to the .pa-ojected riP'emum number of aircraft in 'light
within the control or communications- area, the percentage of. the total
'communication traffic which must be accommodated, and the operational
requirements of each sub-division.

ATC communications will consist of both voice and digital channels.
Air traffic control voice channels are required for air-ground-air
communication related to non-routine information such as altitude
cliants, diversion, urgent communications directly nptvpen

and the controller. These are assigned to Area Control Centers
(ACCs). ATC voice channels -would be supplemented by 1200 bit rate
digital communications channels to be used for routine information

- exchange. This data function is anticipated to support reduced
separations between aircraft and is closely associated with the
cost benefit considerations in congested international air routes.
This function, will eventually prove necessary whether the position
information i's derived from onboard navigation systems or from an
independent radiodetermination system.

Operational control channels are used to exchange information which
permits airline management access to vital enroute information con-
cerned with the effiient and economical operation of the aircraft,
improved maintenance efficiency, aircraft utilization and schedule
performance, reducing the workload for both flight crews and ground
personnel. Such operational control traffic is not necessarily
confined to a particular region (ACC). Additionally, on international
flights, the inflight transmission of data necessary to immigration.
customs, and public health clearance, is required to facilitate



prearrival planning and the clearance of
 passengers through

increasingly congested terminal airports. 
In view of the

foregoing, it is envisioned that discrete 
voice and digital

operational control channels will be req
uired for system

improvement.

Incidental to the channel utilization for 
space techniques, it

is envisioned that the terrestrial envir
onment would also reauire

IMF (1535-1660 1.2iz) channels to compl
ement a transoceanic crossing

and to provide a transition into the la
nd areas without the

necessity to carry other (VHF) equipment,
 thus providing increased

economy for aircraft operators.

In order to determine the number of chan
nels which may be re-

quired, the maximum peak .(busy) hourly ai
rcraft traffic has

been estimated and projected to the year 
2000 in Appendix 1.

.The North Atlantic and Caribbean proje
ctIons'were derived from

* statistics submitted to the ICAO ASTRA 
IV Meeting, and the Special

-ICAO NAT meeting 1971. The information for the Pacific and Indian

Ocean areas was obtained from an earlier 
independent study.

Based on the aforementioned analysis, the
 forecast peak hourly

aircraft traffic is:

UT"

annes••••

NAT/CAR 592 729 1003

PAC 225 275 • 375

SEA/M1D 110 135 185

AFI/SAM 105 -130 180

With respect to channel requirements, it
 has been estimated that

approximately 55, to 70;; of all traffic will lend it
self to digi-

tal transmission. The number of aircraft that can be accommodat
ed

on cne 1200 bit/sec"data channel will va
ry (30 to 100 aircraft)

depending on the rate with which the airc
raft must be interrogated

in order to satisfy the air traffic contr
ol and operational re-

quirements. Further, it is anticipated that one reliabl
e voice

channel can accommodate the residual voice
 communications for

30 to 40 aircraft while recDgnizing that
 some pre-operaticnal

experience is necessary to determine the exa
ct trade-offs be-

tween voice and digital transmission.
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In order to accommodate the 304 
communications channels (50 MO

for the year 1985 worldwide imple
mentation, 15.2 1.11iz is required

in each direction. The radiodetermination function req
uires an

additional 1 Mhz, totaling 16.2 MEz i
n each direction.

For the expansion to the year 200
0, 512 communications channels

are needed. These would require 25.6 MHz in each 
direction;

when the radiodetermination requireme
nt is added, a total of

26.6 MHz are needed in each direction.

It should be noted that the air traf
fic estimate on which the

requirements are based include only com
mercial airline traffic

(not general aviation, coMpany and ex
ecutive aircraft). Also;

*historically air traffic projections hav
e been .vastly under-

estimated. It is also prdbable that the air traffic
"projections

'for the years 1985, 1990 and 2000 w
ill fall below the. actual'

traffic that will be encountered for thos
e years. Thus, the

traffic projections as well as the chann
el requirements are

a very conservative estimate.

Possible requirements for satellite ope
rations in this band for

Uhe o continental EUrcpcan (EUM) an(i. North
 American (NAM)

ICAO regions have not been considere
d, sinceuhul-t... ib nu luilidiate

need to supplement the existing terre
strial system by satellite

techniques. However, the possibility for such a need
 arising

cannot be ignored.

This study has not considered communica
tion channels which may

be required to accommodate a future pass
enger communication

service.
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APPBMIX X

Projected Peak Hou
rly Airborne Traffic

 in the Major Wor
ld Ocean Areas

.• •.

• •TAP,I,E 1 
•; •

Projected Peak Hou
rly Airborne - ATLAN

TIC

.• .

:t

Route (See Fic7ure
 1)  

1985 
1990 2000

1
2 •

3
4

...„ -
6
7
8

.10

•..

- Total (95% all traf
fic in

region shown)

•I

18
278
: 6
12
59

, .-3.8 •
•••• • 6

• -36
95

••65

22

338
7
14
72
22 —

7
44
117
• 80

30
-1463
10
19
99
3o
10
6o

108

• 592

TAPLE 2 

" Route (See Figu
re 3) PACIFIC

. .
729 s86

. . 1

1 
.113. .138 188

. .. . _.

2 
. - ;'.n • 14 19

3 _ 
. - 4 - 

5 7

4 • 
. • 8 

, - 11 16

5 
.

-- 18 22 30

6 
. - 4 5 

,

. 
- 7

..--
7 . - 33 39 56

8 
. : • 

4 
5 7

11 14 19

10 
" •6  8 12

Total (95% of al
l traffic in

region shown)

Year 
Number 

3.985
110

.1990 
135

• 2000 
'185

-225 275 375

TABLE 3 

IKDIA1.! OCEAN 
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APPENDIX II

!WC REQ11 IRENENTS 

The following ATC channel 
requirements are based on th

e assumption that

the peak hourly traffic is 
evenly distributed throughou

t the area and
_ .

that ATC cente
rswill require

 additional channels
. . _ . .

in the ratio of 30 aircra
ft per voice channel and 10

0 aircraft per digital

' channel or fraction the
reof except in higher densit

y air traffic areas

- where 40 A/C per digital c
hannel is 0.ssumed.;

•_ .

NAT /CAR
-'

ATC CENTER

ROUTE
NOS.

TRAFFIC
COUNT  YEAR

VOIC1
19$.1 

ADDITICNAL

TOTALJ FOR YEAR 200D

19851 EXPANSION
1985 2000 DIGITAL1-PLR.

GANDER 1 &2 148 247 5 3 2 10
7

NEW iMR1c 5,8,9,10 12.8 208 4 3 2 9 6 15

MIAMI
1 1 1 3 2 5

SAN JUAN 6,9,10 89 143 3 1 1 5 4 9

SHANWICK 2 13.9 232 4 2 1 7 5 1'?

SANTA MARIA
1 1 0 2 2 4

REYKJAVIK
1 1 0 2 1 3

OTHER CENTERS
15 3 5 19 13 32

TOTAL 34 15 11 60 40

* Peak Load Reserve
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PAC

7
APPENDIX II

Page 2

ATC CENTER
ROUTE

os.N 

TRAFFIC
COUNT YEAR 1985 TOTAL

1985

ADDITIONAL IUOTAL
FOR YEAR 2
EXPANSION

YEAR
20001985 2000 VOICE) DIGITAL PLR

OAKLAND 1,2 62 104 2 1 1 4 3 7.

HONOLULU 1,5,6,10 71 119 , 3 1 1 5 4

ANCHORAGE
. 1 0 0 1 0

GUAM
..

•
-, •

.1 0 0 1 0

.
_TOKYO2,3,5,7..

33 . • 56 2 • 1 - • .
. -. . . .

.3

HONG KONG 7,8 . 19 • 32 1 '1 • .1 -3 .., ' 2

MANILA
1 0 0 1 0

SYDNEY
' 1- ' 0 _ 2 1

(Irtit':1< UtINIERS1 •
- PI 

---
4 5 '27 19 46

1 TOTAL 30 8 10 48 32 80.

SEA MID 

ATC CENTER

YEAR 1985 TOTAL

1985

ADDITIONAL

FOR

YEAR 2000

EXPANSION

TOTAL

YEAR

2000
VOICE DIGITAL PLR

CAIRO 2 1 1 4 3 ' 7

SINGAPORE 2 0 1 3 2 5

BOMBAY 2 1 •1 4 3 7

BANGKOK 1 0 0 1 0 1

1:.i\ttACHI 2 0 1 3 3 6

TEHRAN 2 1 1 4 3 7

BIERUT 1 0 0 1 0 1

BAGHDAD 1 • 0 0 1 1 2

OTHER cENTERs 19 4 5 28 18 46
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APPENDIX II

Page 3

AFI /SAM

8

ATC CENTER

. /

YEAR 1985
TOTAL

1985

ADDITIONAL

FOR

YEAR 2000

EXPANSION

TOTAL

YEAR

2000

VOICE DIGITAL PLR

LIMA
1 -, - 1 1 3 2 5

. .
.

MTEV IDE 0
1 0

•

. ' 0 1 • . 1. 2 -

SANTIAGO
1 0 0 . 1

SAO PAULO
1 0 0 1 1 2

•

.

EZE I ZA
1 . 0 0 1 0 1

CA SA BLANCA
1 ' 0 0 i

i.,,.
2

TUNIS
1 0 0 " 1 1 2

/ .

CAP ET MTN
1 0 0 1 0 1 -

RIO DE JANEIRO
2 0 1 3 2 5

OTHER CENTERS
39 5 10 54 38 92

- ,

TOTAL 49 6 12 67 47 114
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APPENDIX III

OPERATIONAL CONTROL REUIPIT:ENTS

Based on the projected traffic estimates and recognizing that

operation control traffic is not directly related to ACC's,

but to peak traffic volume over oceanic areas, the following

channel recuirements have been developed based on 40 aircraft

per digital channel and 30 aircraft per voice channel.

1985
Peak Load Re

Voice Digital serve (255) 

.r NAT/CAR 20 15,- 9

PAC 8 6 4

aEAMID It 3 2

API/SAM it 3. 2

TOTAL 36 27 17

Total Add. for Yr. Total Year

1985 2000 Expan. 2000

44 . 31 . 75

31

9 15

9 6 15

80 56 136



ATTACHMENT 13 - MINUTES OF 5/12/71

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT_

OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20504

Date: May 7, 1971

Subject: (Yip Programs/Projects

To: Mr. Stanley I. Cohn (0T)

A book of OTP programs and projects has been prepared.

Programs are numbered with Roman numerals; Projects are

sub-items under Programs and are numbered 1, 2„3, etc.

Managers have been designated for each Program and each

Project. All documentation is updated monthly.

Ten copies of Program X "Program Plan for Spectrum Manage-

ment" are being furnished with this memorandum for your

distribution and use. Monthly updates will be furnished.

It is requesn that Program X be reviewed in detail by the

OT st6.1717 and suggested change :1; J_urnished to this Office.,

DarLlcuiriN7 tnr 07_

•••••



PROGRAN -X 

- PROGRAM PLAN

FOR

SPECTRUM MANAGEMENT

(PrOgram Manager - W. Dean, Jr.)



^

Of 4101.

IAA? tin
^

SPECTRUM MANAGEMENT PROGRAM PLAN

A. Schedule of  Events- and  Milstorle 

Two-Month Schedule

5/6 - TRAC/A11120 meeting (Biomedical telemetering)

5/7 - IRAC meeting (Space WARC)

▪ URSI National Committee meeting.-
_

5/10 -_DoD Joint Frequency Panel meet• ing.

_

5/11 IRAC meeting (Space MRC) 
_

5/12 --OTATP meettng on development of spectrum man
agement support.

5/114 - 1 RAC meeting (Space WARC)

5/17 - Award contract on development of ADP time-sharing system
.

OT.-to begin develOpment of receiver performance criteria.

5/18 IRAC meeting.

• eclmoiete development anr; coordination 

5/19 IRAC/FAS meeting (2 days).

5/20 OT to let contract for equipment characteristics acqu
isition.

5/25 ,-I-RAC meeting.

- Final report due from SRI on monitoring/Measuring con
tract.

6/2 - Dean and others begin departing for Space Conference.

6/8 IRAC meeting.

6/16 - IRAC/FAS meeting (2 days

6/22 - IRAC meeti-ng.



. Long-Range Schedul- by Categories 

- _
Allocations, Regulations, and Procedures 

Bi-monthly - Issue revisions to OTP Ma-nual of Regula
tions and

Procedures for Radio Frequency Management.

8-71

1/72

3/72 -

- Begin modification of national allocations, regula
-

_tions,_and procedures required-..as _result of the

1971 ITU Space_ WARC.._

Begin eview df.Governmentjnon-Gbvernment Allocations.

-_ Complete modification of national allocations,

regula-tfons, and procedures required as result of

the 1971 ITU Space WARC.

- Complete review of Government/non-Government Alloca-

..tiOns. 
_

1/73 : -,Anticipated effective date of Final Acts of the 1971

1 /7 8

ITU Space WARC.

- Complete National implementation of Final 'Acts of

A-Jiy



-

Standards

•

7/71 - Begin upgrading Table of Spuriou
s Emissions (TSC/IRAC).

. , . ._ -_

8/71 - Complete Standdrds_Program Docume
ntatiOn (0T)._ 

--I' Begin development of _low power radar
 standards (TSC/IRAC).

_ __ _

9/21 Target_date.for Government agencies. to red
uce frequency

• _., -deviation of-bld systems operating in the 
band 30-42 MHz.

1/72 - COMplete upgrading:of Table of Spu
rious Emissions.

Target_date for Governmentagencies to con
vert to narrow-

band technical standards all old systems 
operating in the

' band l62-l74-MHz.

4/72- - Complete development of radar measure
ment specifications,

techniques, and defin7t±on.

5/32 - Complete development of receiver perto
rmance criteria.

6/72 -; Begin development of radio noise standar
ds.

8/72 - Complete development of low-power radar 
standards.

9/72 - Target date for Government agencie
s to convert to narrow-

band technical standards all old systems 
operating in the

band 406-420 MHz.

6/73 - Complete radio noise standards
.

9/73 - Target date for Government agenci
es to convert to narrowban

-technical standards all old systems operating 
in the band .

30-42 MHz.
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ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY

8/71 - Initiate development of National EMC Program
.

9/71 - Initial (OT) EMC analycis capability de
fined.

- -EMC Education Program outlined.

- Specific characteristics of equipment for EMC

analysis defined.

10/71 - Begin development of equipment proces
sing procedure

(SPS/IRAC).

- Contract (OT) on equipment characteristics acq
uisition

completed.

1/72 - Initial (0T) EMC analysis capability
 developed.

3(72 - Complete equipment processing proced
ure.

- Long range EMC analysis capability devel
opment defined.

8/72 - Initiate equipment processing procedu
re.

Colaplete ipiL of NuLJ_ulial



s".t

—

-

Monitoring/Measurement 

- — -

8/71 - Initial monitbring/mea ilSurement Capabity Program defined.
_ _

3/72 - Ir4tial monitoring/measurement 
capability completed.

5/72 - Begin definition of long-range mo
nitoring/measurement

program.
,definition af

7/72 -,-Complete/long--range mon:aoting/measufement program.
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MAY 1971

Automated Data Processing 

,
- 7/71_ OT to complet-C: developmilt.:of logj,c computar program_ _
— --.1 -CheCk receiver antenna data on applications.

Transfer to GT responsibility for maintenance and further

development of ADP system.

1/72 - OT to begin fErst limited use of time-sharing ADP system

for unclassified engineering-analyses and transmission of

retrieval recfifests._
_

1/72-- OT to add to ADP User's Manual procedures for Government

. agencies to retrieve data from_the_Government assignment

data base,

3/72 Completion date for Amendment No. 1 to contract

No. OEP-SE-70-103 with HRB-Singer, Inc.

6/72 - QT toexpand limited use of time-sharing ADP system to
. include classified engineering analyses.

1/1;

•-•
- Transfer to OT responsibility for providing UNIVAC 1108

(Exdcutive ViII) compl.i,-2r .for ADP system.

OT to ex;-;an-' 1Z3 %.;• Lime-azing Ave system to include
submission and processing of frequency applications.
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pig 1971

-

Data Base
1

. 7/71 - Target date for Gover...ent,a-gencies to includc agency

_serial number in - all-assi Ament--r-ecords.

9/71 = OT to complete study to determine detailed steps required

for converting ECAC data base of military overseas spec-

trum uses to Government assignment data base format.
•

- Target date for OT to_complete.corrections to

data base in:ITU file.

1[72- Target-date -for Government agencies to complete update

of ass-ignments classified SECRET. _
_ .

3/72 - Target date-for Government agencies to complete amend-

ment of HF fixed assignment records from double sideband

to singlesideband.

1/74 - Target date for -Government agencies to add bandwidth,

pulse duration, and pulse repetition rate to all radar

'assignments authorized before 1/69.

-



Usag.-1

^

-7/71- --Review ahd-updat-e - data diaGovernmentrYeliance on t
he

1/72

spectrum. -

- Target date for Government agen
cies to add number of

mobile units to each mobile assig
nment in the band

162-174 MHz. -

1/72 - Review two-year-old HF- Usag -Reporting Procedure and

-consider expansion-to .bands abov
e--30_4Hz.

1/73- - Target date for Governme
nt agencies -to complete first

major review and-revalidation-of 
all frequency assign-

_ _ments linaer the Five-Year RevieW P
rocedure.

1/75 - Target date for Government agen
cies to add to assignment

data base an entry for each opera
tion in VHF/UHF land

mobile bands which had been condu
cted under broad

.authority before 1/70.

---Targt dat&-:for Government age
ncies to add number of

mobile units to each mobile assig
nment in VHF/UHF bands

iil -existerice as of 1/70.



Emergency Preparedness-

-7q/7-1, --:_ Target date_:for -Gove,rnmentr___agencies„-to-Tcompleta update

of HF records_in connection with determini
ng compati-_

- bility of domestic HF operations.

8/71 - Review and update Emergency Readiness P
lan.

^

z-
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mg 1971

Noise

-

-

8/71 - Complete study on parameter definit
ion.

- Begin development of noise measurement proc
edures.

--,•

10/71 -Complete noige meaaurement procedures and in
tegrate with

-
monitoring/measUremenf program.

11/71 — Begin developmentof initial noise-measurem
ent program.

3/72 ---Complete initial noise measurement.program a
nd commence

• measurements.

5/72 - - Begin development of long range noise measu
rement program.

7/72 - -Complete long range noise measurement developme
nt program.

^

-



11
MAY 1271

Side Effects

Cont.jnuing 
_

- Developmcmt Nse support for- side effec'LL study.

-

9/31

10/71

1/72

4/72 ---

- ERMAC to-cmplete -definit
ions of Side Effects Research

Program:

7 Coordinate side effects
 program with/OMB and Govern-

ment agericies. which will co
nduct • research.

- Fina1iid7Research Program
.

- Initiate coordinated rese
arch program.
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•

_
Special ConsiderTtions -_

^

•

" • - - - - _
• • • • • •

Government specfrum manageent mu
st takeiiito account

National,spectrum requirements, i
nternational communication

agreements, and plans for interna
tional communication systems.

C. Budget/Manpower '

—The estiffated 'Manpower requireme
nts for this program are

five manyears_professional, three
 manyears_secretarial, and one

manyear Clerical, each on a conti
nuing basis. Domestic travel

-will be required up to $5000 annu
ally. No contract studies are

planned for 17Y72. FY70 and FY71 funded contracts are
:

• • I

• • •

• • •

• • •

Feasibifity of and framework for 
developing a

..measure of electromagnetic compa
tibility; Versar,

- Inc.; $29,000, dr final report being rev!_ -:wed.

Definition ot an initial uovernme
nt spectrum

measuring and monitoring program;
 Stanford Research

Institute; $102,755; to be comple
ted by May 1971..

Initial development of time-shari
ng computer capa-

bility for Executive Branch spec
trum management, RFP

'being issued in March 1971; $10
0,000.

Continued development/maintenanc
e of ADP system (pendin

transfer of system to Commerce)_;
 extension of existing

HRB-Singer contract; $100,000 (in
itial extension

$50,000).

Technical and economic studies o
f the use of the geo-

stationary orbit; extension of Ge
neral Electric contrac

which was originally funded by 
OTP/FCC/NASA; extension

is funded by NASA only.
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More specifically-, this plOgram
 is essentialt the_

_ _ _

development and execution of po
licies and _procedures for

Government allocation, use, and 
management of the radio

spectrum. It is justified by the fact tha
t _a) it is important

that essential Gov6rnment-spec
trum 'rieeds—be accommodated

_

expeditiously-and efficiently an
d b) it is important that

_

the Government be respolisive 
to the feeds-for increased flexi-

bility in the-Use of-the spectrum by both - the Government and

the private sector.

The - funddillehtal policy issues are:
 in the light of overall

National-camunication requirem
ents, a) which Government requir

e-

ments shaft be sa€sfied.by use 
of the radio spectrum, and b)

what juul. ----tak.en to tisfaction of

Government requirements in an 
effective and efficient manner.

E. Interagency Activity 

- All Government agencies with 
spectrum requirements have a

vested interest in this progr
am because it is the means by

which those requirements are sa
tisfied, -Those agencies with

major requirements participate 
in this program through their

membership on the IRAC, which 
also affords them an opportunit

y

to interface'with the private
 sector through the FCC liaison

representative to the IRAC. Commerce (
0T) participation is

included in much of this progr
am due to its supporting role

under E. 0. 11556. National Science Foundation and 
members

of ERMAC participate in the 
"side effects" project.



Program Results -

The re-sults of this prögiñi are: ii-rcontinerng flbw Of improved

allocations, regulations, procedures, decis
ions and spectrum management

capabilities; b) the expeditious and effici
ent accommodation of essential

- --
Government spectrum needs; an-d c)Ancreased 

flexibil3i:tn" the use of the

spectraiii- by both Government and th private sector.

G. Statement of Work__

The specific projects** under this program 
are:

1.0 Provision of guidance and direction for G
overnment allocation,

use, and management-of the radio spectrum (Dean). Sub-projects

are: Allocations; Regulations and Procedur
es; Standards; and

Review of Related Proposals of other Agenci
es (FCC, FAA, CG,

et-C).
_

2.0 Analysis of Government commT!ication-elect
ronic systems

prior to pr—.=-77°-+t c4Ic their DoLt!u;..iiil ,:leLtrcmaa,t1-

compatibility witn existing 'radio faciliLie
s (Decm). :;ob-

projects are: Development of Capability; and Spec
ific EMC

-Analyses.

3.0 Evaluation of Government spPctrum require
ments and assignment

TIJf spectrum resources therefor (Dean). 
Sub-projects are:

Improvement of Application Processing Proc
edures; Satisfaction

of Government Day-to-Day Requirements; and
 Emergency Pre-

paredness.

4.0 Evaluation of Government use of the spect
rum to ensure that

it is in accord with allocations, regulatio
ns and procedures,

and standards (Dean). Sub-projects are: Assignment Review;

and Evaluation of Operations.

5.0 Development, in cooperation with other Go
vernment agencies and

. private organizations, of a mechnaism for
 minimizing any side

effects_, e.g. physiological, resulting fr
om use of the electro-

magnetic spectrum (Jansky). Sub-projects are: Development of
_

Government-wide Research Program; and NSF
 Support.

** Activities and staff member responsi
bilities under the sub-projects

are identified in Section H which follows
.
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H. Cum,nt  and Projected Activities 
- _. • _ _ _

- 1.0 • Provision of Guidance and DireEtion for G
overnment Allocation,

- - - _

Use, and Management of the Radio Spectrum
.

1.1 Allocations _

1) Direct revision_of the National Tabl
e of Frequency

Allocations as part of -the national implementation of

the -1-971 ITU Space -WARC; begin 8/71, complete 1/72. (Buss)
-^

2) Monttor compliance by Government agencie
s with the

timetable-for implementing the Final Acts 
of the 1971

ITU Space WARC. (Buss)

3)_ Monitor FCC inquiry and DoT study con
tracts on

. automatic vehicle locator systems 
and determine need

for any reallocations. (Dean)

4) Study Vequirements for navigational a
ids and

-determine the continuing need for multi
ple aids

and their associated s;:ectrum allocation
s. (Raish

5) Bring together tne Government agencies w
ith a

primary concern for the use of the acou
stic spectrum

and determine how it should be administ
ered. (Raish)

6) Direct review of current and project
ed military

radar requirements and determine contin
uing need for

existing radar allocations. (Dean)

7) Direct review of current and projected
 Government

requirements for use of the band 1007_100
0 MHz and

determine continuing need for existing a
llocations.

(Dean)

8) Direct activities of the IRAC Spe
ctrum Planning

Subcommittee. (Buss)



MAY_ 1971 _

1.2 - Regulations and Procedures

1) 'Maintain and revise as nece-S-sary the OTP/FCC Man
ual

for_NotUying_U. S. Frequeny- Usage td—the 'FRB:— 
(Halley)

2) ,Maintain OTP Manual of Regulations and Procedures 
for

Radio Frequency Management and issue bi-monthly 
revisions

therefor. (Hailey)
_

3) Monitor compliance by Government agencies 
Oith the

- timetable for implementing th6 Final Acts of th
e1967

---- ITU Maritime WARC and ensure completion by 1/
78. (Raish)

_

4) Direct revision of regulations and -procedures 
as part

_ of the national—implementation of the -1971 ITU Space 
WARC;

begin 8/71, completed 1/72. (Buss)

5) Monitor compliance by Government agencies with t
he

.timetable for implementing the Final Acts o
f the 1971

ITU Space WARC. (Buss)

6) Monitor com-Oiance by Government agencies with 
the

• timetable for conversion of VHF/UHF FM systems to

• narrowband techniques and cure completion by 
9/73.

1,111.1111,-,) j

'7) Review research being conducted in wave pro
pagation

and develop coordinated approach to research in 
this

area. (Jansky)

713) Develop procedure for evaluating actual use 
of the

spectrum above 30 MHz. (Hailey)

9) Develop an overall Government EMC Program wh
ich will

provide guidance and direction to Government age
ncies

in this area. (Jansky)

10) Provide guidance and direction to Governme
nt agencies

in -the area of radio noise measurement and abatem
ent.

(Jansky)

•
11) Develop regulations to provide for fi

eld disturbance

sensors (intruder alarms).(Hailey)

12) Develop course of action for proces
sing IFRB

notifications throughOTP/IRAC. (Halley)
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1.3 -Standards 

1) Provide guidane and direction to OT in the 'developmen
t

of an overall Government standards program. (Jansky)

-

2) Provide guidance and direction for the priority of

development of technical standards for useof the spectru
m.

(Jansky)
•

----3) Direct-revision of technical standards as part of 
the

--_National-implementation of the1971 ITU Space WARC;

begin 8/71, complete 1/72. (Buss) -

4) Direct-extensi6n above 960 MHz of the Table of

Tolerances for Spurious Emissions. (Jansky)

5) Direct development of standards to be applied to

radionavigation receivers for general sale to the

-public., (Jansky)

6) Direct development of standards for receivers. (Dean)
_

71 Direct develuu16,1.nt or stdridards for Cc:or:....',-nt 1,-nd
I l_
%Uan:)Nyi

.8) Direct development of Government standards for radar.

(Dean)
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MAY 1971

^

1.4 -Review_of Related-Proposals of Agencies-,7::

1) Monitor develodi of FCCi-Chicagegi6nal --

management center and its bearing on Government

spectrum management. (Hailey)

2) Guide development of Government position on FCC

rule making on D_ecca proposal to establish_a marine

navigation system'on New_England/New York coast-.

(Halley)

-3) Guide-developm-ent of Government position_on FCC

inquiry on CATV as concerns its impact on air traffic

- cOntrol systems7-1(Dean)

_ 4)__Quide development of Government position on FCC

rule making on establishment of bio-medical telemetry

- systems. (Rash) z.

_
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.2.0 Ana ilyss▪ 'of •Government-Communicon-Elec- tronic - Systems Prior to_ 
_

Procurement to Assess Thei r—Potenti al -Electromagnetic-Compatibility

2.1 Development  of Caoability_

1) Develop a procedure for the evaluation of the compatibility

of new Government equipments/systems. . (Buss)
_

• -
_2) -Provide guidance -and-direction for the—development of an

EMC analysis capability_within OT. (Jansky) _

3) Provide guidance dild direction for -the development .of a

Government ifieasurement/monitoring capability in support of

- the OTP if areas ofoccupancy, compliance, and compatibility.

(Jansky)

4) Provide guidance and direction to OT in the acquisition of

electronic equipment characteristics and the smooth integration

. of these data with the Government assignment data base. (Buss)

5) Provide guidance and direction to OT in the acquisition

and development- of modOs to be used in EMC analysis. (Jansky)

A I Pv.rlyi rra .--,r„-:rc 4-,, fr: ;.". the
-
applicability and implementation of EMC figures of merit

(VERSAR contract). (Jansky)

7) Review EMC problems; provide guidance and direction to OT

in the definition of specific problems and the schedule for

---their solution. (Buss)
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^

2.•.' Specific EMC Analyses 
_

1) Direct an assessment of the compatibility of 
proposed

collision avoidance systems,-an_instruMent land
ing system.

and altimeters in the band 1557.5-1637.5 MHz. 
Nuss)

2) Direct development and application of an assig
nment

simulation model for the 117.975-136.000 MHz ban
d which

provides for the_variation of all parameters of 
assign-

ment and use. (Buss) 
_ 

---- 3) - Direct -conversion to -the OT computer of the models'

developed under the GE orbit/spectrum_cohtraet, (Jansky)

4) Provide_for-the- use by the U. S. Delegation
 to the

1971 ITU Space WARC an analysis of the technical
 factors

involved in the sharing of spectrum space by tro
poscatter

and space communication systems. (Jansky)

. _
5) Direct development of a capability to quickly anal

yze

'proposed new fueign space systems as concerns th
eir

compatibility With existing and proposed U. S. op
erations.

(Buss.)

use of freeLi-e

• pulse compression techniques in the 27K-2;0Ci i
i band with

the objective of determining the impact of these 
techniques

on the use of the spe_ctrum. (Buss)

7) Direct the analysis of the compatibility o
f postulated

- -systems to provid6 satellite communication fo
r mobile

services. (Buss)

8) Direct the analysis of the compatibility of 
existing

and postulated systems in the 7 and 8 GHz bands,
 including

point-to-point relay, Defense satellites, earth 
resources

satellites, and meteorological satellites. (Buss)

9) Monitor and provide guidance to DoD concernin
g the

compatibility aspects of over-the-horizon radar.
 (Dean)

10) Monitor and provide guidance to DoD concerning the

compatibility aspects of the Sanguine system. (Dean)
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3.0 Fvaluation of Government Spearu;,i Regyil-ements and Assignment

of Spectrum Resources Therefor_ -

3.1 Improvement of Application Processing Procedure (Hailey)

1) Provide guidance and direction for transfer of the ADP

system to Commerce and further development thereof, include

development of- t-ime-sharinb and graphic display capability.

_. .
2) Provide guidance 

. 
and_direction for _execution of the FY-71

OTP centract on development of initial ADP time-sharing_
capability.

3)_Provide qui-dce and 'direction for -execution of the

FY-_71 OTP contract with HRB-Singer for maintenance and

further development of the ADP system.

4) Develop procedur'es for further expansion of the

procedure for field level engineering and coordination

of_spectrum us,e:

5) Provide guidance and direction for the development

of standiwrk fnr data elem&hs-and codes used in the

ADP svsLum.



3.2 Satisfaction, of Government ay-to-Day Requirements 

)) Direct activities_of the_TRAC Frequency__,

Assignment#Subcommittee. (Hailey)

2),Direct satisfaction of Government oceanography

requirements. (Raish)

3) Direct resolution of policy matter referred_to

OW by 1RAC. (Dean) ___
_

--- 4) Direct- satiSfaction#Of spectrum requirements of

the UN in New York and foreign embassies in Washington..
(Hailey)_

5) 'Initiateand participate in development of a new

frequency#20assignment plan for the band 30-50 MHz.

(Halley)

"Participate in satisfaction of HF spectrum requirements

for interconnection of electric power networks. (Hailey)

7) Participata. in satisfaction of HF spectrum requirements

for an AEC mobile security .7.:twork. (Halley)

3.3 Emergency Preparedness

-1) Direct maintenance of the Emergency Readiness Plan (Dean)

2) Direct review of the compatibility of-domestic HF frequency

1- assignments. (Hailey)

3) Direct study of effects of electromagnetic pulses on

radiocommunication systems. (Dean)

4) Evaluate the state of emergency preparedness in the

spectrum area. (Dean)
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4.0 Evaluation of Government Use of the Spectrum toEnsure That

- _

tt is- in Accord with Allocatio-ns; Raguiati-ons,--an-EPFOcedures
- -

4.1 Assi9nment Review (Hailey) -

1> Direct Five-Year Review Procedure.

2) Direct Usage Reporting Procedure.
_

_3) Direct individual assigiment reviews —
_

....COnversion to narrowband FM techniques

Gonversion of HF fixed to single sideband

_... Notifications under group authority

- —Addition of new technical characteristics

... Conversion to ADP format

4.2 Evaluation of Operations (Hailey)
- - -

lY Con4u(7t R.no level freqi!ency
u v .D •

-.7

mP.nanrf'7,(-,n

1
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5.0 Development of-Mechanism for Minimizing Side Effects Jailsky)

Development of GoverñmentwidO.:Research?rorar 
,_

-Provide guidance—and directions for the development of a
Government-wide research program in the area of side
effects.

5.2 National Science Foundation Support .

Encourage the participation. of NSF in the-side effects
- program, including NSF funding. Coordinate and integrate

---- the activities- of NSF and ERMAC in this area.

_5.3 Biological -Effects

Determine the biological effects of non-ionizing electro-
magnetic radiations.
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ATTACHMENT 14 — MINUTES OF 5/12/71

Headquarters Projects Approved 4/8/71 

Spectrum management support improvement

Electromagnetic compatibility analysis

EMC contract

Spectrum management data processing development
9026211 Analysis for international conferences andcooperative programs

9026212 Economic opportunities for community cabledistribution

9026213 Bulk and specialized communication networks
9026216 Spectrum allocation analysis

9026222 Mobile communications analysis

9026231 ) snppr,—m

..232 -Actrum engineering criteria analysis

9026233 Telecommunication standards management•

occupa.m.y monirorina

9026234 Analysis for Federal Government communication
9026235 State and local assistance

902 6240

9022160

Telecommunication analysis division overhead
Information base

IP' "

$11,320 v

$13,050 /

$24,928

$11,290./

$ 1,510,7

$37,000/

$23,0004

$5,435'

$ 1,760 ef

Z,660 e

$11,700

$26,500 "-

$11,210

42,360

$46,450 w

$10,000add fx
9026 214 Internationa

•
communications analysis

9026215 Community cable distribution (demand)

7,227 Cole

$20,000 Powers

TOTAL 
$327,600

P(Eg M/f47- 174-AiLS
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March 9, 1971

*PROJECT SUMMARY 

1. UNIT: Office of Telecommunications
2. ACTIVITY: Services for Frequency Management and Use

3. SUBACTIVITY: Assignment of Federal Radio Frequencies

4. DIVISION: IRAC (Telecommunication Analysis Division)

5. AUTHORITY: IRAC (REA&TS)6. SUBDIVISION: Technical7. PROJECT LEADER: Anthony Corrado
8. PROJECT NUMBER: 9.&±.8 

 r$‘020/

9. PROJECT TITLE: Spectrum Management Support Improvement

10. ALLOCATION: .W/6 320.11. BACKGROUND:

The Interdepartment Radio Advisory Committee (IRAC), representing

16 government departments and agencies advises the Director of

OTP in the management of Federal radio frequencies. The Office

of Telecommunications provides, on a continuing basis, the

Secretariat for the IRAC and the review, analysis and liaison

required for the frequency assignment actions in the Frequency

Assianment Subcommittee (FS). Coordinati3“ between Federal

and non-Federai ur i maintained through continuous staff

liaison with the FCC.
Overall planning requires participation in ad hoc committees

and the Spectrum Planning Subcommittee (SPS) to recommend

improvements in different bands, to review Federal use of specific

bands, and to plan future use. Also, personnel participate in

working groups to solve particular problems such as the develop-

ment of standards for marine and land radar, and the use of space

techniques in aeronautical and marine mobile communications.

The extent to which the Government use of the spectrum has in-

creased results in the necessity of developing a computer technology

to keep a limited supply of frequency managers to stay "on top of"

spectrum usage.
12. OBJECTIVES:

To help keep the Federal Government "on the air" to meet national

needs in areas such as defense, transportation, weather, emergencies

and other essential government functions:a. Continue the day to day frequency management processes in

operation.

b. Support the OTP/IRAC subcommittee and ad hoc groups to develop

policies for improved management of the frequency spectrum.
c. Enhance and improve computerized outputs for frequency manage-

ment.
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13. CONTENT:

a. Provide the acting chairman for monthly meetings of theFAS in support of OTP.

b. Provide advice and assistance to Federal agencies asregards established policies.

c. Review all applications submitted to FAS for compliancewith established policies and procedures.

d. Recommend policy and procedure changes, if warranted, tothe Chairman, FAS.

e. Provide technical assistance to both FAS members and non-members.

f. Review and implement the results of international conferencesas regards frequency assignments.

g. Conduct studies of Government assignments asassignment plans, etc.
regards usage,

h. Provide the Secretary for the Spectrum Planning Subcommitteein the prepatory work for international conferences andmaintenance of the National Allocation Table and plans forthe current and future use of the spectrum.

i. Continue improvement of data processing activities to pro-vide automatic screening of applications for compliancewith regulations and procedures.

14. COSTS,: March 1, 1971 - June 30, 1971

Staff

Corrado .15
Gamble .06
Garber .03
Higgins .07
Powell .01
Total project salary

3440
1170
585

1460
283

6938Overhead 82% 5690

Personnel benefits @ 8% 560Travel and transportation 270Transportation of things 0Rent, communications and utilitiesPrinting and reproduction 430Other services
2660Supplies and materials 720Equipment

0
W5/7/

/Idamr,0 1
aellawct-ed'

6/77
&27

/i/3

7/OtT,
....1.221K1
/.;, '7'o

2W

overt ead
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PROJECT ST2MMARY 

March 8, 1971

1. UNIT: Office of Telecommunications
2. ACTIVITY: Services for Frequency Management and Usage
3. SUBACTIVITY: Prediction and Compatibility Analysis Service
4. DIVISION: Special Projects Staff - Frequency Management Support

Group (Telecommunication Analysis Division)
5. AUTHORITY: "IRAC" (REA&TS)
6. SUBDIVISION: Technical
7. PROJECT LEADER: Bruce Higgins
8. PROJECT NUMBER: 9. 
9. PROJECT TITLE: Electromagnetic Compatibility Analysis
10. ALLOCATION: 9'/3.;e9.5—.o.. 11. BACKGROUND:

The complexity of analyzing interference which might be created
or experienced by a new station or system increases steadily
because of the growing use of the radio *spectrum and of more
radio noise producing machines and devices. The interactions
involved require computer analysis of: (1) which frequencies
have been assigned, (2) locations of existing systems, (3)
existing equipment characteristics, (4) the propagation character-
istics of different frequencies, and (5) prevailing radio noise
levels and 'terrin Ai" cp,.r.icic locations. This infulmatiou
should be available through rapid and economical procedures
both to handle the overall workload of frequency assignment
and to handle specific applications of significant, potential
impact. Such applications include the evaluation of the potential
electromagnetic compatibility of new radio systems with the
prevailing environment and the assessment of spectrum availability
for such systems prior to equipment procurement. For fine-grain
analysis of EMC situations in complex and congested areas,
considerations unique to each particular environment must be
considered.. Consequently, the results of more generalized computer
analysis must be formatted to facilitate further manual analysis
of such difficult cases by EMC engineers.

12. OBJECTIVES:

Collect, maintain, disseminate, and allow ready access to radio
systems and electromagnetic compatibility analysis information
as required for frequency management. This includes:

a. The dissemination of ionospheric and tropospheric
propagation predictions.

b. The development of a comprehensive and effective program
to provide engineering models and standardized techniques
for the prediction and analysis of electromagnetic
interactions between and among new and existing radio
systems.

c. The provision of computerized displaits of EMC informa-
tion in the varied levels of generality required for
effective frequency management or further manual analysis.
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d. The development and testing of procedures to provide
direct access to the computerized analysis facility
for EMC engineers and frequency managers of the OT
and principal Federal users of the radio frequency
spectrum.

13. CONTENT: (FY-71)

1. Modify and enhance the limited engineering support routines
currently available in the OTP automatic data processing
facility.

2. Provide engineering support in solving current EMC problems.

3. Develop plans and programs for improved EMC analysis within
available resources through the adaptation of analysis
techniques currently available within the OT/ITS and other
agencies of the Federal Government as appropriate.

4. Improve the existing data base for spectrum management
and EMC analysis including development of appropriate
supplementary files of equipment characteristics needed for
spectrum engineering.



Costs March 1, .1971 - June

Staff

Corrado .07
Gamble .09
Garber .03
Higgins .17
Powell .01
Total Project Salary

30, 1971

1600
1760
587
3710
283

7940
Overhead @82% 6470

Personnel benefits Ca',8% 635
Travel and transportation 810
Transportation of things 0
Rent, communications and utilities
Printing and reproduction 500
Other services 3060
Supplies and materials 1113
Equipment 0

$20,528

'yl

( fiair

9'52

1:9;144- el

/
7b o

7 7 -ra
to .3.ro

7-o
8S0

Ahead

,rre, 

4/a, 0.ro

//eh/ '823. re)



April 7,1971

PROJECT SU=ARY 

1. UNIT: Ofc. of Telecommunications
2. ACTIVITY: Services for Frequency Management 1 Usage3. STJ3ACPIVITY: EMC :malysis
4. PROJS'Cr , Yitql("->5. Pl()JECT NO.: 9066202,
6. PR2J-7,CT TIPLT„: EMC Contract '
7. ALLOCATION: /,‘,2.; P.SY

This is the Sachs-Freeman contract proposal.

Tentatively, the cost allocation is proposed for fullfunding in FY 1971, i.e., $24,923.00.

However, the procurement people could write this contractup in such a manner that a portion of the obligation wouldbe applicable to FY 71, with the balance applicable to FY72. Both the manner in which the contract terms are drawnup and the effective date of the contract will play a partin determining the split between years, if any.

ir6v

flecom. amt:

-8;14,t44 4fretible

r/51,/.



March 9, 1971

- PROJECT SUMMARY

1. UNIT: Office of Telecommunications
2. ACTIVITY: Services for Frequency Management and Usage
3. SUBACTIVITY: Prediction and Compatibility Analysis Services
4. DIVISION: IRAC (Telecommunication Analysis Division)
5, AUTHORITY: IRAC (REA&TS)
6. SUBDIVISION: Technical - Economic
7. PROJECT LEADER: George Garber
8. PROJECT NUMBER: tf 2 tt ‘G.2 6; 3
9. PROJECT TITL Spectrum Management Data Processing Development
10. ALLOCATION: 9q/jr;2`/Or
11. BACKGROUND:

At the present time the UNIVAC 1108 computer of the Office of
Emergency Preparedness located.in the Washington, D.C. area is
used for the processing of applications for radio frequency
assignments. This computer is also used for the maintenance
of the Government Master File (GMF) of assignments to Govern-
ment radio stations, for the storage of other radio frequency
assignment-related data, for the retrieval as required of
information from these data files and for the engineering analysis
of the retrieved information. In additi3n, a CDC 3000 cumputer
aila a XDS 940 computer, botn located in Boulder, Colorado, are
used by personnel of the Institute for Telecommunication Sciences
for the development and use of programs analyzing all aspects
of radio system performance.

12. OBJECTIVES:

The continuing objective of this task is to develop a flexible
computer support capability for the Office of Telecommunications
of the Department of Commerce and for the Office of Telecommuni-
cations Policy in the Executive Office of the President. The
achievement of this major objective will require: (1) the
continued development and improvement of the time-shared computer
system initiated by the OTP; (2) the continued maintenance of
the present batch processing capabilities as needed; (3) the
development of generalized information storage and retrieval tech-
niques for the handling of large quantities of yet-to-be defined
information; (4) the acquisition of data processing capability
for the handling of administrative data, such as program planning,
budgeting and accounting information; (5) the application of tele-
processing techniques for the integration of the various geo-
graphically separated organizational units involved into such a
computer support capability, and (6) the continuing evaluation
of advanced computer-related techniques, such as computer graphics
terminal equipment, to the functions of .the Office.
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13. CONTENT:

e5-126,03

Monitor the OTP contract for time-sharing system development.

Monitor the OTP contract for maintenance of the existing batch

processing capability. Monitor (in conjunction with the Office

of Emergency Preparedness) the OTP/OEP contract for the evalua-

tion of a secure UNIVAC 1108 EXECUTIVE system for the simultaneous

processing of classified and unclassified data. Review con-

tractor performance in the study and evaluation of equipment

operational information and its relationship to the OT data

base requirements. Continue to participate in the activities

of the Federal Telecommunications Program Standards Committee

for Data Elements and Codes and to lead the IRAC ad hoc group

(109) developing the standards for Radio Frequency Management

data elements and codes. Participate in the Office of Tele-

communications internal committee for the development and

evaluation of computer systems alternatives for the support of

OT and OTP requirements.

14. COSTS:

Staff

Corrado .03- $688

Gamble .02 390
,,A

G aklii. •..., 4700

Higgins .03 625

Powell .01 283

Vacancy I .01 1000

Total Project Project Salary 7686

Overhead @ 82% 6300

Personnel benefits g) 8% 615

Travel and transportation 325

..Transportation of things,. 0

Rent, communications and utilities -

Printing and reproduction 485

Other services 2950

Supplies and materials 1070

Equipment 0
$19.431

ictie51Wee al#01

ake
47(9

/i :7 - -73
7.4'

lp7c9z,
_...1,3E-Ca—

7696
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March 9, 1971

PROJECT SUMMARY

1. UNIT: Office of Telecommunications
2. ACTIVITY: Research and Analysis for Policy Formulation
3. SUBACTIVITY: Analysis of U.S. Position on International Tele-

communications
4. DIVISION: IRAC (Telecommunication Analysis Division)
5. AUTHORITY: IRAC (REA&TS)
6. SUBDIVISION: Technical
7. PROJECT LEADER: George Stelzenmuller
8. PROJECT NUMBER: 9-018249 (9212111) 
9. PROJECT TITLE: Analysis for International Conferences and

, Cooperative Programs
10. ALLOCATION: 4r/i67,0,

. 11. BACKGROUND:

The radio spectrum is finite, and must be shared by all nations
according to international agreements. The U.S. must participate
in these agreements to meet national defense needs and to help
ensure full growth of its economy. Development of appropriate
U.S. technical/economic position recommendations require analysis
of international telecommunication matters considering the needs
of government, science and industry and the overall capabilities
of U.S.

( 12. OBJECTIVES:

To improve coordination within the U.S. among different govern-
ment agencies and scientific and industrial groups on questions
concerning international telecommunication issues and to develop
recommendations for consideration in determining U.S. policy.

13. CONTENT:

a. Compile and review studies and findings of international
telecommunication committees and U.S. national committees.

b. Provide technical support for U.S. participation.

14. COSTS: March 1, 1971 - June 30, 1971

Staff

Stelzenmuller
Total Project Salary
Overhead @ 82%

.03 MY

Personnel benefits @ 8%
Travel and transportation
Transportation of things
Rent, communications and utilities
Printing and reproduction
Other services

/s/7/.ap121,1;-ce 041?/S70

$871 
871
715

70
34
0

55
335

VY'/ 
,-

,iltailei%
altra4-tex- :

— g 21

overhead
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Supplies and materials
Equipment

152
0

$2,232

Page

—0—
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March 8, 1971

PROJECT SUMMARY

1. UNIT: Office of Telecommunications
2. ACTIVITY: Research and Analysis for Policy Formulation3. SUBACTIVITY: Economics of New Communications Services4. DIVISION: Special Projects Staff (Telecommunications

Division)
5. REA&TS (Research, Engineering,

Services)
6. SUBDIVISION: Urban Telecommunications

and Physical)
7. PROJECT LEADER:
8. PROJECT NUMBER:
9, PROJECT TITLE:

AUTHORITY:

R. S. Powers

Economic Opportunities for Community Cable
Distribution

Analysis,

Analysis

and Technical

(Technical--Engineering

10. ALLOCATION: -$5014G-(4-113.Z OVID
11. BACKGROUND:

There are a number of critical issues which must be resolvedin order to determine the optimum role of wideband cabledistribution of communication services in our socicty and toset the 1-. =-71e fcr its dcvEalci•pinent. Perhaps tne most far-reaching question is under what circumstances and to whatextent is cable operation a "natural monopoly" in any givengeographical area. The answer to this question will haveprofound implications on several other issues: What jurisdictionshould local, state, and federal governments have over theindustry? What kinds of cross-ownership (cable/broadcaster,cable/newspaper, cable/common carrier, etc.) should be permitted?Should exclusive franchises be issued or should several beissued for the same area? Should cable operators be regulatedas common carriers, in whole or in part? Other issues includewhether interconnection to public usage networks should beallowed or even required, and what kinds of performance standardsand standards to permit interconnection of the cable systemsthemselves should be imposed.

Rational resolution of these issues by the FCC, OTP, and theCongress will require extensive information and analysis con-cerning (1) the technical and economic opportunities availablethrough cable distribution, (2) the nature of the technologywhich provides the services, and (3) how those services relateto present and potential over-the-air services and public usagenetworks.

12. OBJECTIVES:

The long term objective of this project is to identify feasibleapplications of cable communications technology and to evaluatethe costs and benefits associated with using that technology toits fullest potential, together with other modes of transmission.
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The most immediate objectives are to identify as clearly as
possible (1) the range of technical possibilities for coaxial
cable distribution of communication services in the 1972-1977
time frame, including possibilities for adding new services to
existing cable systems; and (2) the economic feasibility of the
most promising of those possibilities.

Time span: The short term objectives above will be met in
approximately 11/2 years. This project will lead into a pilot
project for actual demonstration of cable technology. The
nature of this project will be re-assessed at that time.

Milestones: End of FY 1971 -- Draft report covering one or
more schemes for.multiple services on'a single coaxial cable
including one-way and two-way services. End of FY 1972 --
Final report including service possibilities on multiple cable
systems; switched and unswitched, digital and analog systems;
ar.id systems combining cable distribution with microwave, milli-
meter wave, and optical distribution as well as with UHF. and
VHF over-the-air distribution.

13. PROGRAM CONTENT:

a. Chaiimaliship of the sppetrum Allocatic.r. Subcommittee,
Cable Television Task Force, IEEE. Committee will examine
possible schemes for frequency usage on cables.

b. Technical studies, largely at Boulder, to back up the
Committee activity and to provide the basis for the above-
mentioned reports.

c. Study of the technical and economic problems of adding
new (e.g., two-way) services to typical existing cable
systems-.

14. COSTS:

a. Staffing (including 82% overhead)

Powers
Wieder
GS-13 Engr.. (2)
Cole
Steltzenmuller
Zois

b. Other Objects

.33 MY

.08 MY

.66 MY

.05 MY

.05 MY

.05 MY

Travel
Printing
Supplies and Materials

, Other Services
ff A/2/ TOTAL

L. 

$ 14,6K
5.0K
22.0K
2.3K
2.3K
2.0Kae team/2i

e-pe-pi.ea16.. 0,9.2%
&441.4I. K

.3K

.3K

$ 50,0K

;s

/13
/1'?

—0— ,
-373/ic4

/.b2 Fritp-ei

4,227/4141Windi:
37,1V1,.:1"7,



. • March 10, 1971

PROJECT SUMMARY

1. UNIT: Office of TeleCommunications
2. ACTIVITY: Research and Analysis for Policy Formulation
3. SUBACTIVITY: Economics of New Communications Services
4. DIVISION: Special Projects Staff (Telecommunication Analysis

Division)
5. AUTHORITY: Office Overhead (REA&TS)
6. SUBDIVISION: Business - Economic
7. PROJECT LEADER: Richard Gabel
8. PROJECT NUMBER: 0- 1436 / 3
9. PROJECT TITLEi, Bulk and Specialized Communication Networks
10. ALLOCATION: W...3 0-7012,
11. BACKGROUND:

The Federal Communications Commission has initiated a rule-
making inquiry with regard to establishment of policies and
procedures in considering app3ications to provide specialized
common carrier services in the domestic public point-to-point
microwave radio service. The inquiry is the outgrowth of the
filing of some 1700 applications for radio frequency licenses
to provide specialized common carrier service. Regardless of the
disposition made by the FCC in the current rule-making inquiry,
there will be need for continuing analyses of the effects of the
ne specialized COmmuI1CaLjun networks ann servlrr.
relation to the structure and performance of the common carrier
industry. Anticipated pricing changes will have impact on
market demand in both monopoly and competitive communications
services. The underlying price policy adopted by the carriers
must be studied from the viewpoint of benefits and penalties
to all classes of users.

12. OBJECTIVES:

To provide an empirical and analytic base from which OTP can
formulate n'ational policy. The work will be done in phases
with an initial statement of the public policy concerns and
the effect of alternative choices on these concerns submitted
before June 30, 1971. The work to be performed during fiscal
1972 will be an extension, in depth, of the analyses initiated
this year.

The long-term objectives include examination of the following
questions:

1. The required regulatory ground rules for the competi-
tive environment assuming the entry of new suppliers,
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2. The performance history of existing common carriers inproviding new communication services, specifically datatransmission:

3. Evaluation of existing demand studies for specializedcommunication services and preparation of independentforecasts;

4. The interference problems imposed on existing terrestrialcommon carriers and new applicants in the 4-6 GHz portionof the spectrum with growth of domestic satellite systems;

5. The effect of market competition on nationwide averagerates for private line services;

6. The effects of competition, ease of entry and exit ofcommunication suppliers on innovation and the rate ofintroduction of new technology;

7. The effects of new communication suppliers on defense
requirements for communication services and on nationalsecurity;

• The relative publir e-Ivantagoc 2 _ 1 

dicivcwLctyes of

alternative modes of providing local distribution plant;i.e., ownership, rental arrangements, indefeasible lease
rights.

13. CONTENT:

In the present fiscal year the conceptual problem will beorganized, resource material assembled and a prelimineryreport prepared. This report should be sufficient to allowOTP to determine what, if any, policy position needs to beexpressed in the specialized common carrier proceeding (Docket18920). The work will be organized to be responsive.to theissues set forth by the FCC in that proceeding.

14. COSTS:

Staff

March 1, 1971 - June 30, 1971

Gabel
Engineer

Other objects - costs

Data Base
Travel
Printing
ITS (E. Hayden)

Total

.3 MY

.2 MY
$18,400

5,600

9w E6Y)-%
Atyi6

3,700
2,500
1,000
5,800

$37,000

abilvea La ei

a'-

cypir-61:

7672 3,417
1,
,

-0

27,c
-4 Ttft .



PROJECT SUMMARY

1, UNIT: Office of Telecommunications2. ACTIVITY: Research and Analysis for Policy Formulation3. SUBACTIVITY: Economics of New Communications Services4. DIVISION: Special Projects Staff (Telecommunication AnalysisDivision)
5, AUTHORITY: Office Overhead (REA&TS)6. SUBDIVISION: Business - Economic7. PROJECT LEADER: Jack Cole8. PROJECT NUMBER: 90362149. PROJECT TITLE); International Communications Analysis10. ALLOCATION:
11. BACKGROUND:

Technical advances have greatly increased the communicationcapacity of communication satellites and underseas cables.With the.increase in available services, there has been anincrease in demand for ordinary telephone circuits forbusiness use, for groups of telephone circuits for dataservices, and for broadband video channels. This exists in theAtlantic Basin; is rapidly expanding in the Pacific Basin andalso to the South -- as markets expand with the developmentof South American countries. These circumstancco are w(ertincrnew prc,c•curcs t 1. -examine thc traditional methods used toiiteet our international telecommunication requirements.
12. OBJECTIVES:

To provide a better basis for decisions concerning whichcombination of international telecommunications facilitiesshould be encouraged as a matter of investment policy andwhich should be authorized as a matter of regulatory policy.This will include a survey of past and current internationaltariffs and the important factors which determine rate relation-ships;determination of comparative costs of means of achievingvarious levels of reliability for alternatiVe transmissionfacilities and systems; determination of trunking require-ments for selected years and areas; and determination ofoptimum mix and timing for introduction of internationaltransmission facilities.

13. CONTENT: (FY -71)

-1. Determine the past (since 1950) and current tariffs forinternational message, private line, record, data, and videoservice between the U.S. and selected foreign countries inthe Atlantic and Pacific Basins.



2. Determine possible correlation between changes in tariffs

and changes in technology, demand, market structure, and

U.S and foreign policy.

14. COSTS: May 3, 1971 - June 30, 1971

Staff

Jack Cole
Tot. Proj. Salary
Overhead @ 82%

.165 MY $4401
$4401
$3609

Personnel benefits @8% 352
Travel and transportation 100
Rent, communication and utilities over ead
Printing and reproduction 50
Other services
Supplies and materials ci
Equipment

50
00

diy6
.r_44a44te &rile -to 1,

7' 
4 f-3; •2-/,2_,

6e-c 
afAit arrip-v-ez et_elor,-4/6e-n. , , 7,25

, /7

":7 • 77,73"7.7...77'77."-r."-"7".'7'7
, 
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March 9, 1971

PROJECT SUMMARY

1. UNIT: Office of Telecommunications
2. ACTIVITY: Research and Analysis for Policy Formulation
3. SUBACTIVITY: Economics of Radio Spectrum Use
4. DIVISION: IRAC (Telecommunication Analysis Division)
5. AUTHORITY: IRAC (REA&TS)
6. SUBDIVISION: Technical - Economic
7. PROJECT LEADER: William Gamble
8. PROJECT NUMBER: 1601/6
9. PROJECT TITLE: Spectrum Allocation Analysis
10. ALLOCATION: .41.43,57,
11. BACKGROUND:

The radio spectrum ".resource" is limited and already extensively
used. To manage this resource so that it can: support projected
communication requirements, it is necessary to understand the
extent and limitations of the resource as well as the impact of
new technology and operating conditions upon spectrum utiliza-
tion. As there are many users of this resource, adequate measures
of usage rights and use should be examined and potential sharing
options should be identified.

12. OBJECTIVES:

To identify significant development (past, present and future)
in practical radio and hon-radio technologies and techniques
which affect the amount of spectrum resource needed by tele-
communication systems, as well as the associated costs; to
evaluate the operational and spectrum usage advantages and
disadvantages which might accrue from each; to examine the
basic processes of radio signal transmission and reception; to
identify the nature and dimensions of the spectrum "resources"
and develop a system capable of specifying both the use of this
resource and usage rights of reasonable expectation, in compre-
hensive and quantifiable terms; and to conduct studies of particular
frequency sharing options in order to identify necessary and
sufficient design and/or operating conditions on both services
which will permit effective sharing, and identify the economic
costs and benefits associated with each option.

13. CONTENT:

a. Identify advancements in communication technology which
affects the amount of spectrum resource needed.

b. Identify the nature, dimensions and measures of the spectrum
"resources".

c. Identify necessary and sufficient design and/or operating
conditions which will permit effective frequency sharing.
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d. Evaluate the costs and potential impact on spectrum utiliza-
tion associated with the advancements in communication

technology and the frequency sharing options.

14. COSTS:

Staff

Corrado .05 1130
Gamble .07 1369
Powell .01 283
Total Project Salary 2782
Overhead @ 82% 2240

di4,4 6/9,

Personnel benefits g, 8% 218'
Travel and transportation 106

Transportation of things 0

Rent, communication and utilities
Printing and reproduction 172

Other services 1050

Supplies and materials 382
Equipment

6950

r
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March 9, 1971

PROJECT SUMMARY

1. UNIT: Office of Telecommunications

2. ACTIVITY: Utilization of Telecommunications Technology

3. SUBACTIVITY: Technological Characteristics of Telecommunication
Services

4. DIVISION: IRAC (Telecommunication Analysis Division)

5. AUTHORITY: IRAC (REA&TS)

6. SUBDIVISION: Technical

7. PROJECT LEADER: Anthony Corrado

8. PROJECT NUMBER: *e. Z 2112)

9. PROJECT TITLE: Mobile Communications Analysis

10. ALLOCATION:46;
11. BACKGROUND:

New demands for radio communications have created serious congestion

in frequency bands used for mobile communications and affect areas

such as law enforcement, aeronautical communications, Federal and

industrial services. Policy recommendations to meet these pres-

sures for expansion should be based on evaluations of how well the

service needs are being met by existing systems and what improve-

ments are technically and ecohomically feasible.

12. OBJECTIVES:

To identify and evaluate a number of alternative technologies and

operational approaches for providing mobile communication services

(land, sea, and air) for large segments of the public, to identify

and analyze opportunities for new and expanded applications of

mobile communications systems in the 1975-80 time frame and to

evaluate the potential benefits and costs of alternative approaches

for providing mobile communications to support law enforcement

and public safety services.

13. CONTENT: (FY-71)

a. Identify transmission technologies, terminal devices and

operating techniques for providing mobile communication

services.

b. Develop equipment and/or operating criteria in an effort to

provide more efficient use of that portion of the radio

spectrum in which mobile communications is permitted.



14. COSTS: March 1, 1971 - June 30, .1971

Stair

Corrado . .03 MY

Gamble .02 MY

Total Project Salary

$688
390
1076

Overhead of 82%
885

Personnel benefits @ 8%
86

Travel and transportation
42

Transportation of things
0

Rent, communications and utilit
ies -

Printing and reproduction
68

Other services
414

Supplies and materials
151

Equipment
0

$2,724

frv-‘
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March 11, 1971

'PROJECT SUMMARY 

1. UNIT: Office of Telecommunications
2. ACTIVITY: Improvement of Government Telecommunication System3. SUBACTIVITY: Extension of Frequency Assignment Compatibility4. DIVISION: IRAC (Telecommunication Analysis Division)
5. AUTHORITY: IRAC (REA&TS)
6. SUBDIVISION: Technical
7. PROJECT LEADER: OfAckig P R t 0-1-z'ettmlWa-±-e r tr  q I 
8. PROJECT NUMBER: *e 

• •

9. PROJECT TITLE: Spectrum Occupancy Monitoring Analysis
10. ALLOCATION: 462469.
11. BACKGROUND:

•
Efficient management of the valuable radio frequency spectrumresource is heavily dependent upon the existance of a capabilityto detect and verify the actual level of.frequency usage on aselective basis. The ability to observe and measure the techni-cal and operational characteristics of radio emissions is alsorequired to determine the effectiveness of existing regulatoryprocedures and limitations on frequency authorizations, thedegree of compliance with those limitations, and the effects oftechnical characteristics of equipments upon adjacent uscrs ofthe spectrum. No suitable capability of this type is ptiyavailable Al- theappropriatc lvel of management. Such afacility would provide:

1. A means for selective determination by frequency band, timesand area/location of the actual level of spectrum occupancyin verification of and as a supplement to existing records;

2. A means to support the development, improvement and enforcementof technical criteria affecting spectrum economy;

3. A means for refinement and enforcement of rules and limitationsaffecting frequency sharing, and

4. A means for the validation and refinement of theoreticalmodels and techniques for EMC analysis.

12. OBJECTIVES:

Provide within a reasonable limit of applied resources a fre-quency monitoring/measuring capability with appropriate mobility:

1. To accomplish relatively simplified monitoring of frequencyusage by hand, area and time period for use as a basis forassessments of frequency availability, levels of saturation,records verification and the like;

,"P"r",r.' .",''''',771,̀°,Z7 • ""'"'"'".
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2. To monitor selected bands and areas and m
ake measurements

necessary to determine the.1.egree of compli
ance with pre-

vailing standards and assignment limitation
s,

3. To accomplish detailed measurements of emis
sions in certain

selected frequency bands and radio services (e.
g., direction

of arrival, polarization, signal duration
, spurious levels,

etc.) as a tool for the prediction and anal
ysis for EMC,

and

4. To provide a means for integration of the ou
tput of the

monitoring/measurement facility into the overa
ll program

for frequency management through the use of 
compatible

data formats, computer software, etc.

13. CONTENT: (FY 71)

1. Continue assistance to the pTP in supervisin
g the contract

study of the SRI to define and cost/analyze
 alternative

monitoring/measurement programs;

2. Review, in conjunction with ITS/OT, SRI's re
commended programs

taking into account any available ITS faciliti
es, upon receipt

of SRI's final report, and

3. Devulup, with ITS, both r and a

long-range program to provide a facility which
 will fulfill

the objectives stated above.

14. COSTS: March 1, 1971 - June 30, 1971

Staff

Higgins .03 $625 
.94r.

Powell . .01 283Pb
Stelzenmuller .03 874 ri7T-

Total Salaries 1782 /76.3"

Overhead @ 82% 1460

Personnel benefits @ 8% 142 PA

Travel and transportation 70 70

Transportation of things 0

Rent, communications and utilities - ohead

Printing and reproduction 112

Other services 692 a

Supplies and materials 25Q 
\

Equipment 0
$4,508

ei4 ge)

/ 0 ,
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- PROJECT ST5MMARY

March 11, 1971

1. UNIT: Office of Telecommunications

2. ACTIVITY: Improvement of Government Telecommunication Services

3. SUBACTIVITY: Extension of Frequency Assignment Compatibility

4. DIVISION: IRAC (Telecommunication Analysis Division)

5. AUTHORITY: IRAC (REA&TS)

6. SUBDIVISION: Technical - Economic

7. PROJECT LEADER: George Stelzenmuller

8. PROJECT NUMBER: 9-4-1-8 -9-9.--i-9-14±2.-1  ?0- 3P.

9. PROJECT TITLE: Spectrum Engineering Criteria Analysis

10. ALLOCATION:
11. BACKGROUND:

In the process of frequency management at the National level,

the area of spectrum engineering criteria (often called technical

standards) has always been accorded a minor role. It is an

unpopular area because the most immediate effect of mandatory

technical standards is to limit the freedom of choices in design,

procurement and operation of radio systems, and to generally

increase the time and cost involved in establishing and main-

taining a radio communication capability. Decisions to set

values on and to adopt engineering criteria have been very slow

in *hc, executive brnr'1-1 thez, nnwrz,r tn mAicp thpe dprisinns

have been placed in the hands of the organizations to whom they

apply. Self-regulation on the part of users of an important and

limited National resource does not promote the application of

criteria which are at the same time both uniform and also appropri-

ately restrictive in the National interest:

Nevertheless, those user Government agencies to whom spectrum

engineering criteria will apply must be instrumental in their

development. The key to obtaining an effective balance for

such criteda in the whole area of spectrum resource management

is the provision of a small but effective centralized activity

where sound criteria can be formulated under uniform and objective

guidelines.

12. OBJECTIVES:

The long-term objective of this project is to develop spectrum

engineering criteria that are scientifically sound, technologi-

cally achievable and economically acceptable for use by OTP

as effective spectrum management tools.

The most immediate objective of this project is to continue the

development of certain spectrum engineering criteria already

initiated, and to initiate several specific efforts most essen
tial

to progressive evolution of the long-term objective.
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The activities al.ready under way are:

1. Guidance of effort in TSC Working Group on Radar Spectrum
Engineering Criteria. This effort is in its second

phase (criteria for medium/low-power and mobile radars)
and is expected to take an additional 1 1/2 years.

2. Guidance of effort in TSC Working Group on Land Mobile
Minimum Performance Specifications, plus technical and
coordinating effort necessary. This effort is expected
to require an additional 10 months.

3. Guidance and technical development for an effort in TSC
Working Group on a study of the Table of Tolerances for
the levels of Spurious Emission. Technical development
is needed for:

a. The specification of conditions for measuring the
unwanted emissions (bandwidth, modulation), with
necessary definitions.

b. The development of unwanted emission criteria for
transmissions above -960 MHZ (no provisions are in
.,he m_0_,_ .c....... 4-1,4- ,,......-4- of the spectrum. ...", ...,ml..... ......_t... —.....__ ..-- —....,, I, 1-1. .1- L.
urgent  requirement is for the bands from 960 MHZ
to 10 GHZ.

c. A revision of the format of the Table to specify
in more detail the criteria for the several types of
radio services and categories of stations.

4. Continuation of an effort to review and determine the
parameters of electromagnetic noise emissions that will

-,provide the means of subsequently assessing the inter-
ference potential of noise and establishment of appropriate

control measures for this form of pollution.

The following aspects of spectrum engineering criteria should

be initiated at once:

1. A review is required of the OTP Manual to ascertain what

technical effort is needed to correct deficiencies in
existing provisions, and to formulate a total development

plan for Government spectrum engineering criteria. This
will require 0.03 man-years in FY 71, and 0.1 man-year in

FY 72.

2. A determination is needed of those parameters relating to

radio receiver influence on spectrum usage. This will

require 0.25 man-years. Following the determination of

critical parameters, plans should be established for
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procurement of the technical data which the Government

agencies will furnish -via the frequency management mechanism.

This will require 0.5 man-years. Following the establishment

of this plan, it will be desirable to develop advisory

evaluations as guidance to the potential users of radio

receivers of the various categories.

3. The development of measurement procedures necessary to

the application of the Radar Spectrum Engineering Criteria

is an urgent requirement. This will take 0.05 man-years

in FY 71, and 0.50 man-years in FY 72, .plus the establishment

of a technical advisory group on radar measurement procedures

(including the cost of travel reimbursement for a small number

of out-of-town members).

14. COSTS: March 1, 1971 - June 30, 1971

Staff

Gamble. .02
Higgins .03
Powell .05

_17. .

391 376
625 2-c

1414
il. //Vcinn 

Cc:

Total project salaries 7530

Overhead @ 82% 6160

Personnel benefits @ 8% 614
Travel and transportation 294
Transportation of things 0
Rent, communications and utilities
Printing and reproduction 475
Other services 2900
Supplies and materials 1050
Equipment 0

5323

iii3c3'

.5-t 2-

P1419e

erhead
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• PROJECT SUMMARY

R.S_ Powers
February 26, 1971

1. ORGANIZATIONAL UNIT: Office of Telecommunications
2. ACTIVITY: Research and Analysis for Policy Formulation
3. SUBACTIVITY: Economics of New Communications Services
4. DIVISION: Special Projects Staff (Telecommunications Analysis

Division)
5. AUTHORITY: REA&TS (Research, Engineering, Analysis and Technical

Services)
6. SUBDIVISION: Urban Telecommunications (Technical--Engineering

and Physical)
7. PROJECT LEADER: R.S. Powers
8. PROJECT NUMBER: -4-3)
9. PROJECT TITLE: Community Cable Distribution.(Demand)
10. ALLOCATION: $20,000
11. BACKGROUND:

The same set of FCC inquiries and rule-making proceedings which
motivate a study of the technical capabilities of cable for
information and entertainment services (see Project 910
required knowledge of the potential demand for the proposed
services. In fact, the realization of the technical possibilities

criticaliy nn thin Ax7i.lab;144-y cf mcno 
Y in - Lurn

is controlled by the demand for the services. Thus there is
no point to studying either potential demand or potential techni-
cal developments without equivalent consideration of the other.

12. OBJECTIVES:

The FY 1971 objective of this project is to produce a comprehensive
report estimating the demand during the 1970's for those techni-
cally feasible cable distributed services which seem at first
look to be economically reasonable. The services to be examined
will include.one-way and two-way services. Those services pro-
posed by the National Academy of Engineering, Committee on Tele-
communications (final report due in the summer of 1971) and
those to be considered by the IEEE Cable Television Task Force
will be among those considered in this project.

Time span: Since the Office of Telecommunications is not prepared
to perform this type of study in-house, it will be performed
on contract. The contract will be let before the end of FY 1971,
and will be completed during the summer or early autumn of 1971.
A precise completion date will be determined during negotiation
of the contract.

13. PROGRAM CONTENT:

The project will consist of a study done by an outside contractor,
to examine the demand as described under item 12, above.
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14. COST:

a. Staffing

Work statement definition and contract monitoring will be
performed by project personnel under the accompanying

project, 4910

b. Other Services

Contract: $20,000

TOTAL: $20,000

aff a ,6

/i /,/6„) e

• 4- u0.) 2, /en diy 476-'()/1//7 (c./

-i_eY-7)//7.)/z



9'432/60
Project No.: 24-9-0-
0T Program: Information Base
Sponsor: OT
Title: Information Base.Program

Background:

Date: 3/15/71
Leader: R.K. Salaman
Al loc: -$20K Surf I,

/O c2/

A primary function of the Office of Telecommunications is toprovide information to the Office of Telecommunications Policyand other agencies as necessary to make telecommunicationrelated decisions. The scope of this information includessummary and evaluation of telecommunication requirements,advancements, deficiencies, opportunites, and alternativesbased on national and international activities in the areasof science, technoloay, and socio-economics. Specificactivities include information .source -identification, dataaccess, and information analysis.

Long Term Objectives:

To develop and maintain the base of information required for .and resulting from research, analysis, and policy decisions asnecessary to assist in attaining the national telecommunicationgoals. •

Crrart "ic:ar Specific Ar-i-i"ifir,

Guidance will be provided for the information base program.Primary projects within this activity are 2100 Survey of EMWave Propagation, 2110 Resource Inventory, 2120 PopulationInformation, 2140 Propagation Assessment, and 2260 Telecommun-ication Information Center. Availability of business/economicdata will be determined. Pertinent policy information will becollated.

t13,94 R.K. Salaman
71/.2.-o W. Gamble

Other assistance

sd„eRk_ 
S.C, 410

(477-1-5)

Other Objects Class:

Travel $2K
Other services $2Kilik
Transportation
Supplies and materials

/3)

.1 MY

.1 MY

.1 MY

S'etedzAc,;.
la,a- -60.7t(s

36 • 26 $5K
v6 $5K

s_up
/3.- a LAsS 25-

2.2

nent, communication Adi-&tic A9
Equipment
Printing and reproduction $ 1K

;P:(17/C0c,' 7/
C4 4a-

b30
2 , 0 Tft/-
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March 10, 1971

PROJECT SUMMARY

1. UNIT: Office of Telecommunications

2. ACTIVITY: Overhead

3, SUBACTIVITY: Division

4. DIVISION: (Telecommunication Analysis Division)

5. AUTHORITY: Division Overhead

6. SUBDIVISION: Division Project

7. PROJECT LEADER:

8. PROJECT NUMBER: ••‘c.-2

9. PROJECT TITLE: Telecommunication

10. ALLOCATION: -40ne-

11. BACKGROUND:

12. OBJECTIVES:
13. CONTENT: •

Analysis Division Overhead

To provide direction and administrative services required for

division management.

14. COSTS:

Costs to be charged against division projects when required.

A - ,fcic YYLa,14/ e--r?-. a

ez--e4-d 0,2e) 
77/ •

(1310•63/4 /7d-49.3Y

4274.ceLl.:,; _a?e:Leyjr(2____
2-z1gg/. /2- 6a&v.7-4/24
g, -762 J2. c-t-eAlt-ef,-4-'

2 ,e37,

ea) p/,4 ILO
01000,

II .
7¼7dA,ii

A
afrn, ,e„ Vt,G4;/405 piv We 7/



14. COSTS: March 1, 1971 -

Staff

Garber
Powell
Salaman
Stelzenmuller
Vacancy II

Total project salary
Overhead @ 82%

June 30, 1971

.03

.13

. 33

.05

.15

Page 2 zit
go. 6r7

1;61•1*.!,/

588 rd
3680 3/C

(Included in ITS Projects)
1450 /y'3.--
3020  —0 —
8738 37T7,3
7150 '/L 2-7S7.

4z C/IlgYK

699 417
340

550
ciTh e ad

3350

660 
560

Ne

Personnel benefits @ 8%
Travel and transportation
Rent, communications and utilities
Printing and reproduction
Other services
Supplies and materials
Equipment

-$22, 047

• f

o 
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1.
2.
3.

March 10, 1971

- PROJECT SU1ARY 

UNIT: Office of Telecommunications
ACTIVITY: Improvement of Government Telecommunications SystemsSUBACTIVITY: Analysis of Federal Government Telecommunications

Expenditures
Special Projects Staff (Telecommunication
Division)

AUTHORITY: Office Overhead
SUBDIVISION: Technical - Economic

4. DIVISION:

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

(REA&TS)

PROJECT LEADER:
PROJECT NUMBER:
PROJECT TITLE:
ALLOCATION:
BACKGROUND:

R.C. Powell
t fe 3

Analysis

Analysis for Federal rGovernmentCommunication
71j2,t44,24 ei

The technology exists today to greatly improve the effectivenessand versatility of telecommunications for both government and
business. Cost savings can be realized by better planning of
government systems, by substitution of communications for more
expensive resources and by more effective coordination of Federalsystems research and developments.

12. OBJECTIVES:

To determine what changes in teleprocessing system structure,
standards, operation and management arrangements would be needed
to achieve feasible improvements, to develop methodology for
reviewing-telecommunication research and development supported
by government and industry, to develop means for allocating
costs for Federal government common user networks and to developa pilot telecommunications system incorporating advanced techni-
ques.

13. CONTENT:

Collect and evaluate descriptions of research and development
sponsored by the Federal government particularly for basic data
and formula useful to the frequency assignment process. Analyze
in depth computer and communication requirements of the Office of
Telecommunications, analyze operating procedures which might be
improved by use of computer. Develop specifications for computer
and communication systems for OT and initiate improvements.
Develop means for optimizing costs of common user networks under
various economic and legal constraints.



March 10, 1971

v_ PROJECT SUMMARY

•

1. UNIT: Office of Telecommunications
2. ACTIVITY: Improvement of Government Telecommunications Systems
3. SUBACTIVITY: Analysis of Federal Government Telecommunications

Expenditures
4. DIVISION: Special Projects Staff (Telecommunication A1 sis

Division)
5. AUTHORITY: Office Overhead (REA&TS)
6. SUBDIVISION: Technical
7. PROJECT LEADER: Harvey Lance 7?
8. PROJECT NUMBER: *es • 111)  tie0c2 33
9. PROJECT TITLE; Telecommunication Standards Management
10. ALLOCATION: wz,24,/.5-220,
11. BACKGROUND:

Standards are useful guides to telecommunications system design
and operation. They promote economy in procurement and inter-
changeability of equipment. They provide a basis for effective
utilization of the spectrum. The standards effort to date has
been carried out at a low level, with long delays, and not all
needed standards have been produced. In most cases, there are
no recognized measurement methods (11- meP11,-inr.;irtruments
for doterii j mplimilLe wiLh the adoptea stanaaras. The
rapid growth in government telecommunications makes essential
a more comprehensive standards and measurements program.

12. OBJECTIVES:

To define and implement a telecommunications standards and
measurements program for OT which will meet present and foreseen
needs of government telecommunications and which will be a useful
contribution to standards for non-government telecommunications.
Major outputs: recommended standards for government tele-
communications ystems; measurement methods for determining
compliance with the standards. Milestones: project to meet
urgent needs initiated during FY 1971. Report recommending
future program, to be completed by the end of FY 1971; to be
sharpened and extended during FY 1972.

13. CONTENT:

Survey the various government radio services to ascertain problem
areas; conduct systems analysis for determining the effect on
systems performance of factors considered for standardization,
where suitable models are available; make economic impact and
trade-off studies, maintain coordination with OTP, FCC, NBS,
and other government agencies. By June 30, 1971, issue .a report
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describing major features of the proposed program, containing
tentative assessment of priorities, alternatives, impact,
resources required, and a plan for implementation of the
program. The report (or source material gathered for it,
if required earlier) will provide information useful in
programming FY 1972 work and in preparation of the FY 1973
budget.

14. COSTS: March 1, 1971 - June 30, 1971

Staff

Lance 0.33 MY $17,650
Stelzenmuller 0.05 my
Gamble 

2,400 03c
V

Cole 
1,700.05 MY
2,400 J134y

Gabel 
-.-05 MY

2,700 //146S
Powell 

;.05 MY
2,400 4/9j

Zois
.05 MY
.08 MY 3, 10200 ---

14-44- /6/tits---

el.2 ‘e
t29.0

7nn I I AD- , --
356 ..---4----

Travel
Printing and reproduction

Total $34,000 3/;70,.,0

diaztv 
4-0

0 '54, raiz, a P-t 0/7 /,
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'rr RESEARCil AND
Dec. 15, 197.0 1..r) Ouhf
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1. Proj. No.:-&*&- 2. OT Frog ISJovt-rt

4. Title: State and :.ocal

...702 • .a67.2,6. 'Alaocation! G3e:
7 

60

- 7. Backgrund:.

This I a two-directional pror:.::n
Telecommunications•Policy in ::..00r0i.r ..y-oc

'in the telecommunicaiLiono area and
carrying out of the broot; Lunctica

to telecommunications tn State and gl;voi:;!

8.. Long-term objectives, estiwateu 
milestones:

:7 • !.

:

• 4.;.-

a. Provide advice and assi::-.170--
adminitrative lAnanci,a1 St:Ivo

‘..A, •v r.; Lk v..: C.A.! k, LIZ 71. c-vo • ;... •

b. Develop a data i)ase of Infeti.on
available Zor Sti.);:x! ama

C.

activities,

Develpp-a-data bas' 0.!.'.

government telecommtn;ica

Ch Deve-lop and ca ::y. ot:t H11:: -
the means whereby
support Departmenl: of
to State and local gov.r?ynihkw ,,:.-;.
FY 1971, special Illphasi.F. 
communications. Mit in, a coinai-Lv%
.domestic satellice fijip.4s
to Alaska as wth be thc. .:.
telecommunicat:ons
other State governments. in
Commerce, the latter fY:
program development.

9. Specific activities o prnj,)ct
milestones, reports plannkld, ril

Make presentation
March 5, 1971; pkini: rc,p7...ct oI

1 • 7; I" • ; .

! s• t • • 1-..)

t. • •:"•••!.,



to Alaska i.)y AprAl
Commerce officials
program parameters
program by June 30,
be concerned primar
development tasks.

: 971;
to
aryl. objcci-...ivc3;
1971.. The 2,

ily

10.Costs (through Juue st), 1971

a. Staffing. Nam.ss,
including ail ov@:7i-luis:

•

C. E. Lathev
A. Idevanthal
E. Disney

f • •S..ibtotaln.

'b. Other Objects

Travel %.16'61
TransportE!tion

• e •

t,(Jtmu.t.L.1.Lk—a

Printinq, Reproduction
Other Services
ITS
Est.

Supplies and
Equipment - •

,
•

t. .t.
•

/ /
firpi (6.,/ P4,36o

if 41,10
-1140

"

64 -1

Fore_ ceL

:3,r,

Ld.00

,..•••!-- *3,6 3,33,
esit'oc,1

e, wool.

• ef w-e.,;:4 2, coo )6,/Ape
, A 1-.7s,
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

March 10 1971

PROJECT ST:Y.>1ARY

UNIT: Office of Telecommuic?3tions
ACTIVITY: Overhead
SUBACTIVITY: Division
DIVISION: (Te1ecommunicat.ion Analysis Division)
AUTHORITY: Division Overhead
SUBDIVISION: Division Project
PROJECT LEADER:
PROJECT NUMBER: 0
PROJECT TITLE: Telecommunication Analysis Division. Overhead
ALLOCATION:
BACKGROUND:
OBJECTIVES:
CONTENT:

To provide direction and admin:Lstrative services required for
division management.

14. COSTS:

Costs to be charged against division projects when required.
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• • •

1. Proj.

ITS RESEARCH AND SERVICES PROJECT SUMMARY
Dec. 15, 1970 to June 30, 1971

Date: 2-9-71

2; OT Prog Element Ref: 04 a • A. Fhse 

4. Title: Radio Spectrum Occupancy 6. Alloc. 2UK 85K (Supp)

• -

5. Sponsor: (if OA, also indicate
FY 72 reserve)7. Backlround:

Da 'a on actual usage of the electromagnetic spectrum for the various radio servi
is not available. Concepts and measures of channel saturation and utilization need
development. There a.re several existing (VOA) or planned (FCC) radio spectrum
occupancy measurement programs at this time; however, these are by necessity limite
to priority problems (urban mobile, HF broadcasting) to alleviate specific congestion
areas. Programs in (1) electromagnetic compatibility analysis development and servic
(2) telecommunication systems performance, and (3) research and analysis for policy
formulation are dependent on realistic radio spectrum usage information, as a data basc
8. Long term objectives, estimated duration, major outputs and milestones; (over

To provide a data base of realistic radio spectrum usage information for research
projects in telecommunication's engineering, management, and policy formulation. Th
objective is accomplished through coordinated efforts in (a) understanding the nature
and significance of spectrum occupancy as it is or may be related-to the achievement
of efficient spectrum management practices, (b) techniques of measurement, and (c)
analyti cal procedures. The establishment of a strong interface with the OTP (IRAC ),
and military is essential to the program. A measurement program utilizing existing o
9. Current year specific activities to June 30, 1971; accomplishments 

{over,

r..-.ilestones; reports planiiej., ot.,e afitl
A 0.,ec. prerequisite stciic. i11lue Iriade i.o
--the component parts of radio spectrum occupancy;
--the relationship between these component parts to determine spectrum usage;
.-analytical procedures necessary to establish a useful data base for EMC analysis

development, system performance (standards), and policy formulation;
--techniques of-measurement; and
--measurement programs.
A detailed study of other Federal Agency existing and planned "ad hoc" spectrum usage
10. Costs: . (over

a. Staffing, Names-,'Salary, tenths of man year, cost of labor including .all overheads:
A. F. Barghausen $23, 591 0.37 MY
R. T. Disney 21,905 0.50 MY
R. J. Matheson 16, 543 0.46 MY
L. D. Schultz 1 8, 353 0.10 MY
A. D. Spaulding 19,537 0.05 MY
D. W. Zacharisen 17, 545 0.25 MY
C, Jurgens 8, 324 0. 15 MY

b. Other objects - costs (identify

21.0 Travel $500

22.0 Transportation

23.0 Rent, communication

24.0 Printing and reproduction

Signature
L Asso. Dir.

4/   At-AV

$1 8, 986
23, 642
16, 707

- 3,985
974

9,391
2, 719

*AV. H. Ahlbeck $16,404 0.14
*K. Beasley 9,726 0.13
L. R. Espeland 13,878 0.17
*W. 0. Robinson 14, 589 0.13
*A. Milton. 17,545 0.18

5, 043
2, 746
5, 021

4, 080
6, 706

TOTAL 100.000
*tempo.rary through 3-6-71 - to bereassigned

individual items over $1, 000)

25.0 Other svcs - (computer, contracts)
$1500

26.0 Supplies & Material: - $2000

31.0 Equipment

$1,000 "iLtelle 144

\/°..

;‘

Dir. OT, I.• - ,,,Vfor44' -'"'



7. (continued)

Similarly, man-made, atmospheric, and galactic noises are an important part of any

definitive radio spectrum occupancy program since it establishes the le
vel of the

unoccupied spectrum with which radio service signals must compete. In 
this context,

man-made noise is defined as unintentional EM radiation (igniyion, p
ower lines, etc.).

Intentional EM radiation (interference) from other radio services may i
n the broadest

sense, be considered as man-made noise, but must be treated separately. However,

this type of interference is of major importance in many systems and will receive

priority. Important factors here are the spatial and/or angular distributiou of the

interference.

8.' (continued) ,

newly acquired OT/ITS facilities and equipment may be necessary to
 demonstrate useful

specific techniques for _measuring channel occupancy. . Data woul
d be made available to

other program areas for study and use.

9. (continued)
programs will be made to determine their possible application to other spectrum

occupancy measurement needs.; A report describing the results of the prerequisite

studies will be prepared as an OT Research Report. An OT .Tech Memo will be

issued describir.i., a feasible pilot channel occtioancy measurement program, and the

f-p.r-hrrirmg.q ttlr lArla—t rrY1 Cruz.esi""avn CY
- 4 -• -

program. As a part of this report, a short-term (few days) measurement program

will be undertaken with temporary personnel and existing equipment. An OT Research

Report will be issued which will survey all currently available man-made noise measure-

ment results within OT/ITS, define pararneterq of man-made noise for standardizing

measurements and_recommend uses of data for EMC development and further work.

-

t-
:



- Dec. 15, 197 0 to June 30, 1971.

•

1 . Proj. No.: 5100 2. OT Frog Element Ref: 05 3.

4. Title: Application of Communication Thenry 6.

5. Sponsor:. OT

7. Background:

Date: 2/16/71

Leader: M.

Alio c:ell fi4-41-':4.-(„`

Supp: $2 5Killt,t adeicv-k-

The efficient use of electrospace depends on keeping signal-to
-interference ratios,

as well as signal-to-noise ratios, in workable regions. New te
chniques of spectral

sharing, notable spread spectrum, apply to satellite, mobile, and 
other data systems,

and may offer important opportunities in terms of electrospace 
usage and system

capabilities. Similarly, the role of multiple access is growing in both civilian and

defense applications. Typical digital radio systems suffer from errors caused by

harmful noise, interference, or signal distortion effects. These channel c
haracteris-

tics are relevant events and need to be studied using the large ITS propagation ex
per-

tise.

8. Long-term objectives, estirnated duration, major outputs and milestones:

Known signai-to-interference protection ratio tables apply to a few types of modu-

lation, in the absence of fading. We will extend these tables to other important

types of modulation under realistic (viz., fading) conditions and to protection ratios

required, when interfering signals are modulated differently from the wanted signal

tA mr,c_ ). irbe iiRgefli17%ess of pc*.nrIn--noiso sen.liences, either as modulation ,r sub-

rsni-ric-rg f r multiple access systems; will he investigated (.6 mos.). in addition,

continued on following page

9. Current year specific activities to June 30, 1971; accomplishments anticipated,

milestones; reports planned, scope and dates:

Will derive signal-to-interference protection ratios for selectively fading radio

channels. Signal intensity, bandwidths, frequency separation, and other parameters

will be included. Will seek effective signal-to-noise ratios for simplest cases (i.e.,

perfect phase lock, etc.) of random type multiple access using spread spectrum tech-

niques. Will identify measurable error-causing features of the scattering function.

Before the end of 1971, anticipated significant results on all topics will be: submitted

for inside or outside publication, used in definition of ITS programs, proposed to 
amend

operational tables (such as CCIR).

10. Costs:

- Name Salary/Year Man Years

Total

Cost/Overhead

M. Nesenbergs
H. Akima
G. R. Peterson
M. T. Ma
.•

- 24,285
• 22, 203
.15, 141
-. 24,979: •

. 0.42
0.33
0.25
0.30

22, 032
15,986
8,236
16, 186
62, 44 0

Other Objects:
Computer 1,500

Printing, Reproduction, Typing 600

Travel
41 6431 1./ 

460

..tui.e, U., •

Si /Art. ede 'f'4"7 jrn <4 1
 LE 

Grand Total 65, 000



Page Z .
Project No. 510 0

8. (Can't.)

the most useful channel characteristics for determining communication system per-
formance will b identified and provided to other groups as a guide in development of
their measurement programs (6 mos.).

"-"'"77777. • • "`"'-̀ r



11'6 RESEARCH AND SERVICES PROJECT SUMMARY
Dec.:15, 1970 to June 30, 1971

1. Proj. No.: 5120

4, Title: Mobile

5. Sponsor:

7. Background:

Date: 2/16/71

2. OT Prog Eler-ent Ref: 05 3,, Leader: D. L. Crombie
:5-Kc fi:e-tr,6 

6. Alloc: $.:20 K,  
(if OA, also indicate
FY 72 reserve)

Communications Study

Needs for mobile communications have been increasing substantially over the
past few years, and a comprehensive study of technical as well as nontechnical re-
quirements is essential for efficient electrospace utilization and coordination with
other services.

;

8. Long term objectives, estimated duration, major outputs and milestones:
Long term objectives are assessment of available techniques and requirements

for land, air, marine, and other potential mobile services, a study of alternatives,
and definitions of present and anticipated requirements on the electro space.

This program may require a number of years for completion; partial outputs
may consist in definition of service requirements (nontechnical) and the establishment
of system perfc—mance standards.

9. Ciirvint yPar cpecific activitiecto 1,41, 30, 1971; accurrrolishrrients
anticipated, Milestones; reports planned, scope and dates:

nr-fienitir,,-, of various technic.l an-1 nontcchnical LcL • wL • prupused methods
of attack.
(b) kplan for propagation and system performance measurements and analysis in
urban areas will be developedand published. This will include estimation of the dis-
tribution of available wanted to unwanted signal ratios and its application;
(c) Continuation of propagation model adaptation for mobile systems, including
analysis of available data on propagation and systems performance in large cities.
(d) Available literature on land mobile congestion in urban areas will be reviewed to
find, where the main problems appear to be.
C 

.
10. Costs:
a. Staffing. Names, Salary, tenths of man year, cost of labor including all overheads:
Crombie, D. D. - 0.1 6,000
Longley, A. G.
Barsis, A. P.
Willis, H.
Gierhart, G.

. 0.2 6,000
O. 2 12, 500

- 0.4 22,000
0.2 6,000 

TOTAL ---$ 52,500

b. Other objects - costs (identify individual items over $1,000)
21.0 Travel $1000

22.0 Transportation

23.0 Rent, communication

24.0 Printing and reproduction $1000

25.0 Other svcs - (computer, contracts)$500

26.0 Supplies & Materials

31.0 Equipment

ignat res:
tiirci4jcat., ,Iti‘• ',qTS •fl14 ' Dir. .0

77, 77.77,777e.,77,--

PL.



• • ITS RESEARCH .A.ND SERVICES PROJECT SUMMARY

Dec. :15, 1970 to June 30, 1971
Date: 2/9/71

1. Proj. No. k/...3270 2.: OT Prog Eleme-nt Ref:
V. 

014/,e4t. 4-14,-e.Si1/2.1" IIL-

4. Title:VHF/ UHF System and Pro
pagation Model 6.. Allocr$40 K, $2, K. (supp)

5. SponsRP: 0
velp?ment (if. OA, also indicate

. FY 72 reserve)

- 7. Background:

Development of models and calculation methods for
 estimating and analyzing tropos-

pheric (VHF/ UHF line of sight and beyond the 
horizon) radio transmissions is an

essential requirement for predicting and evalua
ting system performance and for

efficient utilization of the radio frequency spectr
um or electrospace. A pool of basic

propagation data and of data characterizing the prop
erties of terrain and of the atmos-

phere is available for contintied utilization in 
model improvement.

8. Long term objectives, estimated duration, major out
puts and milestones:

To acquire and apply experimental data and 
theoretical methods to the development of

models and computation methods for predicting 
radio wave propagation in the (approx. )

20-15, 000 MHz frequency range through the n
on-ionized atmosphere and over irregular

terrain; to estimate performance characteristics 
of telecommunication systems

utilizing these propagation mechanisms, and to
 provide information and support appli-

cable to studies for efficient electrospace ut
ilization. This is a continuing effort, since

-new usages and new basic data require adaptat
ion of exis6.ng and developn-..:nt of new

,

• anticipated, milestones; reports planned, scope and dates:

1. Assisting in the adaptation of existing p
ropagation models to form part of a unified

and eustomei accessible time-share computer 
program.

2. A study of the cost benefits which result 1.1- om various degrees of improvement in the

predictability of VHF/ UHF systems. First draft: June 1.

3. A comparison of data with current point-to-point 
predictions for the statistics of

hourly median loss. First draft: May 1.

4. An analysis of some air-ground data at 800 MHz
. First Draft: March 1.

(Cont.)
10. Costs:

a. Staffing. Names, Salary, tenths of man year, cost of labor in
cluding all overheads:

G. Hufford $ 4. 8 K R. Reasoner V $ 5. 9 K

A. Longley $ 8.3 K C. Samson $7.7 K

G. Gierhart $ 6. 4 K V P. McQuate $ 2. 0 K

M. Johnson $ 5.8 K Other Labor 
V V $ 4. 5K 

R. Wilkerson $16.3 K TOTAL $64..5 K

J. Montgomery $ 2. 8 K

b. Other objects

21.0 Travel $1 K

22.0 Transportation

23.0 Rent, communication

- costs (identify individual items over $1, 000)

25.0 Other SVCS- (computer, contracti)
$0. 5 K

26.0 Supplies & Materials

31.0 Equipment

24. 0 P Tinting and reproduction

Signat@es: i-B/f

$3K

ro,



9, .(cot.), .

5. A description of some mobile data taken through foliage at different times of the
year. First draft: April 1.
6. A study of the diurnal variation of low-level refractivity profiles. First draft:
July 1.
7. An atlas of obstacle gains. First draft: April 1.



ITS RESEARCH AND SERVICES PROJECT SUMMARY

Dec. 15, 1970 to June 30, 1971

. Proj. No.: 4250 2. QT Frog Element Ref: 04

Date: 2/17/71

?.. Leader; D. N. Hatfield

Title: Electromagnetic Compatibility Analysis Devel
opment6. fi!.116c; $25K + $111 Ic

(Supp.)

(if OA, also indicate FY72

reserve)
. Sponsor: OT

Background:

This project supports ElectrOmagnetic Compatibility. An
alysis Services. That service

will provide the-technical basis for frequency allocations .an
d assignments for IRAC and

thers; it will lead to more efficient use of the spec
trum through fuller exploitation of

lectrospace sharing. The procedures, computer progra
ms, and data bases for the EM

analysis service are many and complex and the success in 
providing such analyses depends

directly on them.

8. Long term objectives, estimated duration, :major o
utputs and milestones:

The long term objective of this program is to provide t
he technical support for the

lectromagnetic Compatibility Analysis Service (ECAS) prev
iously described. The tech-

nical support will include (1) collection and development of
 the data base and (2) adaption'

and tpf:1,11;.eriacn tho ft-Irrn Of Computer procrrarnR nti urocedures.

T1. pi.-ogi-a- iris, and procedurc.-; %yin be "hi.; fled from 
,thp, prr,..1ert:F4c:A, other

research organizations, etc. The data base will include information on and models ot

equipment characteristics (e. g. , image response of rece
ivers and spurious outputs from

transmitters), surface features (topography) and electriC
al constants of the ground,

atmospheric and ionospheric characteristics, channel char
acteristics, and current fre-

quency allocations.-- LThe analysis techniques will include computer based m
ethods for

analyzing the level and effect of the interference among sys
tems using the electrospace

as required by ECAS. It is expected to be a continuing proj
ect.

9. Current year specific activities to June 30, 1971; accomplishm
ents anticipated,

milestones; reports planned, scope and dates:

1. Support of and in cooperation with IRAC, began an analysis of 
one of their higher

priority compatibility problems. This will provide for immedi
ate experience and the

establishment of the necessary liaison.

Z. Determine specific ECAS requirements for analytical models
 and data, especially

those models and data which have immediate use or require ex
tensive development. This

will involve close liaison with FCC, ECAC, and others.

3. Initiate and complete a survey of available analytical tec
hniques and data that will

meet or partially meet the requirements of 11).

(continued on next page)

Signatures:

Proj. Leader

/2,41/4141Malif

Assoc. Pir.
• n 4,1
. 1-17bi4 :tL

_

in. ITS

!

11'

elf's •
Dir. OT

rtz

*



I.roj. No.: 4250 (continued)

4. Identify the essential and immediatel-y- useful techniques/data and adapt or

develop them for uc.c on the Boulder Labs' computers. 
This will allow early develop-

ment and application of the service and the accumulati
on of practical operating experience.

5. :Become familiar with the following four OTP
 priority problems and initiate solutions

as appropriate:

(a) Resolve a question of possible interference to ATC 11
8-136 MHz communica-

tions when sharing these frequencies with CATV.

(b). Develop a technique for optimally assigning the specific ch
annels in the 118-136

MHz ATC band to the operating units. It will minimize self interference and

maximize usage.
• I

) Investigate the feasibility of sharing a frequency assignment betw
een the ATA

CAS system and the current L-band aircraft altimeters.

) Modify an existing geosta,tionary satellite system computer analysis program

for engineering use.

The major anticipated accomplishment is to have the group personnel be
come familiar

with FCC, OTP, FAA, and IRAC:e A remote computer terminal will be installed in

Boulder to give access to the Washington Univac 1108 computer.

1 11G priority prot,;,-;ms
•

(a) An analysis of the CATV interference potential was sent (along
 with recom-

mendations) to OTP on Feb. 2; 1971.

(b) Study of the existing assignment techniques and initial plans for com
puter model

implementation have begun. A primary, computer based assignment tec
hnique

(sub-optirrial), -will be completed by June 30, 1971.

(c) The study of the CAS and altimeter system will be completed by Jun
e 30, 1971.

(d) The computer pr.ogram will be modified for the CDC 3800 and tested for

accuracy. Some programming changes will be made towards a user orie
nted

program.

Working papers and/or ITS reports will be issued as appropriate.

10. Costs:

a. Staffing, Names, Salary, tenths of man yea'', cost of labor including all ov
erheads:

Name .§.2221y (inc. 0.H. ) Man years Costs .,-.
Hatfield. D. N. 39.4 K 0.23 9.1 K

Adams, J. E. ' 37.6 K 0.41 . 15.9K

Ax, G. G. 34.2 K 0.42 14.4 K

Berry, L. A. 57.0 K 0.17 10.0 K

Crombie, P. D. 64.3 K 0.05 • 3.2 K

Enoch, G.. R. 17.9K 0.44 7.9K

Herman, J. E. 33.4 K 0.42 14.0 K

Jurgens, C. A. 21.7 K 0.21 4.6K

continued on next page)



•:
?roj. •4.250 (continued)

ruroshek, 3. R. 33.4K• 0.30 10.0 K
loberts, W. M. 18.4 K 0.46 8.5K• 
)peration Research 34.2 K 0. 20 6.8K• 

TOTAL $104.4 K

),. Other objects: costs (identify individual items over $1000)

i.0 Travel - $3 K

4. 0 Printing and reproduction - $2 K
t5. 0 Other services (computer, contracts) - $24.6 K
!6. 0 Supplies and materials - $2 K

:rComputer terminal lease $10 K.



ITS RESEARCH AND SERVICES PROJECT SUMMARY
Dec. 1.5, 1970 to June 30, 1971

• Date: February 22, 1971

1. Proj. No.: 7110 2.:•OT Prog Ref:4.2. 3. Leader: T. deHa;is 

4, Title:,Telephone Interconnection and Attachment Standards Alloc: $50 K (supp) 
5 Sponsor: (if OA, also indicate• , Or

E.7y 72 reserve)7, Background:
This task was initiated as a result of reprogramming in December 1970. During the
intervening period, severar relevant documents have been reviewed and a technical
familiarity with the problenis associated with interconnection has been achieved.
The initial thrust of this task is presently being defined by the Project Leader
through discussions with OT; OTP and others.

ttsigl

8. Long term objectives, estimated duration, major outputs and milestones:
The long term objective of this task is to provide technical support to CTP in the
formulation of policies, rules and/or tariffs to promote the efficient use of
common carrier networks by commercial interests - particularly for small
business interests. These policies and rulings must withstand technical criti-
cism, *must be legally responsible and must promote an equitable economic
environment for both the common carrier and the potentially large number of
users.

, . Currct ycar afic aLivii.ies to June 30, 1971; p] 1"nent
ianticiDateri. m )estones U) Make several field

trips to representative user and common carrier agencies to establish program
elements, objectives, existence of available technical material and resources,
establish technical, economic and intra-agency biases and positions, ar- to
develop a proper direction for the study and recommendations; (2) Collect existing
manuals and staT.ndards of practice procedures and review for general applications;
(3) Develop requirements for interconnections - especially for PBX and PABX
systems. Develop requirements for network protection as defined by common
carrier and evaluate; (4) Develop standards, do economic assessment, develop

10. Costs: proposed rulings as required.
a., Staffing. Names, Salary, tenths of man year, cost of labor including all overheads:
T. deHaas V 0:55 MY $28,896
L. Livingston V 

0.3 MY 9,591
J. Hull 0.1 1\4Y • 7,150.•
Other personnel •

as required V V V 16,363 
• $62,000

b. Other objects - costs (identify individual items over $1,000)
21,0 Travel $2,500 V 

25.0 Other svcs - (computer, contracts)

22.0 Transportation 26.0 Supplies & Materials
23,0 Rent, communication 31.0 Equipment

24.0 Printing and reproduction $500.
f

-
ignatures:
roj,. Ldr. Assoc. Dir.

t ITS
010.

OT 14/(



• ITS RESEARCH LAND SERVICES PROJECT SUMMARY

Dec. 15, 1970 to June 30, 1971
Date: February 22, 1971

I, Proj, No.: i.130 2; OT Prog Elen'ent Ref: - 3. Leader: P. s: Rice

Telecommunications Information Base  ..veidd±6/e,
: ' 

4, Title: Atlas of Rain Statistics to Support Satellite 
6. Alloc 30

5. spor;s jpterference Studies. 
. .

(if OA, also indicate

• FY 72 reserve)

7. Background /15 has been evaluating the sharing criteria as adopted by the

CCIR for the allocation and assignment of frequencies 
to terrestrial and satellite

services sharing common bands. A statistical model has 
been proposed by ITS

for calculating the probability of interference caused by rain
 for any given location

and in a given area in order to predict interference pr
obabilities. Such an

assessment of data for several locations in other parts of th
e world where appropri-

ate data ate available has been under way for some time
. These data properly

normalized and rearranged, are necessary for the applicatio
n of the above model.

8. Long term objectives, estimated duration, major outputs an
d milestones:

The long term objective of this task is to assemble adequ
ate meteorological data

for several regions of the wOrld as necessary for the pr
ediction of service

probability and sharing criteria. This task in the long term should develop the

meteorological data base for specific satellite sharing deci
sions. The initial

studies have been and are based on excessive precipitati
on statistics which

were initially gathered for the assessment of water resour
ces. Future collection

of rain statisLics should be oriented toward communication
 interference require-

__ _ 
---1--1- 

  •••• 1-
;14; „ -

anticipated, milestones; reports planned, scope and dates:

(1) This task will produce a technical report which will
 contain the data

described in 7 above. This report will be a referencable 
document to

support tl.e statistical model which has been presented at t
he Feb. :';71

CCIR International Working Party.

(2) Assemble available data and make necessary norm
alizations.

(3) Make necessary plots of data as required to support th
e statistical model.

(4) Develop several examples to show applicability of mod
el.

(5) The document will also demonstrate the kind of meteorol
ogical data required for

10. CO any location where the interference is to be applied.

a. Staffing, Names, Salary, tenths of man year, cost of labor 
including all overheads:

Rice 0,05 MY $2,212

.Samson 0.1 MY 3,240

Moncure 0.1 MY . 3, 184

Coyle 0, 35 MY 5,362

Holmberg 6.15 MY 2,904

Gray 0-.1 MY 2,143

Capps . 0.15 MY 3,455

cn 
0.1 MY 3, 081 Total $25,681

b,8.8-Ietr objects - costs (identity individual items over $1, 000)

21.0 Travel 25.0 Other svcs - (computer, contracts)S3K

22.0 Transportation

23. 0 Rent, communication

24.0 Printing and reproduction $1K

26,0 Supplies & Materials

31,0 Equipment

Signatures:



••• • •-• •••••• ••• I ••• ••• ••• ••••• • .•• A. • .•• •••••• • .6.

Dec. .15, 1970 to June 30, 1971

1. Proj. No.: 8760 2. OT Prog Eleme-f. Ref; 08

4. Title;Radio System and EMC Prediction Services

5. Sponsor; OT

Date; 2/ 8/ 71

3. Leader:G. "'. Haydon

..,16. Alloc; $55, 000-/ii(ikitaq:

$70, 000 (supp. )&,,(t, -

.. (if OA, also indicate FY U

7. Background; reserve)

Frequency management, radio .system planning, and operations 
planning, require rapid

authoritative prediction services which estimate probability of tra
nsmission loss,

signal-to-noise and signal-to-interference ratios, and optimum fr
equency.

8. Long term objectives, estimated duration, major outputs 
and milestones:

To provide rapid, authoritative:and inexpensive radio system
 performance predictions

.
for system design, operation, and electromagnetic compatibi

lity analysis. Predictions

will take the format required by users, normally expressed in 
probabilities, available

as charts, tables, or computer routines, including time-share 
services. Will include

appropriate long term ionospheric prediction services and dist
urbance warning;

VHF/ UHF transmission prediction, and regular services to IR
AC EMC analyses.

9. Current year specific activities to June 30, 1971; accompl
ishments

anticipated, milestones; reports planned, scope and dates:

1. Publication of a quasi permanent substitute for "Ionospheric 
Predictions" by June,

1971.. ..:

2. Catalog of prediction services available with sample applicat
ion.

••• • •

••7:11 

•••• 

ear' 
r;.;41/ Vt1;4 rnirig service at i rnanvear level.

4. A merger of ITS prediction routines to improve uniformity 
of formats

nomenclature.

5. Extension of routines to include other models as approp
riate--e.g. space system

models developed by G. E. for OTM, modeis developed by SRI 
at ECAC and DEPG.

6. Simplify prediction routines for use on time-share with emphas
is on interface

with model comr.riunication system.

7. Initiation of a regular service to the IRAC EMC Analysis pro
gram.

8. Continue publication of "Ionospheric Predictions" through June
, 1971.

all C.1

10. Costs:

a, Staffing, Names, Salary, tenths of man year, cost of labor including all overheads:

G. W. Haydon .3 MY $14.0 K R. Rosich .3 MY $12. 0 K

F. Stewart .3 MY $10. 0 K M. Ballard .2 MY $ 3. 0 K

M. Leftin .4 MY $17. 0 K F. Starck . 1 MY $ 2.2 K

J. Harris . 5 MY $20, 1 K R. Peterson* . 1 MY $ 4.0 K

J. Finney . 1 MY $ 1.2K - L. Proctor* .1 MY $ 4. 0 K

E. Powell . Z MY $ 0. 5 K TOTAL $88. 0 K

*to be reassigned

b. Other objects - costs (identify individual items over $1, 000)

21.0 Travel $1.5 K

22.0 Transportation

23. 0 Rent, communication

25.0 Other svcs - (computer,

$11. 5K

26. 0 Supplies & Materials

24. 0 Printing and reproduction $24, 0 K 31. 0 Equi rn.ent

Signatures;
Proj. Ldr Assoc. Dir.
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Project No.: 2160
OT Program: Information Base
Sponsor: OT
Title: Information Base

•

Background:

- Date: 3/15/71
Leader: R.K. Salaman
A11oc: .$25*
mr,

Approved: Dir., OT

This project will provide support for the smaller tasks within
the program to develop telecommunication information bases
that are not identified as separate projects. It includes the
identification and acquisition of pertinent information and
data, and its dissemination.

Long Term Objective:

To support the telecommunication information base program by
acquiring information not available through other programs.

Current Year Specific Activities:

Develop a data file of pertinent characteristics of currently
important telecommunication systems.

i'rovidc. zit:o7iPort for ,..-A-J-1-apuLer Lv tel.cuituttunication
inrnrmption t

Costs:

R.K. .02 MY • $1K
J.J. Tary_ •.1 MY $4K
Other assistance .1 MY '$31.‹
P.L. Rice .1 MY $5K

Other Object Costs:
Travel' $2K
Other services $91(
Transportation
Supplies and materials

egla

Rent, communication
. Equipment .
Printing and reproduction $1K

:

Jr..
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Project No.: 2120 1 .
OT...Program: Information Base
Title: Population Information
Sponsor: OT

Date: 3/15/71 "sr
Leader: D. R. Ewing
Alloc: $)..5 K

I ,uni . It Ceetl-,

Background: Approved: Dir.,

An analysis of alternative telecommunication opportunitiesrequires an appreciation of the distributed influence ofsociety, i.e., not only where people are located, but theirunique requirements. An analysis of the 1960 census for theU. S. Canada, and Mexico resulted in a computer program fordetermining the number and density of the population at anydistance around arbitrary geographic points. The census
data soon to be available for 1970 will form an importantpart of the information base required in telecommunicationanalysis.

Long-term Objective:

To provide a demographic data base that can readily be used toboth ans—..;: specific questions, and be incorporated in com-prchcrIcivc analysi6 plOqiaMS.

Current Year Specific Objectives:

The Census Bureau MED lists for 1970 data will contain firstcounts fr..— approximately 250,000 enumeration districts. Coordinatesand areas of the ED's will be tabulated to allow a numericaldescription of the population. These data will be placed inthe information service inventory by June 30, 1971. Severalspecific problems requiring demographic data will be selectedin cooperation with other OT and OTP program requirements, andstudied to guide further development of this data base.

Other Object Costs (above $1,000):

D.R. Ewing
R. Espeland

Travel
Rent, communication
Other services $1K
Equipment

in,14

0.3 MY
*0.25 MY

*Transportation
Printing and reproduction
Supplies and materials $3K

$9,236

$2,531
$11,767

firk 4.1 lttsiru -44414 , co/ 627) 21,2aI7 4/11-

Apilps/V‘e--4

bL
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Project No. 2110
OT.Program: Information Base

Title: Resource Inventory
Sponsor: OT

Background and Justification:

Date: 3/15/71
Leader: R. Michael Jones
Alloc: 20 K

tiA 

• Approved: Dir., O-T

The Office of Telecommunications is acquiiing the
 basic informa-

tion necessary to allow responsive, timely decision
s. The

majority of decisions are based on information that
 is available

through services within 100 feet of the decision maker
's desk,

and which require a minimum of interpretive pro
cessing. The

major lacking ingredient is timely accessibility to
 pertinent

authoritative information that is largely available
 from many

diverse sources.

Long-term Objectives:

To develop a retrieval system that will allow tim
ely access to

information required to make telecr,mmunication decisio
ns, min-

imize th. Lime reauired for infol-m -irn n 11^w multi—

Current Year Specific- Activities:

To develon a prototype information retrieval system
 to der-_-n-

strate inrormation accessibility, and specify det
ailed system

requirements for the next several years.
•

Included is the preparation of a prototype retrieva
l program

and the generation of typical data files such as 
source informa-

tion, system characteristics, and socio-economic 
data.

The prototype system development will be coordi
nated with the

other information service program activities, fo
r example to

assist in obtaining germane data. This prototype development

will be finished by June 30, 1971.

Costs:

R. Michael Jones
Judith J. Stephenson

$16,042
$14,720

-2
Other Objects-Cost (above $1,000):

.20 MY

.20 MY

Travel $1.0 Transportation

Rent, Communication Printing & reproduction

Other services $5.6 Supplies & materials

Equipment

.12114,

$7.0K
$6.4K



Project No.: 2140
OT Program: Information Base
Title: Propagation AssessMent
Sponsor: OT

Background:

Date': 3/15/71
,Leader: W.F. Utlaut 

$20K*
44.-prif itei-tafrie6 .

Approved: Dir.,

A most important function of the information base is to assess the
status of areas contained within the telecommunication field,
and identify authoritative services of information. Project
9102100 will survey EM wave propagation primarily within
OT/ITS. This project will determine the status of-the propaga-
tion area from the broader national/international view.

Long-term Objective:

To assist in providing an understanding of the current
status in propagation, and guidance for future development
of this area.

Current Year Specific Objectives:

1) Det—aine in summary form. thLi state-of-the art in_
CAMA

2) Briefly discuss the activities currently in progress,
and list the principal investigators; and

3) Discucs the merit of future activity including priorities,
the basic area of benefit for future work (e.g., environmental,
communication, remote sensing), the level of effort alternatives,
appropriate organization to perform the work, etc.

Costs:

W. F. Utlaut

Other Objects Costs (above $1,000):

Travel $5K
Rent, communication
Other services
Equipment

,
Ic4 ao,et/c.e.ie-4

/ful7r72-1;,2/494,

. - 7

• Transportation
Printing and reproduction
Supplies and materials

.140.1.(444,t,,Ate,“e”
:773-

03-
,4_01c 71 A



Attachment 16

Minutes of 5/12/71

AGENDA

OTP/OT FREQUENCY MANAGEMENT SUPPORT  MEETING

JUNE 30, 1971

1325 G St. NW

0900

1. Electromagnetic Compatibility - Further discussion on

scope and magnitude of overall area, including:

a, Analysis Capability

b. Data Base

c. Automated Data Processing

d. Monitoring

2. Status of Action Items

a. Propagation

b. Sipecifir TtPms

c. Standards

3. Noise

4. Receivers

5. EMC Education

6. Equipment Characteristics - Sachs /Freeman Contract

7. Program/Project Administration

8. Other Business


